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Abstract 

This thesis describes the development of operational profiles for testing purposes, 
providing a quantitative characterization of system- usage in practice . The opera
tional profiles are defined based on actual user behaviour through the use of sys
tem loggings extracted from the remote service ne twork of Philips Medical Systems 
CardioVascular. Moreover, thi s thesis describes a framework for the application of 
the operational profiles and for test improvements based on increased user insight. 
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Management Summary 

This MSc. Graduation project has been conducted at Philips Medical Systems 
(PMS), one of the world 's top three medical device companies. More specifically, 
this project has been conducted within the Development department of the bus iness 
line CardioVascular X-Ray (CV). 

Products of CV are used for diagnostic and interventional purposes in hospitals; a 
common procedure is for example cathe teri sation. The main productline is the 
Xper-family, cons isting of products with one acquis ition arm (mono-plane) and with 
two arms (bi-plane), and with small detector s ize (FDlO) and big detector s ize 
(FD20). 

Motive for assignment 

PMS CV Development has to balance three strategic key factors in order to retain 
a competitive pos ition in the market: Innovation speed, cost price, and qual
ity/reliability. T he organizational unit System Integration & Test (SI&T) is respon
s ible for the verification and validation of the quality/reliability, while taking into 
account the other two key factors. 

To achieve a profound verification and validation of new products, without com
pri s ing on price and innovation speed, testing strategy mus t allocate testing efforts 
as effi ciently as possible. This is especially needed for reliability testing, currently 
not done explicitly but requiring many resources to achieve future re li ability goals. 

Despite efforts in the design phase of the product, faults are inevitably present. 
Faults result in failures when the parts of the product containing those faults are 
executed by the end-user. SI&T' s responsibili ty is therefore to find and report 
faults expected to otherwise be found by the end-user. 

This means that the effi cient allocation of test effort s is influenced by the behav
iour of end- users. The focus of this assignment is to increase insight into the end 
users to improve the validation and verification process. 

Assignment 

A unique opportunity exists at PMS CV to extract system loggings via a remote 
service network called Servicewax, intended for service purposes. To enable us -
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ing the system loggings for this assignment, a software solution is designed and 
developed. By us ing this software solution is possible to search in the system us 
age of 14 1 connected systems located all around the globe. 

A me thod describing the utilization of user ins ight in the test ing process is Soft
ware Reliability Engineering (SRE). Despite its name suspects, the application of 
SRE is not limited to software environments, but can also be used in soft
ware/hardware environments. SRE is a widespread method implemented at many 
prominent company's, including other parts of the Philips organization. 

The SRE method captures user ins ight for practical application in so-called Op
erational Profiles. An Operational Profile is a set of operations, logical system 
tasks, and their associated frequency of usage. For operations that cannot be rep
resented adequate by fre quency of use alone, the data profile is introduced con
taining information about the paramete r-values of an operation. The data profile 
can be seen as a refinement of the operational profile, providing ins ight within the 
operation. 

The goal of this assignment is increasing ins ight into users and aggregating this in 
Operational Profiles by using data provided by the system loggings. This enables 
improved allocation of testing efforts and improved re liability testing. The assign
ment is formally defin ed as follows: 

"Define one or multiple profiles to represent the system usage of the diverse cus
tomer mix, using user insight gained by system Joggings from the connected in 
stalled base, and identify improvement opportunities based on the SRE framework 
for the current testing process. " 

Software development 

To be able to extract information from the enormous amount of data provided by 
the system loggings, a software solution is designed. This is useful for three rea
sons: 

• The initial defining of the Operational Profiles and data profiles done in this 
report 

• Reducing the required effort to keep the Operational Profiles up-to-date 

• Creating the opportunity for people not involved in this project to answer 
user re lated questions. For this reason the design of the tool is very open 
and configurable. 

The software solution is available from anywhere in the Philips network and avail
able to all. 
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Research 

The content of the Operational Profile is defined in cooperation with 10 stake
holders active in s ix working areas. In total 94 'operations' containing information 
on frequency of use, and 8 parameters conta ining information on the usage of 
within the 'operations' with data profiles, are defined. 

It is possible to defin e one operational profile for every product line, averaging all 
users and thus discarding detailed information on differentiated usage among 
user-groups . A more interesting opportunity, and chosen in this assignment, is de
fining user-groups with similar system usage. By defining a limited set of user
groups, the level of detail is increased dramatically, retaining overview with sev
eral operational profiles. 

The initial set of user-groups is defined by three properties of (potential) users: 
product type, geographical location, and clinical use. The first two properties are 
known from marketing information , the latte r one is analysed with help of a clus
tering technique. 

These user-groups are validated for the effect on the Operational Profile based on 
the three properties. This validation is based on expert judgement from employees 
working in specific working areas represented by the Operational Profile. Based 
on this analysis some user-groups could be joined, other user-groups remained 
separate. 

Results 

The re sults of the analysis of the 141 connected systems is only based on the 
mono- plane systems, the bi-plane systems are not sufficiently connected disabling 
the ability to use their system loggings. An overview of clinical use on the systems 
is given in figure 1, showing the average system- usage. 

Europe N-Arnerica Asia Pacifi c Europe 

FD10 

N-Arnerica Asia Pacific 

FD20 

■ Ped iatric 

II EP 

f ■ Neuroradiology 

l■ Vascular 

D Card iology 

Figure 1: Clinical use of mono-plane systems segmented in regions 
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The FDlO-systems are used almost exclusively for cardiac application and the 
FD20-systems show a much more diverse picture. With he lp of a clustering analy
sis the FD20 customers are divided into 3 mixes showing big coherence. Meaning 
that in total the initial list consists of 12 user-groups. Table 1 lists these user
groups and the number of connected systems in these groups. 

Table 1: Systems labelled and occurrence frequency in installed base 
Geographical location Asia Pacific Europe N. America 
System Type Clinical use 
FDlO Cardiology 16 19 50 

Cardiology 1 0 10 
FD20 Radiology 3 1 4 

Radio/Ne uro 3 5 9 

FD10 Cardtology • 85 systems FD20 Cardiology -11 systems FD20 Radiology-17 systems FD20 Radiology - 8 systems 
~% ti% 

= North America I= Europe I = Asia Pacific 

After analysing the differences among these user -groups by looking at the ir effect 
on potential operational profiles , the number of user-groups is reduced to four. 
These four use r-groups differ substantially in one or multiple parts of system us
age. The following user-groups remained after this validation process: 

• FDlO cardiology systems situated in Asia Pacific 

• FDl0 cardiology systems situated in Europe and North America 

• FD20 cardiology systems 

• FD20 radiology and neuroradiology systems 

For these user-groups an operational profile is defined, containing frequency in
formation on 94 systems tasks and detailed information on 8 acquisition parame 
ters. Figure 2 di splays a qualitative picture to provide a global idea of the opera
tional profiles in this report. The x-axis shows all operations, categorized m 
working areas; the y-axis is the relative occurrence of that operation. 

Acquisition I Workflow I Mowment Viewing General 

Figure 2: Qualitative picture of an operational profile 
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The figure clearly shows the big difference between the occurrences of operations, 
in this report detailed information an all operat ions is given, including the differ
ences be tween user -groups . 

Based on the SRE method and the increased user ins ight from the ope rational pro 
files, the following improvements in the testing process are identified: 

• Improved frequency information for Risk Based testing, 

• Improved input for the design of test scripts used fo r automated re liability 
testing . 

• Improved info rmation for equivalence partitioning and boundary value 
analysis. 

Recommendations 

Based on the outcomes of this assignment, the fo llowing points are recommended: 

• Start reliability tests based on the ope rational profiles. Thi s s tep improves 
the verification and validation of the re liability performance. Testing during 
deve lopment prevents reliability problems occurring near product re lease. 

• Use increased user insight for Risk Based Testing method 

• Define operational profiles for bi- plane systems. Currently system loggings 
contain no info rmation which acquis ition/movement channel is used. 

• Add extra information to the system loggings, although the majority of de
s ire d information is available in the system loggings , some info rmation is 
mi ssing in the current format or is not logged consistently for a ll product 
versions. Missing or incomplete information is described throughout this re
port. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Company Profile 

This chapter contains an introduction to the research assignment and a brie f intro 
duction to the chapters in this thesis . In sections 1.2 to 1.4 a description is given of 
the business environment in which this assignment is carried out. 

1.1 Introduction 
This report presents a maste r's thesis dealing with the definition of operational 
profiles for testing purposes. The thesis starts in chapter 1 with an introduction to 
the business environment. Chapter 2 describes the motivation for carrying out this 
assignment, and the assignment formulation including the business problem it in
tends to answer. Chapter 3 contains a brief explanation of current testing practices 
of Philips Medical System CardioVascular in order to provide a clearer image of the 
improvement opportunities described later on in this assignment. 

Chapte r 4 provides the reade r with an overview of the literature used during the 
assignment. In chapter 5 the contents of the operational profile is discussed; the 
contents of the operational profile is chosen in such a way that it provides a clear 
view on user behaviour, but limited by the availability of data in the system log 
gings . To easily have access to the data needed for the operational profiles, a tool 
is developed to support the initial gathering of information and lower the effort 
needed for future updating of the operational profiles. 

Chapter 6 describes the process of identifying user-groups in the diverse installed 
base of Philips Medical Systems. In this chapter also the significance of the defined 
user -groups is tested, based on their effect on the contents of the operational pro
file. 

Chapter 7 describes the definition of the operational profiles, now the contents of 
the operational profile and the relevance of the user-groups are determined. A tool 
to aid in the visualization and development of the operational profiles is also cre
ated. This means that the whole trajectory from the gathering of information to the 
actual operational profile is supported by software. Chapter 8 describes the appli 
cation of the operational profiles in current testing practices. Finally, in chapter 9 
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the conclusions on the assignment are given as well as recommendations and fur
ther research. 

1.2 Royal Philips Electronics NV 
Royal Philips Electronics is one of the world's biggest electronics companies. What 
started as a lamp factory in 1891 in the centre of Eindhoven is developed into a 
multinational company with sales over €30 billion in 2005. Philips has four business 
divisions, depicted in figure 1. 1, employing around 130,000 people. 

Royal Philips Electronics 

Consumer Electronics Domestic Appliances Medical Systems Lighting 

Figure 1. 1: Businesses of Royal Philips Electronics 

Philips strives to bring 'Sense & Simplicity' to consumers that are designed specifi
cally to meet their needs. This is achieved by focusing on the areas of Healthcare, 
Lifestyle and Technology. The mission of Philips is to improve the quality of peo
ple's lives through the timely introduction of meaningful technological innovations. 
The next section will elaborate on the business division Medical Systems. 

1.3 Philips Medical Systems 
Philips started its medical activities in 1918, when it first introduced a medical X
ray tube. In 1933 Philips started to manufacture other medical equipment in Europe 
and the United States. Today, Philips Medical Systems (PMS) is a global leader in 
diagnostic imaging systems, healthcare information technology solutions, and pa
tient monitoring and cardiac devices. 

2 

Philips Medical Systems 

Finance 

Ultrasound and 
Monitoring 

'---,----;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:,.t-;.-;_-;_-;_-_-_-_"""'_'-_-___ ..... _ 

X-Ray 
(XMR) 

Marketing, Strategy & 
Business Development 

Imaging Systems 

General X-Ray 

Global Sales and 
Services 

Nuclear Medicine 
(NM) 

Figure 1.2: The business structure of PMS 
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PMS has around 31,000 employees spread in over 63 countries. The two headquar
ters of the division and are located in Best, The Netherlands, and in Andover, 
United States of America. Total sales summed up to €6 .343 billion over 2005. The 
bus iness structure of PMS is shown in figure 1.2 together with the location of the 
bus iness line CardioVascular (CV). The next section will focus on the business line 
Cardio Vascular. 

1.4 Business Line CardioVascular 
This assignment is carried out in the bus iness line CardioVascular more specifically 
in the organizational unit System Integration and Test (SI&T). The organizational 
chart displaying the position of the organizational unit is shown in figure 1.3. 

Supply Chain & 
Customer Support 

Human Resource 
Management 

Purchasing 
Management 

Marl<eting 

Software 
Development 

Service Innovation 

Cardiovascular 

Systems 

System Design 

Application & Clinical 
Science 

Hardware 
Development 

System Integration 
& Test 

Figure 1.3: Organizational chart of Business Line CV. 

Projects 

The mission of the business line is to be the recognized leader of X - Ray-centered, 
minimally invasive solutions, designed around patient and clinician, excelling in 
clinical outcome and workflow effici ency. 

The bus iness line CV makes products for s ix different clinical areas: 
Interventional Cardiology 
Pediatric Cardiology 
Electro Physiology 
Interventional Neuroradiology 
Interventional Radiology 
Diagnostic Radiology and Neuroradiology 

These clinical areas are targeted with the 'Allura Xper ' -productline, cons isting out 
of fo ur product types. These product types are focused on a subset of the men-
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tioned clinical areas, but can be used for all. Table 1.1 shows the relationships be
tween the product types and the clinical application. 

Table 1 1: Relationship between clinical areas and product types 
Mono-plane Bi-plane 

Clinical area Xper FDlO Xper FD20 
Xper Xper 

FDl0/10 FD20/10 
Interventional Cardiology ++ ++ ++ + 

Pediatric 
Cardiology 

+ + ++ + 

Electro 
Physiology 

++ + + + 

Interventional Neuroradiology ++ ++ 

Interventional Radiology ++ + 

Diagnostic Radiology and Neu- + + + + 
roradiology 

Mono-plane systems have one arm and are capable of acqmnng images from one 
side; bi-plane systems have two arms and can acquire images from two sides si
multaneous . The suffix 10 or 20 refers to the size of the detector in inches that is 
installed; a larger detector can scan a wider area at once. A schematic view of the 
system together with an explanation of its components can be found in appendix 1. 
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Chapter 2 

Research Outline 

In this chapter the research outline of the assignment is given. In sections 2.1 and 
2.2 the motive for this research assignment for both the company and the univer s ity 
is given. In section 2.3 the problem definition is described, which leads to the as
s ignment formulation in section 2.4. This chapter will be concluded with the re
search approach and methodology. 

2.1 Objective from business perspective 
The organizational unit SI&T is responsible for the design integration, verification 
and validation of newly designed products that are going to be introduced in the 
medical market. Its main responsibility is to prove whether the quality of the sys
tem is sufficient to re lease the product. In order to do so, its main tasks are to inte
grate components in a full CV-system and to assure that the system is performing 
according to its specified requirements and that it meets the customer1 expecta
tions. 

Apart from this operational responsibility, the act1v1t1es of SI&T also include the 
development of the test strategy. This test s trategy includes the allocation of test
ing effort with a product risk analysis and the organization and planning of the test
ing process . Therefore SI&T is also responsible for setting up the tests to verify 
and validate the product requirements described in the product designs. Validation 
is defined and used throughout the rest of this report as the process of identifying if 
the product meets the expectations of the customer. Verification is used to refer to 
identifying whe ther the product meets its requirements . 

Thi s verification and validation is done for eleven quality characteristics that are 
li sted and described in appendix 2. Verification of these quality characteristics is 
mainly done early in the testing process based on the requirements set in the prod
uct design; the validation of the quality characteris tics has greater emphasi s at the 
end of the testing process. This can also be seen in the V-model testing methodol 
ogy that is described in appendix 3. This validation requirement forces the organ
izational unit to make an assessment on the cus tomer expectations and test whether 

1 In thi s assignment the term 'customer ' is used identica l to 'user' for reasons of recogn izability in the 
business environment. Th is assignment will not dea l with the buyer, in a narrow sense the 'customer' . 
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or not they are met. As can be seen in appendix 2 the characteristics are not all 
tested by SI&T, but some are outsourced to other organizational units . SI&T is 
however respons ible for the complete test report. The following characteristics are 
validated within the organizational unit SI&T: Functionality, re li ability, interopera
bility and security. 

This assignment will focus on the validation of the product re liability by means of 
providing better insight into customer expectations. This improved customer insight 
will enable a more profound validation of the quality characteristic re liability. This 
increased focus on the quality characteristic reliability is based on two deve lop 
ments. 

Firstly, the financial necessity for improving this validation process is recently indi
cated in a graduation project that was aiming to provide more ins ight into the cost 
of non-quality [7]. Also, an internal document [22) stating the reliability perception 
of the customer base is lowering whilst the products of the competition are gaining 
re liability in the customers' perception. Due to these recent developments, increas
ing the business importance of reliability, it is not unlike ly that in the future reli 
ability requirements are also added to the product design. The addition of these re
liability requirements would make SI&T also responsible for the verification of the 
product reliability. 

Secondly, the reliability of the product is currently expressed in terms of Mean 
Time Between Failures (MTBF) and is calc ulated based on the number of failures 
that occur during the final system test, in chapter 3 more information on these tests 
is given. This number is divided by the total testing time to acquire a MTBF figure 
based on these final system tests. The validation of the product reliability is there
fore formally at the end of the testing process, but SI&T wants to prevent reliability 
problems near product release and strives to monitor the reliability during devel
opment. The organizational unit SI&T refers to this process as shifting from a re
active to a pro-active way of working. 

Test management is interested to address this need to be pro-active on reliability 
issues and is implementing a Reliability Growth Model (RGM) for this purpose [27]. 
Literature research done on applying this class of mode ls during product develop 
ment [25] underline that a RG mode l is a good and applicable way of monitoring the 
re liability. However in practice, thi s research also showed that in order to make and 
accurate estimation/prediction on the product re liability , an estimation that is in ac
cordance with field performance, it is needed to perform tests according to real life. 
For this purpose information is needed on the way the user employs the system in 
the fie ld . This information is currently obtained by estimations of domain experts 
that have experience in the field. However, a strong opportunity exists to obtain 
part of this informat ion from the Remote Service Network (RSN). This network col-
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lects the system loggings that are generated by the installed base2
; these loggings 

accurate ly record the operations done by and on the system in real life environ 
ments. 

This previously mentioned increased attention to rel iability and the implementation 
of a RG model , makes the test management want to improve insight in the behaviour 
of their customers by us ing the information provided by the RS network. This im
proved insight will improve the test designs and ultimately the testing process. 

Based on assumptions it is thought that the user behaviour can be segmented into a 
limited and manageable number of userprofiles that can be used to communicate the 
user behaviour into the organization. By s tating 'organization', not only SI&T is 
meant , but information based on these userprofiles is be lieved to be relevant for 
other bus iness practices such as image quality, marketing, design and application as 
well. Supplementary objective of this research is therefore to include these s take 
holders in formulating the profiles to ensure applicability and awareness in these 
departments as well. Cooperation from the other stakeholders helps identifying dis
tinctive characteristics of user behaviour; thi s me thod of approach is also advi sed 
in literature [ 16]. 

The data that is provided by accessing the RSN-network is in its current form not 
directly usable due to the fact that it was never intended for this purpose and is 
therefore not compiled in a manageable way. In the current format it cons ists out of 
a huge amount of data of which only a small portion is useful for describing user 
behaviour. Manually conve rting the data from the RS network to information that 
describes customer behaviour is possible, but requires a huge amount of effort, and 
will there fore be done by a new software application. Deciding what information is 
needed to describe the user behaviour and making the software specification is also 
part of this research. This software application can be used in the future to keep 
the user profiles up-to-date. 

2.2 Objective from university perspective 
This research assignment is carried out in the sub-department Quality and Re li abil 
ity Engineering and is focused on the research program "Reliability, Availability, 
Maintainability and Safety using uncertain data" (RAMS). One of the goals of this 
program is to develop methods and tools to predict and optimise the product re li 
ability during the early stages of product development. 

The definition for reliability followed by this research program is the fo llowing: 
"The probability that a system will perform its intended function for a specified pe
riod of time under a given set of conditions." [1 5] 

2 Not all systems are connected to the RS network. 
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To express the reliability performance of a product, the MTBF is calculated. The 
MTBF can be measure d by counting the number of failures that occur during the 
time the product is operating unde r user conditions. A failure is define d as an event 
where a product does not perform its intended fun ction. Because of the increasing 
market awareness of the importance of re liability to express the products ' per
formance, a need is created to monitor the MTBF during the development process 
and not exclusive ly near the product release . 

Thi s need is addressed by literature on Reliability Growth Models (RGM). RG mod
e ls s trive to monitor the reliability and its growth during development and aim to 
predict the reliability that will be reached at the end of the development time. This 
helps to anticipate on the reliability performance during the development process. 

The RG models also estimate the MTBF based on the failures that occur during op
erating time, but do this during the deve lopment process and therefore in a devel
oper-oriented environment. Because the system is used in a developer -oriented 
environment , the MTBF measurement is in contradiction with the definition of reli 
ability that states that a system must perform its intended function for a specified 
period of time unde r a given set of conditions. Musa writes about this subject: "Re
liability is rather user-oriented than deve lope r-oriented" [ 19]. The number of 
faults or errors that the user will encounter is strongly dependent on the way the 
system is used in that specified period of time . In other words, during development 
the product is employed in a different way than it will be when a user is employing 
it. This leads, together with a previously carried out research in the same bus iness 
environment [25] [3], to the conclusion that when a system is tested for reliability 
it has to be subjected to usage as if it were in the field, or at least compara
ble/convertible to it. [1][6][19]. 

The process of identifying product usage for purpose of testing is refe rred to m 
literature as Operational Profiling (OP). The technique of operational profiling 1s 
originally developed for software testing purposes, but is however applicable in 
software-based systems as well [19][1]. In essence operational profiles are a way 
to aggregate user behaviour in a limited set of profiles to facilitate communication 
of thi s user behaviour into the (testing) organization. 

The operational profile contains the occurrence frequency of all the operations that 
characterize user behaviour and can be use d to allocate testing effort and form the 
basis for a real life environment s imulation. By directing more emphasis on system 
function s that are used more extensively by the user, the re liability is assumed to 
grow faster than when functions are tested uniformly. This assumption is supported 
by s imulation done by Philips CFT and QRE [ 10]. When the product is tested for a 
limited period, a highe r reliability (i.e. MTBF measurement) can be reached com-
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pared to testing without using the operational profile. This characteristic of testing 
with an operational profile is especially useful in a situation where testing is re 
stricted by time constraints. 
It is possible to define only one operational profile for a product, but when users 
deploy the product in dissimilar ways, it is better to define multiple user-groups; 
each user group characterized by its own operational profile. This prevents situa
tions where some users experience a significant lower (or higher) reliability. To 
ensure equal product performance for all users it can prove to be necessary to take 
in account this user inequality when designing the test plan. Deciding how many 
user-groups must be defined, and thus determining the number of operational pro
files, is an important aspect of the operational profile method. 

The situations characterized in literature in which operational profiles are applica
ble and desirable , are in line with the development process at PMS CV. It is there
fore a good environment to conduct research on the implementation of operational 
profiles. PMS CV makes professional systems that are used in very dissimilar ways 
by their users and they operate in a highly innovative market, requiring constant 
product innovation to compete. The available testing time is constrained because 
the time to market of these innovations is important to stay competitive. Also, 
testing takes place concurrent with development to reduce the total development 
time, creating an opportunity to implement a reliability growth model. 

As mentioned in section 2.1 an opportunity exists to extract the information needed 
for the development of the operational profiles from system loggings. Using system 
loggings for the development of an operational profile is mentioned in literature 
[16] [19], but is not described or further explained. With increasing presence of 
software and increased computing power for data mining this way of operational 
profile development appears interesting for two reasons. The first reason is that 
the user insight is more accurate because the operational profile is based on actual 
user behaviour and not biased by estimations of developers. The second reason is 
that updating the operational profile can be done with substantial less effort be
cause the extraction of data is done automatically. 

In short, this assignment will extend existing research on the program RAMS by 
applying operational profiles in a software-based3 product environment by using 
user behaviour recorded from system loggings. The assignment will provide more 
insight into the practical applicability of operational profiles in the medical business 
environment with a diverse customer base, creating the necessity to define multiple 
user-groups. 

3 'Software -based' is defined as a combination between hardware and software environment, as opposed 
to software- or hardware-only environments. 
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2.3 Problem definition 
SI&T test management is concerned that current test designs do not accurately 
predict the fi eld performance, particularly the re li abi lity performance . At this mo
ment, no s tructural testing of the reliability performance is done caus ing the re li 
ability figures to only jus t become available after product launch. T est management 
defines the problem as follows: 

"Current test approach cannot guarantee that the reliability performance of the 
products lives up to the expectations of the customer and meets the product re
quirements. In the current situation the reliability performance of the product is 
considered as an outcome of the development process, not as a controlled product 
characteristic." 

To tackle this problem the following remarks must be kept in mind: 
• It has to be taken in mind that test management is facing decreasing deve l

opment and testing time, meaning that no extra time is avai lable for testing 
the re liability pe rformance, but instead testing time is shortening. 

• Currently, the expectations of the customer are not used/known in the test
ing process. Test management sees an opportunity to communicate these 
customer expectations by making user profiles. The user profiles re fl ect the 
real life use r behaviour. The increased insight into user be haviour of the 
user profiles can be used to improve testing in two ways : 

The allocation of testing efforts can be improved based improved in 
s ight on the usage of functions of the product. SI&T uses a method 
called Risk Based T esting (RBT) for the allocation of testing effort ; 
information on actual use r behaviour can improve this method. 

By applying user profiles in the testing process, in literature re
ferred to as operational profiles, it is be lieved that a faster growth of 
the products' reliability can be realized by concentrating test effort s 
on most used functions [16] [22]. 

• A strong opportunity exists to obtain the data needed for the construction of 
the userprofiles, by us ing the system loggings that are made available 
through the Remote Service Network. 

• To prevent the re liability pe rformance to be mere ly an outcome of the de
velopment process, it is needed that the reliability performance is constantly 
monitored during deve lopment. By predicting what the reliability pe rform
ance will be at the point of product re lease, fe edback given to System De 
s ign can prevent reliability proble ms near product re lease. Test manage 
ment refers to this as acting pro-active on re liability performance . 

Concluding from these points the problem definition for this assignment is : 
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"Jnsuffjcient insight into customer behaviour hampers correct verifjcation of prod
uct requirements and validation of customer expectations, indirectly blocking pos
sibilities to monitor and steer the product's reliability performance. Also, testing 
effort is possibly not allocated correctly based on this lack of customer insight." 

2.4 Assignment formulation 
A method created by John D. Musa, that has a user-oriented approach on reliability 
testing, is called Software Reliability Engineering (SRE). The method describes a 
practice and accompanying techniques to plan and guide software development and 
software testing focused on reliability. This method is also standardized by the In
stitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers [ 11] and can be regarded as the in
dustries' standard. SRE is widely applied in well-known companies, examples of 
which can be found in appendix 4. The prominent technique behind SRE is the use 
of operational profiles to describe customer behaviour. Despite that operational 
profiles originated in the software- only industry, they are also applicable in situa
tions with hardware interactions [ 19] [ 1], called software-based environments, as 
is the case at SI&T. 

The steps that are described by the SRE method are depicted in figure 2.1 and in 
the same figure the link between the process steps and the problem definition, de
fined in section 2.3 , is given by italic text. This section is to illustrate the useful
ness of the framework on the given problem definition only, more detailed descrip
tion of the framework can be found in chapter 4. 

Define Product 

Implement Operational Profile 
"Customer insight - User Profile " 

....,_ _______ -! 2 
Prepare for Test 

'
1Allocate test efforts" 

Figure 2.1: Representation of SRE process [20] with problem definition 

In the step 1 of the framework, all product versions and configurations are listed, in 
this step a choice is made if products are considered different for implementation of 
the SRE method. In step 2 operational profiles are determined for all defined prod
ucts and users. The identification of user-groups is also part of this step, although 
not mentioned explicitly in the original method. In chapter 4 a modification of the 
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SRE method is suggested to better represent this s tep. The combination of step 1 
and 2 can be conside red as the 'user profiles' that are mentioned by test manage
ment in the problem statement. 

The operational profiles can be determined based in a qualitative manne r or, as will 
be the case in this assignment, in a quantitat ive manner. The determination of the 
operational profiles will be done with he lp of a software application that is able to 
extract actual customer behaviour from system loggings . These system loggings 
are downloaded from the installed base by us ing the already present Remote Ser
vice Network. 

In step 3 the operational profiles he lp to specify the "just right" re liability by func
tioning as a translator between user-oriented requirements and product require
ments. In s tep 4 the test design is made, information from the operational profile on 
function usage influences the allocation of test efforts during feature, load and re
gression testing and will help focus on frequently used function s and this way more 
relevant faults are expected to be found early in the test process. 

Step 5 describes the actual execution of the tests and the monitoring of the reli 
ability with help of a RG model. The usage of a RG mode l will not be explicitly de 
scribed in this assignment but is mentioned to le t the reader see how such a mode l 
can be placed in the framework and why operational profiles are needed when ap
plying an RG mode l. In short, the SRE method can help test management in ad 
dressing a ll aspects mentioned in the original problem definition. 

The assignment formulation of this graduation project is formulated as follows: 

"Define one or multiple profIJes to represent the system usage by the diverse cus
tomer mix, using user insight gained by system loggings from the connected in 
stalled base, and identify improvement opportunities based on the SRE framework 
for the current testing process." 

From this formulation , the following research questions4, can be defi ned: 

1) What information from the system loggings needs to be included in the op
erational profiles in order to represent product usage? (Sub-assignment A: 
Chapter 5) 

2) How many user groups, each represented by one operational profile, have 
to be defined in order to represent the installed base? (Sub-assignment B: 
chapters 6) 

3) How can the SRE framework and in particular the operational profiles be 
applied in the current testing process? (Sub-assignment C: Chapter 9) 

4 For each research question, a reference to the chapters answering the sub-question is given. 
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2.5 Research methodology and approach 
This assignment is classified as a design-oriented research project [28]. The out
come is a solution based on scientific knowledge applied in a business environment. 
The approach of Kempen en Keizer [14], deve loped to support academic advisory 
studies, is used to structure this assignment. Kempen and Keizer [ 14] distinguish 
four sequential phases: orientation, analysis, design and implementation. Based on 
these four phases the approach of this assignment is given. 

OrjentatJ'on 
During the orientation phase the research question is formulated. The research 
question is translated into an assignment formulation stating the design-goal of the 
assignment. Also, the orientation phase is used to get acquainted with the problem 
environment through unstructured interviews with stakeholders and reviewing in 
ternal documents. The orientation phase is best reflected in chapter 2 of this thesis. 

Analys1s 
Based on the research assignment basically three analyses took place. The first 
analysis was on the current testing practices of PMS CV; this analysis is described 
in chapter 3. The second analysis was reviewing internal stakeholder needs, and 
subsequently the availability of information in the system loggings. Outcomes of the 
analysis are given to software developers to start working on a tool to extract use r 
data. This is not described in this report, but can be seen as preparation for chapter 
5. The third analysis is a review of lite rature needed for the assignment. Literature 
is reviewed on Operational Profiles, Extended Operational Profiles , and Clustering 
Analysis. This literature review is best reflected in chapter 4 of this thesis. 

DesJ°,gn 
The design phase is divided into two parallel designs. The first design was the 
software tool that enables the extraction of user data , and in a later stadium en
ables PMS to update the operational profi les with low effort. The second design 
was the identification of the operational profiles. The design includes the 'opera
tions list' containing all the operations relevant to represent users. With he lp of a 
clustering technique the users are divided into user-groups with s imilar clinical 
use. These user -groups are then verified based on the effect they have on the op
erational profiles . The end-result is a limited set of user -groups, each re presented 
by an operational profile. The design phase is desc ribed in chapters 5 to 7. 

Implementation 
In the implementation phase consists of mapping the operational profiles in the cur
rent testing process of PMS CV. This mapping is desc ribed in chapter 8. Also , a 
second tool is created to support the usage of operational profiles in practice . This 
second tool generates the corresponding operational profile if a specific user -group 
is selected. 
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Chapter 3 

Current Practices 

This chapter describes the current practices regarding the testing of new products 
in gene ral , and more spec ifi cally the re li ability testing at PMS CV. The testing 
process is part of the Product Creation Process (PCP) and there fore section 3.1 
starts by describing the PCP from a testing viewpoint. In section 3.2 the overall 
testing strategy and testing techniques are described and section 3.3 describes 
current reliability testing. 

3.1 Description of the Product Creation Process 
All product innovation ac tivities of Philips Medical Systems are executed within the 
Product Creation Process (PCP). The PCP defines two underlying mode ls, the Pro
ject Life Cycle (PLC) and the Product Development Mode l (PDM). Both models play 
an important role fo r the testing process and described in more de tail in sub
sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. 

3.1.1 Project Life Cycle 

The PLC is used for all product innovations at PMS, ranging from components to 
complete systems . SI&T is responsible for the verification and validation phases of 
the PLC; in figure 3.1 the milestones invoked by thi s responsibility are coloured 
blue . More information on the s teps in the PLC, called milestones, can be found in 
appendix 5. In this main section the milestones re levant for SI&T are described. 

Release for First 
Project Scope Specification Project Plan Release for Release for Clinical Commercial Release for Release for Release for 

start Commitment Commitment Commitment Ordering Acquisition Evaluation Shipment Production Delivery Transfer Project End 

Figure 3. 1: The product life cycle at PMS CV 

The following two milestones mark the most important s teps m the validation and 
verification process: 

• Release fo r Clinical Evaluation. At this milestone one system 1s shipped to 
undergo a clinical evaluation. This means that a specific configurat ion must 
be verified and validated for use under spec ific conditions . 
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• First Commercial Shipment. At this milestone the system is verified and 
validated with a specific configuration . This means that the product must 
pass the System Re lease Test (SRT) 

3.1.2 Product Development Model 

The Product Development Model describes the flow of the main engineering activi
ties and their inte rrelations . Appendix 2 provides a representation of the PDM and 
it's re lation with the testing phases of SI&T. The model incorporates three common 
development models: the V-model, the waterfall model [25] , and the spiral model 
[2]. 

The properties of the PDM have the following implications for the testing process: 
• Incremental development: incre mental product innovations have to be veri

fied and validated. Some of these incremental versions are never re leased 
to customers and only functional tests are done . Other increments are re
leased to be tested in the fie ld and are tested more extensively. The differ
ence in increments is described in appendix 6. 

• Parallel development by overlapping process steps: testing is started in 
parallel with development. This causes SI&T to test products that are still 
changing. 

3.2 Test strategy in the Product Creation Process 
The testing phase of the project starts with making a Master Test Plan (MTP). This 
test plan describes the overall strategy, organizat ion, environment and planning for 
the design verification and validation of the project. 'Project' refers for example to 
a new product or component. Verification refers to the testing of the predefined 
design requirements and validation refers to the satisfaction of the customer ex
pectations. 

The test plan defines four main chronological segmented s tages5
: 

• Functional Acceptance Tests (FATs), 

• Application Release Test (ART), 

• System Acceptance Test (SAT), 

• System Release Test (SRT). 

FAT tests are done for all the major system functions and they verify the correct 
standalone working of functions. T he ART test is done to release the system for 
Application, enabling in- house clinical testing. The SAT test cover s the specifica
tions at the system requirements level, this is done based on the System Require-

5 The stages correspond to the PDM and the V-Mode l annotation (appendix 2 and 6). 
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ments Specifications (SRS). The SRS is a complete list of requirements of the sys
tem on a system scope level. The SAT can be seen as the round up of the verifica
tion and validation phase of the Product Life Cycle and its purpose is to give a 
go/no go decis ion on the re lease of the product. And during the SRT is tested if the 
system can be shipped to the customer. The SRT is for example used to check the 
service and owner manuals, accompanying software etc . 

The allocation of testing efforts is done based on a Risk Based Testing (RBT) 
method. Thi s method provides a structured way of assessing the techni cal and 
business risk of functions/components. More info rmation on the assessment of the 
technical and business ri sk can be found in appendix 7. For this assignment it is im
portant to note that the bus iness risk is among other factors determined by the 
'frequency of use'. The RBT method uses the assessment to pos ition the func
tions/components in a ri sk-matrix . The pos ition in the risk- matrix in combinat ion 
with the quality characteri stic that is to be verified or validated, determines the test 
technique that will be used. Appendix 8 describes all test techniques currently in 
use at PMS CV and appendix 9 lists the relation between the test techniques, qual
ity characteristics and the pos ition in the risk- matrix. 

The testing phase in the Product Life Cycle ends with a recommendation about the 
market release of the system. The project manager, owner of the project, has the 
final decision on the release. 

3.3 Reliability testing at PMS CardioVascular 
As described in the problem definition in section 2.3, the reliability pe rformance is 
not tes ted in the current situation. Documents [23 ] on testing techniques appropri
ate to verify re liability requirements appear to be incorrect; this is e laborated on in 
appendix Sb. One technique that is described and appropriate for re liability testing 
is the real- life test. The real- life tests are executed by automatic test scripts dur
ing the night and are referred to as the 'night batches' . The objective of these real
life tests is to discover defects that are re lated to the final production environment 
Ci.e. the hospital or clinic). The test scripts should reflect user behaviour as accu
rate as possible, but in current situation they are based on rough estimat ions and 
not a ll function s are tested. 

In the past, only vague reliability requirements where listed in the product specifi 
cations and verifying the re liability was therefore not applicable. This s ituation is 
changing and requirements are going to be introduced in new projects. Test man
agement foresaw this lack of re liability verification and the rest of this section de
scribes a framework that will be used to address reliability testing in the future. 

The scheme from figure 3.2 represents a s implified view on the verification of the 
re liability performance for the coming projects . In the centre of figure 3.2 the pho-
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tograph of the system represents the system. The system is in a controlled test en
vironment visualized by the inputs from Software Configuration Management (SCM) 
and Hardware Configuration Management (HCM). Through the use of SCM and HCM 
the configuration of the system is to be controlled accurate ly. This control is im
portant because the product is under constant development and configurations 
change accordingly, caused by incremental development described in section 3.1.1. 
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Figure 3.2: Reliabi lity T esting Scheme 
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The ' testing'-box represents the automatic testing during the night batches. Errors 
found during the testing process are reported in 'ClearQuest' , a database tool to 
report and track known errors. The 'failure control'-box in figure 3.2 refe rs to 
ClearQuest. This so-called 'bug-tracking' is important because found errors are not 
always corrected immediate ly after their discovery. 

When an error is corrected a new configuration will be used for tes ting, thi s is de
picted in figure 3.2 by the updating of SCM and HCM. Updating to a new configura
tion that contains fewer errors will increase the MTBF and will therefore cause a 
'reliability growth'. 

The 'system control' - box in figure 3.2 is used to represent all activities that are 
necessary to register system test times and loggings. Sometimes multiple systems 
are tested simultaneous, so correct recording of the time that the systems are in 
test is important for calculating a meaningful MTBF figure. The same service ne t-
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work (RSN), in this assignment to collect information from the remote ly connected 
systems, will be used on the local systems. Instead of extracting user information, 
the network then collects the testing information. 

Information about testing times from the 'system control' -box and the numbers of 
reported failures from the 'failure controi' - box, provide the input fo r a MTBF pre
diction of the current reliability performance in the 're liability calculation' -box. The 
MTBF will be estimated and predicted based on the AMSAA(A)6 reliability growth 
mode l [5 ] and is compared to the requireme nts set in the product design. The con
necting line be tween the 're liability calculation' - box and the 'requirement' - box de
picts this comparison. 

The 'automatic testing' - box represents the input for the automatic testing process, 
so not the automatic testing itself. This input consists out of scripts that can test 
the system without interference from test engineers. The operational profiles de
fined in chapte r 7 can be used as an input for the scripts par excellence. These 
scripts must be made in such a way that customer behaviour is refl ected accurately, 
providing input for the scripts can be seen as the main focus of this ass ignment. 

6 Army Materie l Systems Analysis Activity 
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Chapter 4 

Theoretical background on 
Software Reliability Engineering 

Software and Reliability Engineering (SRE) is a practice that is a proven widespread 
standard to help guide reliability testing in software-based environments [20]. Re
liability is seen an increasingly important product characteristic within businesses 
but the quantification of reliability is absent in many cases. This absence may be 
the principal reason for the well-known existence of reliability problems in many 
software (based) products. Because concrete measures for reliability are generally 
missing, it is difficult to find a well-considered balance between time , cost and reli
ability/quality. SRE addresses this lack of quantitative reliability measures. 

The practice of SRE is constantly developed with help of practical experience on 
actual projects since 1973 with main contributor and leading author of SRE: J.D. 
Musa. Many authors used the concept of operational profiles to represent customer 
behaviour since. Also , articles are written suggesting an extension to the traditional 
content of the operational profile [8]. This extension is appropriate in the situation 
of PMS CV and will be explained in section 4.2. 

The cost of implementing SRE is usually very low in comparison with the savings. 
J.D. Musa [17] reports that savings of implementation are 10 times the cost. The 
main costs of the implementation are determined by the effort required to develop 
the operational profiles. The development of the operational profiles is generally 
done based on estimations, but this assignment addresses the generation of the op
erational profiles based on actual field data from system loggings. 

This chapter describes the theoretical background of SRE in general and the opera
tional profiles in detail. The general framework of SRE already described in the ex
ploratory assignment description in chapter 2 is elaborated on in section 4.1. Sec
tion 4.2 is used to elaborate on operational profiles, the main focus of the SRE 
method and this assignment. Section 4.3 describes the effect of an error in the op
erational profile on reliability estimations. The effect on reliability is the basic cri
terion to conclude if an operational profile is able to sufficiently represent the di
verse customer behaviour. This criterion is used in section 4.4 together with a 
clustering analysis method to guide defining a feasible limited set of user-groups. 
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Section 4.5 reviews the application of SRE on guiding certification testing, in the 
case of PMS CV this will be done in automated real life tests during the night. 

4.1 Implementing SRE 
The process diagram depicted in figure 4.1 represents the implementation of the 
SRE process. Thi s di agram should be integrated in the overall testing process and 
tailored to specific needs, described in this section is an adapted process based on 
the implementation process described by Musa (20]. 

Define Product 

------------------
Define User-groups 

~------, 1 
Prepare for Test 

I 

~ -- ------ - - - ---- I 

Product Requirements Specify "Just Right" Reliability 

Section 4.5 

Figure 4. 1: SRE Process Diagram based on [20 ] 

The process described in this reports differs from the process diagram described 
by Musa in the way the operational profiles are defined. The defining of the user
groups is mentioned more explicitly, according to the author this step requires at 
least the same attention and effort as the defining of the product, especially a case 
with a very diverse use r base. Also , in this assignment the operational profiles are 
based on ac tual fi e ld data, defining how the collected data should be grouped is vi
tal for meaningful results . The iterative process be tween defining the user-groups 
and the operational profiles is described in chapter 6. 

The first step in the SRE process is defining the product that will be tested. In the 
case of PMS CV four product types can be dis tinguished (Chapte r 1): 

• Xper FDl0 • Xper FDl0/10 

• Xper FD20 • Xper FD20/10 

These product types can be used in different clinical areas and are sold in many 
variations that add extra functionality. However , only these four types are regarded 
as different products in the sense of the SRE process . In literature this is referred 
to as supersystems [20]. A supersystem is a set of systems that include the base 
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product and its variation. When a customer judges on the reliability of the system it 
will refer to the product type, not to the variation. 

The second step is the defining of the operational profiles. This is the most costly 
and time-consuming step of the SRE process and will therefore be described sepa
rately in section 4.2. User-groups must be defined parallel to making the opera
tional profiles. Each user -group will be represented by an operational profile; user
groups that can be represented by the same operational profiles can therefore be 
joined. The initial li st of user -groups is made based on a clustering technique de
scribed in section 4.4. The output of this step is a li st of operations with their rela
tive occurrence frequency for each use r-group. Main difficulties of this step is de
fining operations in such a way that they provide a good overview of user behav
iour and deciding on the number of user-groups needed to represent the total user 
base. 

The third step is the identification of the 'just right' - reliability. This process step 
can be subdivided into three steps: 

• First the de finition of a "failure" must be determined. The definition for a 
failure at PMS CV includes all times the product is not able to meet the use r 
requirements, causing the user to complain. 

• Second a common reference unit for the failure intensities is chosen, for 
reasons of applicability this unit will be "time". Within PMS CV currently all 
reliability measures are calculated based on "time" and with the use of op
erational profiles this can be translated to the actual field performance. 

• Third a failure intensity objective (FIO) has to be set for every product. 
Based on the operational profiles a translation has to be made from devel
oper-oriented product specifications to user-oriented reliability require 
ments . An example could be that the product specification states 350 hours 
of failure-free field operation; converted with he lp of the operational profile 
a failure intensity objective is determined to be 0,0086 failures/testing 
hours. 

"Prepare for test" is done with help of the information collected in the operational 
profiles and of course by me thods that are currently used. More details on the cur
rent testing process of PMS CV can be found in chapter 3. A strong opportunity ex
ists to use the data on occurrence frequency of operations from the operational 
profiles in the ri sk based testing method. This will improve the risk assessment and 
he lp to improve the allocation of testing efforts throughout the testing phase . 

Part of the SRE process, and currently not done at PMS CV, is reliability growth 
testing and reliability certification testing. These tests will be done based on the 
real life customer data, ins ight that is provided by the operational profiles. PMS CV 
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chooses to use automatic script testing during the night for this purpose . More 
theore tical background on re liabi lity growth testing and certification testing is given 
in section 4.5 

4.2 Operational Profiles 
As mentioned earlier, an operational profile is a set of operations that a system can 
perform and their associated probabilities of occurring. An operation is defined as a 
major system logical task of short duration, which returns control to the system 
when complete and whose processing is substantially different from other opera
tions, meaning that is has a high probability that it can cause a fai lure not found in 
other operations. The occurrence of operations mus t be disjoint, meaning that only 
one operation can happen at the same time . Operational profiles can be represented 
with a tabular representation and in a plot; both representations are presented in 
figure 4.2. 

Tabular representation Plot representation 

Operation name 
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Operation C 

Operation D 

Operation E 

Occurrence prob. 
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Figure 4.2: Two ways of representing operational profiles 

The fir st step in making an operational profile is determining the operations list. 
This ope rations lis t contains all operations for which an occurrence frequency will 
be de te rmined. The operations must be chosen in such a way that they provide a 
good overview of user behaviour. The operations list should be made by, or in co 
operation with, other bus iness de partments to ensure that it captures user behav
iour. By letting other bus iness operations participate in th is process a full view of 
the user is acquired. Moreover, thi s participation can make the operational profile 
also applicable for othe r purposes than testing. In the case of PMS CV the fo llowing 
bus iness operations participated in making the operations list: System testing, Ap
plication, Image Quality, Marketing, and Movement Testing. 

The number of operations that will be used in the operational profile is de te rmined 
by multiple factors. Of course the participating bus iness operations must be confi 
dent that by defining the operations a representative view on the customer is given 
from their line of work. But also costs play a role; the financial benefit of better de-
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cisions should be weighed against the effort required to obtain the data. Typically, 
the list of operations contains between 20 to several hundreds operations [20]. 

The next step is to determine the occurrence frequencies of the operations listed in 
the operations list. The occurrence frequencies can be determined by expert esti 
mations or, as is the case in this assignment, by automatic processing of system 
loggings. In the SRE practice, a narrowing perspective is used to estimate the oc
currence frequency. The narrowing perspective is a stepwise approach and is very 
useful when expert judgement is used for the estimation of the operational profile. 
However, when occurrence frequencies are estimated by automatic processing of 
system loggings the breakdown is not necessary for this step, but it can provide a 
solid base for defining user -groups later on. Steps that are used from the narrow
ing perspective method are: customer profile and the user profile. 

• Customer7 profile; the customer of the system is the person, group or insti 
tution that is acquiring the system. This data is acquired from marke ting 
data. So, the customer profile is a list of (potential) customer groups with 
their relative occurrence frequency. 

• User profile; the user of the system is not the same as the customer. A user 
is a person, group, or institution that employs, not acquires, the system 
[17]. Users with the same expected usage are to be grouped into user
groups. So, the use r profile is a list of user-groups and their re lative occur
rence frequency. 

A user-group is actually a refinement of the customer groups. If similar user- . 
groups are defined across different customer groups, they should be combined. To 
determine if user-groups can be regarded as similar this combining should be de 
layed after the operational profiles are known. This is represented in figure 4.3. 

Customer profile 

User profile 

All 

. Same user group across 
1 

I_ . _ . customer groups© 

Figure 4.3: Similar user groups are grouped across customer groups. 

7 Note that throughout this ass ignment the 'customer' is defin ed the same as 'user'. A distinction is only 
made in this narrowing perspective. 
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For every user -group, represented with the numbers 1 to 4 in figure 4.2, an opera
tional profile must be determined. If the contents of the operational profiles of 
user-groups can be regarded as s imilar, the user-groups can be joined. Because 
the operational profile must be known to judge if user-groups can be joined, the 
author sees this as an iterative process. A method to determine the initial list of 
use r-groups is described in section 4.4. The joining of user-groups is in this as
signment done based on expert judgements, and is described in chapter 6. 

The traditional theory on operational profiles deve loped by Musa, regard s opera
tions as being used uniformly. This means that operations are used the same every 
occurrence within different user scenarios. Gittens et al. claim that this definition is 
too limited . In most indus trial application, focussing on operations alone does not 
offer an adequate representation of user behaviour [8]. For some operations it is 
necessary to defin e how an operation is used with regard to its parameters . Exam
ples of operations that cannot be represented adequately can be found at PMS CV 
and for a few operations the data profile is introduced. The data profile is a repre 
sentation of the usage within an operation. An example of a data profile is depicted 
in figure 4.4. 

Plot representation Function H: Exposure 

11 

kW intensity 

Figure 4.4: T he data profile displays information about the usage within the operation. 

The example in figure 4.4 displays the usage of the operation "Exposure", referring 
to the acquisition of an image . Exposure can be done with different intensities and 
this is re levant information, because it has a large impact on the testing and de
signing of the function. The traditional operational profile is only capable of dis 
playing the number of times the operation is used with specific paramete rs . Thi s 
implies that the same parame ters are used each time the operation is executed. The 
extended operational profile provi des this extra information on the parameter val
ues of the operation in the data profile . 
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Almost an infinite number of possibilities exist to represent the data profile . The 
variety of data is therefore reduced to measurable form that offers descriptive and 
comparative possibilities [8 ]. An example way of describing usage within an opera
tion is the usage of minimum (MIN), maximum (MAX) and average (A VG) values. 
Describing the parameter-values in this way makes the extended operational pro 
fil e ve ry useful for test techniques like boundary value analysis. An example of a 
representation used in this assignment is specifying the percentage of operations 
above a certain value, the cumulative distribution. 

4.3 Influence of errors in the Operational Profile(s) 
In this section the influence of errors in the operational profile is described. Ad
dressing the influence of an error is important for three reasons: 

• It determines the amount of effort that must be put into the estimation of the 
occurrence frequencies in the operational profiles 

• It determines the amount of effort that mus t be put into keeping the opera
tional profiles up - to - date . 

• It provides a guideline for combining similar user groups (section 4.2) 

During the testing phase the operational profile is used to help guide testing efforts 
and for the verification/validation of the re li ab ili ty at the point of system re lease . 
To study the effect of an error in the operational profile, the accuracy of the re li 
ability estimate is the best crite rion, because an error directly affects the estimated 
failure intensity. A s trong effect on the reliability estimate would indicate that much 
effort must be put into the accuracy of the occurrence frequencies and in keeping 
them up - to - date . A weak effect would indicate less effort has to put into the accu
racy of the operational profile . 

Three studies can be found in literature that addresses this effect on the failure in
tensity estimation [ 4 ][ 18 ][21]. The conclus ions from this research differ s lightly 
and will therefore be mentioned separately: 

• Based on his research, Musa says: "The fi e ld failure intens ity is generally 
very robust with respect to operational profile errors. Hence we need not 
spend appreciable effort to obtain high precision or to frequently redeter
mine the operational profile as use of the system changes [ 18 ]." An error in 
the ope rational profile inflicts approximately an error in the field failure in 
tensity of 1/5 th

• In other words, an accuracy of 25% in estimating the opera
tional profile is suffi cient to estimate the fai lure intensity with 5% accuracy. 
However, Musa also identifies that more problems will occur when the re la-
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tive error increases8
. The reason for this relatively robustness is that an 

error in an occurrence estimate is countervailed by the effect it has on the 
occurrence estimates of the other operation [ 18]. 

• A study of Chen et al. [ 4] underlines the results that are given by Musa, but 
gives more emphasis on the e ffect of the relative error. Chen et al. con
clude: "Our results show how inaccuracies in [an] operational profile may 
result in errors in reliability estimates The results also indicate that the er
ror in reliability estimates depends on the area of influence 9 of the node 
[operation] affected by the error in the operational profile" [ 4]. Based on 
the results of their study the authors draw the conclusion that better reli 
ability estimation models are needed that are more robust to errors in the 
operational profile. 

• Pasquini et al. [21] researched the sensitivity of Reliability-Growth Models 
(RGM) to errors in the operational profile. They state: "The use of a wrong 
operational profile leads to the selection of less efficient test cases. These 
test cases exercise [the software] in a way that is different from the actual 
operative use and then lead to removing faults that are not associated with 
the most frequently occurring input states". The authors draw the following 
conclusions from their research: 

The predictive accuracy of the Reliability Growth Models is in gen
e ral not heavily affected; if a model-estimate fits the actual reliabil
ity for a faultless operational profile then it also fits even when the 
estimation of the operational profile is wrong. 

RGM models tend to over-estimate reliability and this effect in
creases when the operational profile contains errors. 

These studies show that the accuracy of the operational profile is important, and 
that the effect should be examined more closely. Musa concludes that in order to 
have an accuracy of 5 percent in the failure intensity, an occurrence probability in 
the operational profile should be estimated with an accuracy of 25 percent. In this 
assignment the accuracy of the operational profile is not affected by estimations but 
determined by the quality of the system loggings. The quality of the system log
gings cannot be influenced within project scope, but Musa' s criterion is important to 
act as a guideline for the number of user groups and finally as something that must 
be kept in mind if the operational profiles are used to estimate the failure intensity. 

8 Example: When a function is not used at all according to the operational profile, but in reality it will be 
used. The relative error is very large and the error of the model is large . The r elative error is defined 
by: the error in estimation, divided by the initial estimation. 
9 The area of influence is determined by the relative frequency (in real life) of the operation defined in 
the operational profile. 
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4.4 Determining the number of user groups 
An operational profile is made for each user group, generated by combining the 
customer profiles and the user profiles as mentioned in section 4.2. But the ques
tion remains whether all user groups are re levant; maybe some user groups can be 
combined because they show no significant difference in user behaviour. 

To determine the initial user -groups for defining operational profil es, we make use 
of a clustering algorithm. In thi s section the theoretical background is described and 
in section 6 the results for this assignment can be found. A clus tering algorithm is 
used for the classification of 'cases' into clusters. The aim is to establi sh a set of 
clusters such that 'cases' within a cluste r are more s imilar to each other than they 
are to 'cases' in other clusters. More information on cluste ring algorithms can be 
read in [9] [13] [12] and [26] ; in this assignment a polythetic , agglomerative hier 
archical algorithm is used. This means that multiple variables are taken into account 
s imultaneously and that the algorithm s tarts with placing every 'case' in a separate 
cluster and then combines them based on s imilarity. This algorithm is chosen for 
the following reasons : 

• No a priori statements about he number of clusters is needed 

• Intuitive , in cluster analysis no criterion exists that indisputably gives the 
'answer' , it is important that results can be interpreted in an explorative 
way. 

• Versatile , results of algorithm are less dependant on dataset then other ex
istent cluster algorithms [13] 

• Easy to implement, this algorithm is available in statistical packages like 
Minitab and Microsoft Excel as well as non-commercial packages. 

• Figure 4.5 depicts a so-called dendogram, the most common way to repre
sent the clustering process. The algorithm starts by defining clusters for 
every case and then combines them (agglomerative), reducing the number of 
cluste rs and lowering s imilarity within the cluster. 

25 

~ 
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Systems - 'cases' 

Figure 4.5: Example dendogram with graphical representation of clusters 
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The dendogram links the similarity with the number of clusters; an example is given 
in figure 4.5 for s imilarity of 50 percent, depicted by the dotted line. The line 
crosses three lines, meaning that in order to achieve a similarity level of 50 per 
cent, three clusters have to be defined. The dendogram provides a very intuitive 
approach to the balance between a large amount of cluster with high similarity and 
a small number of clusters with low similarity. The balance be tween the number of 
clusters and the accuracy of them describing the original 'cases' is described in lit
erature as an arbitrary process [ 26]. A quantitative approach that can he lp in this 
process is to monitor if the agglomeration of clusters invoke a sudden drop in 
'similarity' , explained later in this section. 

To measure the similarity between 'cases' it is needed that we define a distance 
measure. This distance measure must enable the comparison of a ll parameters of 
the system Cease') simultaneously. For this purpose the Euclidian distance is used 
defined by formula (1). 

(1) 

Where a and b r epr esent two data points 
p = number of parameters 

The Euclidian distance is the difference between two points, this is represented for 
two- and three-dimensional points in figure 4.6, higher dimensions can not be de
picted in a graph but operate in the same manner. By calculating the Euclidian dis
tance in a highe r dimensional space, clus tering with multiple parame te rs simultane
ously is possible . 

d,(a. b)= Jla, -b,I' +la, -b,I' 

X-axis 

"' ·x 
'l' 
N b ' I 1· , d, (a.b) = la, - b,j" + a, - b, • +la, -aJ 

Figure 4.6: Euclidian distance between two 'cases' for respectively 2 and 3 parameters 

The computation of a Eucl idi an di stanc e between two 'cases' enables the making of 
a distance matrix; containing the distances between all 'cases' . An example of a 
distance matrix can be found in appendix 10. T he next step in clustering is the ag
glomeration of the 'cases' into clusters; for this an amalgamation rule is needed. 
The amalgamation rule that is used when no specific reasons lead to choosing dif-
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ferently is the so - called 'average-linkage' rule (26 ] [1 3 ]. With this rule the dis
tance between two clus ters 10 is calculated as the ave rage distance between all 
pairs of 'cases' in the two different cluster s. The two cluster s with the smallest av
erage distance are agglomerated and the average distances between the remaining 
clusters are calculated again. This process is repeated until all 'cases' are com
bined and the dendogram is completed. 

As mentioned earlier , the dendogram di splays the agglomeration of the clusters to
gether with a 'similarity'-value (SG.iJ) . The 's imilarity'-value is calculated as 

(2) s(i,j) = 100[1 - d;; J 
d(max) 

Where i and j represent two clus te rs 
dii = the ave rage dis tance between the clusters i and i 

[29 ] 

dmax = de fined by the maximum distance between the 'clusters' 11 in 
the original dis tance matrix; the starting point of the clus tering. 

Othe r ways of expressing the similarity exist, this way is chosen because it is used 
in the software chosen fo r constructing the dendograms of this assignment (29 ]. 
The absolute 's imilarity' -value has no effec t on the clustering process, for that the 
average distance is used. 

4.5 The SRE practice for certification testing 
Musa describes in the SRE prac tice also a method to monitor and guide the testing 
process [20]. Currently, no re li ability certification testing is done and the technique 
mentioned in the SRE practice can be used for this purpose. 

PMS CV plans to use the ope rational profiles for re liability testing during night 
batches. Research is be ing done to monitor and predict the reliability performance 
of the product based on a RG mode l. However, more research is needed at PMS CV 
to investigate the accuracy of RG mode ls in the ir specific s ituation. Musa [20] 
states on the usage of RG models : 'In theory, one could use software reliability 
models to predict when you would reach the failure intensity objective with existing 
or modified resources. Unfortunately, the large variation in predictions at the pre
sent state of art makes this impractical at this time." 

10 A cluster exists out of one or multiple 'cases' or in this assignment : systems. This means that in the 
average- linkage rule, the average distance between two cases or between a case and a cluster is also 
taken into account. 
11 At the star t of the clustering algori thm, two clusters with the biggest distance will have s imilarity 'O'. 
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The SRE practice [20] describes a more bas ic technique to support making deci 
sions on re li ability performance , with help of the estimation (not the predictive) ca
pabilities of the RG mode ls. This technique can help test management with the 
problem statement mentioned in sec tion 2.3 and improve current testing process . 

The technique supports decis ions by answering two questions: 
• Is the reliability performance on track during development? 

• Is the re liability performance according to specifications and can the prod
uct be released? 

As part of the SRE prac tice a "just - right" re liability is de fin ed in se ction 4.1. This 
desired re li ability performance is defin ed as the Failure Intens ity Objective (FIO). 
During product deve lopment a RG model is used to make an estimation of the Fail 
ure Intens ity (FI). Monitoring the FI/FIO- ratio during the development process and 
plotting it in time supports decis ion-making on the re liability performance. Figure 
4 .5 shows such a FI/FIO- ratio plot. 
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Figure 4.5: FI / FIO plot for product under developme nt based on [20] 

Test management is able to make decisions on the reliability product performance 
based on the FI/ FIO- ratio. The following are examples given by Musa [20 ] on how 
to react on the FI/FIO-ratio: 

32 

• When the rati o is high and the trend indicates little chance of achieving the 
FIO by the scheduled release date, management can take for example the 
fo llowing ac tions [20] : 

Deferring features 

Adjus ting the balance of failure intensity, delivery date, and cost ob
jectives 

Adding additional test and de bugging resources 
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• When the project is nearing system re lease testing and the ratio shows s ig
nificant upward movement over several data points, the cause must be de
termined. According to Musa [20] two possibilities are: 

Unexpected system evolution due to bad change control manage
ment (SCM and HCM at PMS CV). 

Varying test selections causing some operations to be teste d first, 
and othe r ope rations late r in the deve lopment process. Ope rations 
that are tested late in the development process can yie ld unpleasant 
surprises. 

Reliability testing should continue until a ratio of 0.5 is reached12
, this takes into 

account a safety margin since estimations always contain some range of error [20] . 

It is important to note that the usage of the technique described by Musa [20] 
should be researched furth er and tailored to the needs of PMS CV. Further re 
search can focus on typical FI/FIO- ratios in the deve lopment process of PMS CV 
and on actions that should be taken when specific FI/FIO- ratios are measured. 

12 In theory testing can be terminated at a FI/FIO-ratio of 1. 
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Chapter 5 

Sub- assignment A 
Defining the Operations List 

This chapter describes the firs t step in the development of the operational profiles 
at PMS CV. In fact, this chapter will e laborate on the fir st sub-assignment defined 
in section 2.4. This chapter describe s the operations and their prope rties that mus t 
be represented by the (extended) operational profile . The outcome of this chapter 
is the 'operations list' that contains the details of the operational profile . 

Domain experts are asked to participate in creating this 'operations li st' to obtain a 
complete view on the information needed to describe user behaviour. These domain 
experts can also be seen as s takeholders because they will eventually use the in 
formation given by the operational profile. With the he lp of interviews and brain 
storms a li st of operations is created in such a way, that every defin ed stakeholder 
in the organization has a complete overview of the user by looking at his profile. 

After initial orientation, the following s takeholders are defined: Workflow T esting, 
Movement Testing, Image Quality (Acquisition), Viewing, General T esting and Ap
plication. These s ix stakeholders are referred to in the remainder of this assign
ment as 'working areas', referring to the subdivision of the total testing process . 
Thi s shortlis t can be extended later on with the organizational departme nts System 
Design and Marke ting, but the initial approach is on the short list. Deliberately the 
li st is not divided by hard - and software areas, this because they are too inter 
twined. 

In the next sections the scope of each stakeholder is described together with the 
operations that are of inte rest for their working area. These operations will be 
added to the 'operation li st' e nsuring that the operational profile describes the parts 
of user behaviour re levant for the organization. Note that for the 'operation list' in 
this assignment the availability of information is taken directly into account. In 
practice it is advi sable to start with the determination of desired information; it will 
enhance the comple teness of the operational profile because it can trigger data col
lection for the missing information. 

For all operations described in the coming sections a detailed description can be 
found in appendix 11. 
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5.1 Workflow testing 
With workflow testing, purely software related actions are referred. In workflow 
testing it is important to know what kind of archiving procedures are actually used 
by the user. The CV-system is connected to all sorts of machines and networks; 
these networks and machines are used to provide input, but also to handle the out
put of the system. Workflow testing concentrates on the interactions, which occur 
when using the archiving and querying functions of the system. Meaning, printing 
and patient administration is also part of this testing area. After brainstorming the 
following operations are found important in describing usage from a 'workflow' -
perspective: 

• Email • Query patient data 

• MPPS use • Retrieve patient data 

• Prefetch • Schedule patient 

• Print • Storage commit request 

5.2 Movement testing 
Movement testing consists of software and hardware actions. The correct display 
of the position of the system during an examination is very important and for many 
functions of the system vital (e.g. for constructing 3d-images). So the correct 
movement of the system when input is given from the software, this can be from 
user input or system input, is tested extensively. Movement is also important for 
hardware testing, the number of movements, and the length of these movements, is 
input for the reliability testing of the hardware components. The movements are 
based on 'patient view'; this means that for example angulation can invoke a differ
ent system action, depending on the last position of the system. This property in 
vokes that it has no meaning to state that a system has 'angulated' x times, this has 
to be taken into account when using the operational profile. The following opera-
tions induce movement of the system: 

■ Angulate beam ■ Collimator Reset wedge2 
■ Change patient height ■ Collimator Rotate wedge I F/L . Change Source Image Distance . Collimator Rotate wedge2 F/L 
■ Chasing ■ Coll. select auto wedge follow . Collimator Move shutters F/L • Move or park beam 

• Collimator Move wedgel F/L • Patient table movement 

• Collimator Move wedge2 F/L • Pivot stand base 

• Collimator Preferred beam • Position table top 

• Collimator Reset shutters F/L • RotateBeam 
■ Collimator Reset wedge I ■ Rotate detector 

It is important to note that these operations induce movement of the system and do 
not tell anything about the position of the system. The preferred position of the 
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system is regarded to be also an important factor for describing customer use, but 
they are only recorded during an acquisition. The position information is therefore 
handled in the acquisition section 5.3. 

5.3 Acquisition 
The quality of the images that are made during an acquisition is determined by 
many parameters. The combination of these parame ters determine the quality that 
the customer experiences. Providing insight in the parameters chosen by the user 
for doing acquisitions is important for two reasons : 

• The customer can enhance the quality of the images by fine - tuning these 
parameters, but it is also important that the system can make good images 
out-of-the-box. The opinion about the performance of the system is based 
on this. Also, it is believed that customers are not aware of all the capabili
ties of the system and will just think that it is a limitation of the system. 
More insight in the way the customer is now using the system provides 
great opportunities to enhance this out-of-the-box experience . 

■ The parameters settings have a high impact on the system re liability. If ac
quisitions are done mostly with extreme parameter -values, the lifetime of 
certain components will be reduced. More insight into the paramete rs used 
in practice helps testing more realistically and help making better estima
tions of the reliability the user will expe rience. 

Five different scanning techniques are available and these are combined into two 
groups. Their occurrence is regarde d as an operation, namely: 

■ Fluoroscopy - Pulsed Fluo 

■ Exposure - Cine, Soft Tissue Vascular, Singleshot, Testshot Lockin Multi
phase 

However, for these operations it also important to record the acquisition parame
ters and therefore the extended operational profile theory is used described in sec
tion 4.2. The parameters include information about the selected scanning parame
ters and also on the scanning position of the system. The parameters recorded for 
the acquisitions in the current system loggings are the following: 

• kV (Last/Result/Test) • Shutter Dimensions 

• mA (Last/Result/Test) • (Top, Down, Left, Right) 

• ms (Last/Result/Test) • SourcelmageDistance 

• Duration • TableHeight 

• ObjectThickness 

Like in the previous sections, more detail about the operations and their parameters 
can be found in appendix 11. From interviews and coope ration with stakeholders it 
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became apparent that more parameters are important, however, these parameters 
are not sufficiently or consis tent ly logged. In the 'operations list ' these parame te rs 
are mentioned and it is advisable to start logging this information as well. The pa
rameter 'duration ' plays an important role in the load testing of the system, unfor
tunate ly it is currently not available; this s ituation will change as a result of this as
signment but can, because of time constraints, not be taken into account. 

5.4 Viewing 
Viewing actions are mostly software actions. The physician uses these viewing ac 
tions after the acquis ition of images for replay or diagnostic purposes. The physi
cian is for example able to zoom and pan the images/video, but also more special
ized operations are available such as software filte rs. The following operations are 
defined for describing the viewing behaviour of the physician: 

• Change contrast, brightness, • Select annotation 
Edge . Select exposure subtract 

• Copy run/image • Select external video source . De/select e lec . shutters • Select fil e 
• De/select fil e overview . Select fluo subtract 
• De/select landmarking • Select physio channe l 
• De/select overlay text . Select/quit/save view trace 
• De/select pan zoom . Start fil e / run replay 
• De/select pixel shift . Switch refl /ref2 
• De/select remask . Use targano . De/Select run overview • Video invert . De/select s ubtract • View image back 
• Decrement I increment speed . View image forward 
• Fixed zoom • View page back . Flag fil e • View page forward 
• Flag image . View run back 

Flag run • View run forward 
Save Fluo run 

5.5 General Testing 
This section describes general operations of the system that not directly be long to 
one of the other testing areas. The system test engineers regard the fo llowing op
erations as important: 
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■ Analysis Method ■ Select detector fi e ldsize 
(L V NQCA/QV A/QAS) ■ Select dual fluo 

■ Analysis Method Continued ■ Select dual fluo zoom 
■ BodyGuard override (detec- ■ Se lec t exposure channe l 

tor/tube) 
■ Select fluo flavour 

■ De/Se lect injector coupling Select follow stand ■ 

■ Dele te run Select oma ■ 

■ Emergency stop Select preset pos ition ■ 

■ En/disable x-ray Select reference image ■ 

■ Recall A Set contrast arrival time ■ 

■ Recall B Set phase 1/2 duration ■ 

■ Recall preset Set phase 1/2 image speed ■ 

■ Rese t fluo buzzer Set processing focus ■ 

■ Select acquisition input focus Start injection ■ 

■ Select AP Stopwatch ■ 

■ Select APC 3D Store A/B ■ 

■ Select APC reference Switch roomlight ■ 

■ Se lect APC sequence System Time ■ 

5.6 Procedures 
The procedures chosen on the system are of interest for the organizational depart
ment Application. The CV-system is used in the fie ld for diagnos tic and interven
tional purposes. Before a physician can start it is necessary to choose what kind of 
procedure he/she is going to do. Because the use r will always 13 choose what kind 
of examination he will perform, it becomes possible to extract from the loggings for 
what purpose the system is used (e .g. cardio research). 

The information on procedures is used in chapter 6 to define a limited set of user
groups. Systems are clustered into spec ific user-groups using the procedures as 
input. This is e laborated on in chapter 6. 

A default set of procedures is programmed in the system when it is shipped to the 
customer, but this list can be extended as the use r pleases . This freedom to change 
procedures leads to a seemingly limitless amount of different procedure names . For 
this reason they are aggregated into main categories and these categories in turn 
are aggregated into five clinical areas . The trans lation between the procedure 

13 The user will not always select a procedure before starting; th is can happen when the system boots 
directly in the correct procedure by defaul t. 
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names and the categories is elaborated on in chapte r 6 and appendix 12. The main 
categories and clinical areas are listed in table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Procedures and clinical areas 
Clinical area: Main procedure categories: 
Cardiology ■ 3DCA ■ Cardio 3D 

■ Cardio ■ Cardio EP 
■ Cardio 2D 

Neuroradiology ■ Neuro ■ Neuro 3D 

Radiology/Vascular ■ Abdomen ■ Hand/Foot 
■ Abdomen I Peripheral ■ Head 
■ Abdomen 3D ■ Head 3D 
■ Aortogram ■ Lungs 
■ Carotid ■ Peripheral 
■ Cerebral ■ Renal 
■ DSA ■ Thorax 
■ Femoral ■ Thorax 3D 

Computed Tomography ■ XperCT ■ XperCT Neuro 
■ XperCT Abdomen 

Electro Physiology ■ Cardio EP ■ EP 

Pediatric Cardiology ■ Pediatric 

5.7 Summary 
The operational profile contains 123 operations and is segmented into five working 
areas as follows: 

• Acquis ition: 2 operations, extended profile with 8 parameters 

• Workflow: 8 operations 

• Movement: 20 operations 

• Viewing: 34 operations 

• General: 34 operations 

The procedure information from the system loggings is used in chapter 6 to define 
an initial list of user -groups. The working areas wi ll be used throughout this as
signment to refer to that part of the operational profile containing the working 
area's operations. 
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Chapter 6 

Sub-assignment B 
Defining the user-groups 

As describe d in chapter 4 an operational profile is made for every identified user
group. The first step is to define an initial list of user -groups. This step is de
scribed in section 6.1 and 6.2. In section 6.1 an overview of the user base obtained 
from assumptions and marketing information is given. Section 6.2 de scribes the use 
of the clustering technique introduced in section 4.4 to obtain an initial li st of user 
groups. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 analyse the effect of the user-groups on the opera
tional profiles. Analysis of this effect is done for each working area separately. 
Meaning that the operational profile is analysed only containing operations for a 
specific working area. These operational profiles for one specific working area are 
referred to as partial operational profiles. Based on this analysis some user-groups 
are combined because they have similar e ffect on the partial operational profiles. 
Conclusions on this chapter and the combining of user-groups can be found in sec
tion 6.5. 

6.1 User overview 
The systems in the installed base have two known properties that are be lieved to 
play an important role in user behaviour, namely: Type and Geographical location. 
The third property, for which information is lacking in the organization, is the pur
pose for what the system is used; the Clinical use . 

To divide the systems into user-groups, it is needed to be able to 'label' the sys
tems based on the three parameters. Labe lling the systems for geographical loca
tion and system type is s traightforward because this information is known from the 
marketing-database. To label systems with a specific Clinical use is however less 
straightforward, for this information is not available in the organization. The proc 
ess of obtaining the 'clinicai'-label will be described in more detail in the remainder 
of this section. 

First, le t us recall the clinical areas that are defined in chapter 1 and 4: 
• Inte rventional Cardiology 

• Pediatric Cardiology 

• Electro Physiology 
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• Interventional Neuroradiology 

• Inte rventional Radiology 

• Diagnostic Radiology and Neuroradiology 

These cl inical areas are used as a s tarting point for the labe lling of the systems . By 
analysing the system loggings it is possible to determine the clinical use of the sys
tem, this done based on the selection of a procedure before starting the examina
tion. 

These procedures are linked to the clinical areas that are de fined. This is done with 
he lp of an application expert and the results are described in appendix 12. It is not 
possible to use the procedures to distinguish between interventional and diagnostic 
procedures, meaning that in the 'clinica!'-labels no difference exists between these 
procedures. 

The installed base used for this analysis consists out of 141 systems. Data on these 
systems is analysed for a period of 2 months. The data on procedures carried out 
on the fi e ld systems is extracted for this time period. With he lp of the translation to 
clinical area, described in appendix 12, for each system the occurrence of the clini
cal areas is calculated. Detailed results of this analysis can be found in appendix 13. 

In figure 6.1 the outcomes of the analysis are depicted, the clinical use is depicted 
separately in alignment with the other two labe ls, type and geographical location. 
The clinical use is represented by the average percentage of total operating time. 

Europe 
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N-America Asia Pacifi c Europe N-America Asia Pacific 

FD10 FD20 

Figure 6. 1: Partitioning of clinical areas on installed base 
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6.2 Clustering into a limited number of user-groups 
To label the systems it is needed to find groups of systems that have the same 
clinical use. For this purpose the clustering algorithm technique described in chap
ter 4 is used. 

All systems are regarded as 'cases' and the percentage of use of the clinical areas 
as 'parameters' , an example for 5 systems is shown in table 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Example of systems with 'parameters' for cluster analysis. 
'Parameters' 

'Cases' Cardiology Neuroradiology Radiology 
531760_ALLURAFD20_CATH1 0.19 0.68 0.14 
531817_LAB1 0.9 0.07 0.03 
531830_INTEGRISALL URAFD _AN G_A248 0.36 0.58 0.06 
53193LALLURAFD20 PBL200 1 0 0 
531948_FD20_LAB1 0.95 0.02 0.04 

By applying the clustering algorithm for the FD20-systems the dendogram depicted 
in figure 6.2 is made. In figure 6.2 also a graph is given that depicts the 'similarity' 
within the clusters for every agglomeration step. This graph is he lpful in deciding 
on the amount of clusters that should be defined to represent the 'cases'. From the 
'similarity' -graph it can be seen that a sudden drop occurs in the last two agglom
e ration s teps. 

- similarity within ell,~ 

25 

~ 

~ 50 

.E 
U) 

75 

'cases' - systems Decreasing number of clusters 

Figure 6.2: On the left side the dendogram of the FD20-systems and on the right side the 
corresponding similarity plot. 

A s udden drop in similarity is regarded in literature as the best indication to stop 
the clustering algorithm [26] and the data supports this . Based on the analysis and 
judgement of domain experts, three 'cl inicai' - labe ls are defined for the FD20-
system. In appendix 14 a graphical representation of the clustering space is given 
to provide more ins ight in the correctness of the clustering. The average clinical 
use of these three groups is listed in table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2: Average clinical use of the three remaining user groups (FD20-systems) 
'Clinical'-label Cardiology Neuroradiology Radiology 
Mix l 9% 59% 32% 
Mix2 14 3% 1% 97% 
Mix3 90% 3% 7% 

The same clustering algorithm is applied on the data from the FDlO-systems. The 
resulting dendogram and similarity graph are de picted in figure 6.3. All systems can 
be regarded to be in the same cluster based on a rather high 'similarity', except two 
systems . These systems are regarded as outliers and removed from the sampling 
population. · 

>, 
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~ 
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i:i5 

25-1------------------+< 

'cases' - systems Decreasing number of clusters 
Figure 6.3: On the left side the dendogram of the FDlO-systems and on the r ight side the 

corresponding s imilarity plot 

In appendix 15 all systems are listed with the ir 'type ' - label, 'geo'-label and 'clinical 
area'-label. Table 6.3 provides a summary of the labe ls for a ll systems and their 
occurrence frequency in the connected installed base. The rest of the ass ignment 
will make use of the system usage of these systems . Table 6.3 is also a best esti 
mate of how the products of PMS CV are used in the field in a very general way 
and where they are located in the world. 

Table 6.3: Systems labelled and occurrence frequency in connected installed base 
Geographical location Asia Pacific Europe N America 
System Type Clinical use 
FDlO Cardiology 16 19 50 

Cardiology 1 0 10 
FD20 Radiology 3 1 4 

Radio/Neuro 3 5 9 

14 Figures in the table are rounded numbers , for this reason causes Mix2 appears to add up to 101 %. 
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6.3 Effect of geographical location of the user-group 
This section describes the validation of the 'geo'- labe l. The assumption made in 
chapter 4 and section 6.1 that the geographical location influences the system us
age will be analysed in five sub-sections. Each sub-section describes a working 
area and based on conclus ions of these five sub-sections a conclus ion is drawn in 
sub-section 6.3.6 on the importance of geographical location for the user profiles . 

The influence of the geographical location of the systems is examined by sampling 
three groups of systems with the same 'clinicai' - labe l and 'type ' - label but a differ
ent 'geo'-label. The group that is most suitable fo r this analysis is the "Car 
dioFDlO"-group because of the availability of data. For every 'geo'- labe l 16 sys
tems are randomly sampled, this number is chosen fo r two reasons: 

• Limitations in computational power , caused by the enormous amount of log
ging data. 

• Only 16 systems were available for the Asia Pacific region 

The list of systems is given in appendix 16. The system loggings for these systems 
are analysed for a period of 2 months (April and May of 2006); thi s is according to 
domain experts enough to provide a sufficient overview of an average system us
age . The influence of the geographical locati on is assessed based on expert judge
ments by asking domain experts to comment on the partial operational profiles, de
scribing the operations from the ir working expertise. For the working area acquisi
ti on criteria could be established, the other working areas are mostly based on ex
pert opinions combined with the criteria from section 4.3 describing the effect of 
errors in the operational profile . The next sec ti ons contain all considerations and 
data supporting these considerations, this enables PMS to adapt possible future new 
ins ights . The operational profile described in chapter 7 can easily be changed ac
cordingly . The next five sub-sections will describe a summary of the outcomes, all 
relevant data supporting the conclus ions can be found in the appendices . 

6.3.1 Acquisition 

Acquisition is part of the extended operational profil e and has two major operations, 
fluoro scopy and exposure . These two operations have 7 defined parameters to ac
curately describe the ir usage. The data profiles fo r these 7 parame ters can be 
found in appendix 17. The judgement on differences in user behaviour for acquis i
tion is divided into two aspects of acqui s ition : Image quality and generator use . 

The criteria fo r the effect on the partial operational profiles are: 
• The object thickness of the acquisitions. T he object thickness influences the 

perfo rmance that is required from the system; the thicker the object, the 
more' s tress on the imaging components . 
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• The percentage of acquis itions done with an intens ity highe r than 80kV. Ac
quisitions done with a kV higher than 80 have effect on the correct func
tioning of the generator. 

• The percentage of acquis itions done with an intens ity of 120kV. Acquisi
tions done with 120 kV imply that the system functions on the very maxi
mum of its performanc e15, caus ing the image quality to decline and increas 
ing the load on the generator. 

• The fluoro scopy/exposure ratio; this figure gives the ratio be tween acquisi
tions done with high load (exposures) on the gene rator and with low load 
(fluoroscopy) . T his ratio can give an impression on the load on the genera
tor16. 

An analysis of the object thickness parameter can be found in appendix 17F. With a 
confidence interval of 95 percent can be concluded that acquis itions in the Asia Pa
cific region are done on objects around 7.8 percent thinner than in Europe and 
North America. 

An analysis of the kV- intensities used for acquis itions can be found in appendix 
17 A and 17B. T able 6.4 summarizes the data from these appendices for the men
tioned criteria to enable comparison be tween the regions . 

Table 6.4: kV-intensity values for the regions 
Asia Pac ific Europe North America 

>120 kV 13% 14% 14% 
>ll0 kV 21% 24% 22% 
> 100 kV 33% 36% 33% 
> 90 kV 53% 54% 47% 
> 80 kV 72% 73% 67% 

All regions show s imilar cumulative di stributions functions for acquis itions at the 
data points 80 and 120 kV. The fluoroscopy/exposure ratio is around 3 fo r every 
region. Concluding from these criteria no difference for both image quality and 
generator use exis ts between regions. 

6.3.2 Workflow Testing 

The parti al operational profile fo r workflow operations can be found in appendix 18. 
The data on the usage of workflow operations is evaluated by two domain expe rts 
(workflow test enginee rs) and in the ir opinion no re levant difference can be seen 
among the regional groups . In appendix 18 a quantitative approach is also given 

15 In techn ical terms thi s is called 'out-of-steam' - acquis itions. 
16 No information is avai lable on duration of scans. It is assumed that the same number of acquis itions is 
done in a s imi lar time -interval in all regions . 
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based on the criteria described in section 4.3. From this analysis the operations 
'print' and 'MMPS' show s ignificant difference, but this is explained by the higher 
availabi li ty of external patient administration systems (RIS/CIS/HIS) and admini 
stration systems (PACS) in the Europe and North America regions . Based on the 
assumption that systems are likely to be connected during the rest of the product 
lifetime, no effect of geographical location is seen on the working area workflow. 

6.3.3 Movement Testing 

The partial operational profile for movement testing is given in appendix 19. The 
partial profiles for each region is reviewed by a domain expert fo r movement op
erations. High variabi lity in the occurrence of the operations causes to conclude 
that the geographical location has no effect on the system usage. Judging from the 
ratio be tween angulations and rotations of the system, it is likely that another prop
erty of the system is more important . This assumption is e laborated on in the dis
cussion section 9.2, but not researched further in this ass ignment. 

6.3.4 Viewing 

The partial operational profi le of the working area viewing can be found in appendix 
20. Based on the partial operational profile two domain experts are asked to com
ment on the data. Based on their domain knowledge they conclude no difference 
exists among the regions. The conclus ion is supported by the quantitative approach 
described in appendix 20. 

6.3.5 General Testing 

The partial operational profile of general testing can be found in appendix 21. Two 
domain experts (system test engineers) are asked to comment on possible differ
ences across regions . From a quantitative approach it is seen that the regions Asia 
Pacific and Europe make more use of the 'preset' -operations, domain experts could 
not explain this diffe rence. However, based on the high variability and small number 
of deviating operations, no effect of the 'geo'- label observed on the general work
mg area. 

6.3.6 Conclusion on effect of geographical location 

Although some operations show differences across regions, none of the partial op
erational profiles support the idea of separating systems based on their geographi 
cal location. Meaning that for none of the defined working areas the geographical 
location will be regarded as an influencer for system usage. 

6.4 Effect of clinical use of the user-group 
In this section the val idation of the 'cl ini cal' - label is described. Basically this sec
tion describes the same process as section 6.3, but in this analysis the effect of 
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clinical use on the partial operational profiles is analysed. This means that the same 
domain experts are asked to comment on the partial operational profiles and the 
same criteria are used as in the 'geo'- labe l validation in section 6.3. 

For this analysis four groups of systems with a different 'cl inical'- labe ls are sam
pled. These four groups are based on the fou r 'clinical'-labels that are given to the 
systems in section 6.2: 

• CardioFDl0; 16 systems 

• Mixl; 16 systems 

• Mix2; 8 systems 17 

• Mix3; 11 systems 

Again, the system usage is analysed for the period of 2 months (April and May 
2006). A complete overview of all systems sampled for thi s analysis can be found in 
appendix 23. In the next five sub-sections a summary is given of the outcomes of 
the validation of the 'clinical'-labe l. All re levant data supporting the conclusions can 
be found in the referred appendices. 

6.4.1 Acquisition 

The acquisition area is represented by two major operations: fluoroscopy and ex
posure. Unfortunately, the FD20-systems do not record data on the exposures and 
therefore conclus ions are based on fluoro scopy sole ly. Two domain expe rts (test 
engineer fo r generator use, and image quality specialist) are again asked to com
ment on the data. The same criteria as in section 6.3.1 are used to analyse the ef
fect of the 'c lini cal'- label on the partial operational profile for acquis ition. 

For the parameter object thickness the labe ls 'mixl' and 'mix2' have no s ignificant 
difference as can be seen in appendix 24D. The labels 'CardioFDlO' and 'mix3' dif
fe r but to a very small extent (2,5 percent). 

Table 6.5 contains a summary of the cumulative distribution for the data profile for 
the kV-parameter. Appendix 24A contains the complete data profile . 

Table 6.5: kV-intensity values for the clinical usage 
CardioFDl0 Mixl Mix2 Mix3 

>120 kV 18% 4% 4% 8% 
>ll0kV 28% 6% 6% 14% 
> 100 kV 43% ll% ll% 26% 
> 90 kV 59% 22% 24% 44% 
> 80 kV 76% 42% 45% 73% 

17 Mix2 and Mix3 are limited by the availabi li ty of connected systems (table 6.3) 
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'Mix l 'and 'Mix2' show the same cumulative distribution function for acquisitions in 
the kV- range 80-120. 'Mix3' and 'CardioFDlO' show a different cumulative dis tri 
bution for the kV-parameter. The domain experts support this conclusion. The 
fluoroscopy/exposure ratio for the systems in 'cardioFDl0' and 'mix3' is around 3; 
'mix l ' and 'mix2' have an average ratio of 6. Thi s means a higher load on the gen
erator is expected for the 'cardioFDl0'and 'mix3 ' labe ls . 

Concluding from these criteria 'clinical'-labe ls show significant differences. How
ever, the labe ls 'mixl' and 'mix2' can be regarded as one group. 

6.4.2 Workflow Testing 

The operational profile for the workflow area can be found in appendix 25. The 
same domain experts as in sub-section 6.3 .2 evaluate data on the workflow opera
tions. Based on the quantitative approach based on the criteria also used in subsec
tion 6.3.2, the operation 'print' shows a diffe rent occurrence in the 'clinical'-labels. 
Based on the fac t that domain experts judge that this would be no reason for them 
to regard the systems to be used differently, and on the fact that only one operation 
differs, no effect of the 'clinical' - label is concluded on the working area workflow. 

6.4.3 Movement Testing 

The partial operational profile for movement tes ting is given in appendix 26. The 
same domain expert as in sub-section 6.3.3 is asked to comment on the partial op
e rational profiles. Based on the criteria from section 4.3, five operations show re le
vant difference in occurrence frequency. However, the domain expert concludes, 
based on the high variability within the 'clini cal'-labe ls, making different partial op
erational profiles based on the 'clinical' - label is not advised. 

6.4.4 Viewing 

The partial operational profile for viewing operations can be found in appendix 27. 
The same domain experts as in section 6.3.4 are asked to comment on the partial 
operational profile and evaluate if they see re levant diffe rences be tween the 'cl ini 
cal'-labels. The domain experts advise to split the 'clinical'- labe ls into two groups: 
'CardioFD10/mix3' as the first group, 'mixl /mix2' as the second. A quantitative ap
proach described in appendix 27 supports this advice based on the criteria de
scribed in section 4 .3 on the effect an error in the operational profile has. 

6.4.5 General Testing 

The partial operational profile can be found in appendix 21. The same domain ex
perts as in section 6.3.5 are asked to comment in the partial operational profile for 
general operations. Based on a quantitative approach two operations do not sati sfy 
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the criteria of section 4.3. However, based on domain knowledge these differences 
are not seen as a reason to define multiple partial operational profiles for this 
working area. 

6.4.6 Conclusion on effect of clinical use 

The 'clinical'-label has an influence on the partial operational profiles of some 
working areas; other working areas are not influenced: 

• The acquisition working area has three partial operational profiles - 'Car
dioFDlO', 'mixl/mix2', and 'mix3' 

• The viewing working area has two partial operational profiles - 'Car
dioFD10/mix3', and 'mixl/mix2' 

• Movement, workflow and general working areas have one partial operational 
profile. 

6.5 Summary and conclusion 
This chapter divided the users into 12 different user-groups based on geographical 
location, system type and clinical use. The effect of the user-groups on the partial 
operational profiles of the working areas is examined and the results are as follows: 

• Although some differences in the partial operational profiles are caused by 
the geographical location, none of the partial operational profiles are sub
stantially influenced according to domain experts. This means that no dif
ferent partial operational profiles will be defined for the different geo
graphical locations. 

• The clinical use has effect on some working areas. For the working areas 
'acquisition' and 'viewing' the clinical use of the user-group is important in 
describing differences in user behaviour. For these working areas multiple 
partial operational profiles have to be defined to accurately describe system 
usage. 

• The clinical use has no effect on the other working areas. For the working 
areas 'movement, workflow and general' no difference is made and thus one 
partial operational profile is sufficient to describe the user behaviour. 

Section 9.2 contains a discussion on the proneness to error of the expert judge
ments used to assess the effect of the 'geo'- and 'clinical' - labels. 

The overview of partial operational profiles per working area and their relation with 
the initial list of user-groups is described in chapter 7. In chapter 7 also an over
view of the relation between the partial operational profiles is given, captured in a 
new profile called the 'linking profile'. The 'linking profile' enables the combination 
of the partial operational profiles into an operational profile. 
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Chapter 7 

The Operational Profile 

This chapter describes the re lation between the user -groups and the partial opera
tional profi les and there by provides the final operational profiles of the defined 
user-groups . 

In chapter 6 conclusions are drawn on the effect of the geographical location and 
clinical use on the operational profiles of the initial set of user-groups . From the 
analysis could be concluded that some working areas need to be represented by 
multiple partial operational profi les in order to accurately describe system usage. 
For other working areas making a distinction by defining multip le partial operational 
profiles is not needed. For this reason it is chosen to make partial operational pro
fil es for each working area and the ope rational profile of a specific user-group is 
obtained by combining these partial operational profiles. However, the operational 
profile is not obtained by the sum of the partial operational profiles, because the 
re lative occurrence frequency of the partial operational profiles is different. For 
example , viewing operations occur more often than workflow operations and when 
these partial operational profiles are combined, this inequality mus t be taken into 
account. For this purpose we introduce the 'linking profile ' . 

The linking profi le consists out of two parts that are described in more de tail in the 
coming two sections: 

• The re lative occurrence of the partial operational profiles for the different 
user groups. (Section 7 .1) 

• The linkage be tween the partial operational profiles in order to combine 
them into the operational profi le, represented by a colour-path in figure 7 .1. 
(Section 7 .2) 

These two parts are explained in more detai l in the coming sections. Section 7.3 
contains examples of the operational profile at PMS CV and references to the op
erational profile . 

7 .1 Occurrence of the partial operational profiles 
The partial operational profiles give the relative occurrence frequency of the op
e rations in that worki ng area. However, when a system is tes ted the partial opera
tional profiles have to be combined into an operational profile for the complete sys-
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tern usage. The partial operational profiles have different occurrence frequencies in 
the operational profile. For this the linking profile is introduced. 

The linking profile contains information about the frequency in which the partial 
operational profiles occur. The linking profile contains four different profiles show
ing substantial different user behaviour. The determination of these profiles can be 
found in appendix 29. The four profiles are listed in table 7.1. 

Table 7.1: Linking profiles and the occurrence of the partial operational profiles 1
~ 

Unkjng profiles Partial operatjonal profiles 

Acquisition Workflow Movement Viewing General 
CardioFDlO AP 10.1 % 1.33 % 21.84 % 59.15 % 7.59 % 
CardioFDlO EU/NA 13.69 % 1.99 % 37.24 % 40.68 % 6.4 % 
CardioFD20 10.86 % 1.41 % 31.35 % 50.52 % 5.86 % 
Radio/Neuro 5.85 % 1.11 % 19.39 % 68.92 % 4.73 % 

When an operational profile is made for a user group, then the linking profile is 
multiplied by the partial operational profiles. For example: We want to know what 
the relative frequency of the operation 'Chasing' for a European FDlO cardiology 
system. The answer would be : 

37.24% (occurrence of 'movement' operations from the linking profile19
) X 

12.21 % (occurrence of ' chasing' operation within the partial operational profile20
) 

4,55% occurrence of 'chasing' in the operational profile 

To make the operational profile for a specific user-group this process has to be 
repeated for all the operations. To simplify this process a tool is build to automati
cally build the operational profile based on the partial profiles and on a user-group 
selection. This tool is described in appendix 36. The relationship between user
groups and the partial operational profiles is explained in the next section. 

7.2 Combining the partial operational profiles 
This section gives an overview of the working areas and the partial operational 
profiles that are linked to them. Figure 7.1 displays the working areas on the top 
and all possible user-groups on the left; for each user-group a route is given how 
to build the operational profile. 

18 Table 7. 1 contains the percentage of occurrence of the partial operational profiles. The table provides 
information on the inequality between the working areas. 
19 This example data is taken from table 7.1 
20 This example data can be fo und in the movement partial operational profile in appendix 32 
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User groups , I Linking Profile j , Acquisition 

FD10, cardio, Asia Pacific i.:-:""'----~ 
FD10, cardio, Europe 
FD10, cardio, N. America 

FD20, cardio, Asia Pacific 
FD20, cardio, Europe 
FD20, cardio, N. America 

FD20, radio, Asia Pacific 
F020, radio, Europe 
FD20, radio, N. America 

F020 , neuro, Asia Pacific 
F020, neuro, Europe 
F020, neuro, N. America 

Figure 7.1: Route combinations to cons truct the OP for a specific user group 

All 

ote that the routes are incorporated in a software tool described in appendix 36 to 
automatically cons truct the operational profiles fo r the spec ific user - groups. 

As can be seen from figure 7.1 , four diffe rent routes exis t. This means that taking 
the partial ope rational profiles and the linking profile into account, four user - groups 
must be defined in order to describe user behaviour for the installed base of PMS 
CV. Each user - group is described by its own operational profile : 

• FDlO-syste ms used for cardiology in the Asia-Pacific region 

• FDlO-systems used for cardiology in Europe and North America 

• FD20-systems used fo r cardiology 

• FD20-systems used fo r radiology/neurology 

7.3 Examples and references to the operational profile 
For each of the user-groups described in section 7.2 an ope rational profile mus t be 
defined. Howeve r, the ope rational profi le contains by far too much information to 
describe in the main section of this the si s, so all profiles can be found in the appen
dices . This section gives some examples and points out whe re the (parti al) opera
tional profiles can be foun d. The operational profile is still divided into partial op
erational profiles fo r reasons of readability, but is combined automatically in the 
software tool, or by us ing the linking profile manually. First in table 7.2 the appen
di ces are given in which the partial operational profiles can be found. 

Table 7.2: Re ferences to partial operational profiles 
Working area Partial operational profiles Can be found in : 
Acquis ition CardioFDl0 

CardioFD20 Appendix 30.A to 30 .G 
Radio/Ne uro 

Workflow All Appendix 31 
Moveme nt All Appendix 32 
Viewing CardioFD 1 0/CardioFD20 

Appendix 33 
Radio/ Neuro 

Gene ral Appendix 34 
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Two examples of how an operational profile is represented are given below. Both 
notations described in section 4.2 are used: the tabular representation to provide 
accurate occurrence frequencies and the graphical representation to provide a good 
overview. Figure 7.2 gives examples of both representations for the workflow par
tial operational profile. Similar representations for the other partial operational pro
files can be found in the referred appendices. 

Graphical representation Tabular representation 
40 

B r Operation % 
c- - A Email 0.05 a,,R. 
~~ B MPPS use 40.48 
8 ~ 20 •· - C Prefetch 0.19 0 C -
<I> <I> D Print 17.85 >::, n-~ [ 10 - E Query patient data 0 
ai - F Retrieve patient data 0.11 
0:: 

G Schedule patient 13.29 
0 H StorageCommit Request 28.04 

A B C D E F G H 

Operations 

Figure 7.2: Graphical and tabular representation of the partial workflow profile 

Figure 7.3 gives an example of the representation of the data profiles. The data 
profiles are available for the operations that are defined to have an extended op
erational profile. The data profiles are displayed by the probability distribution 
function of corresponding parameter. All data profiles can be found in the referred 
appendices of table 7.2. 

Chart: Relative Object Thickness 
7 -,------------------:::----------------------, 
6+--- --------c.,,...--------c---+-----------------------1 

5 +----------r#-- ----,1---+--- ----\-~ -------- -------------i 

~4 ~- -- C-ar-d-io_F_D_10~ 

c 
~ 3 +------~=--- ~ --1--- - ~ ----\'-c-----------_;__- ---I ,- CardioFD20 
~ - Radio/Neuro 
~2+----~~--~~ ------+---~ ~-----------~ ~----~ 

a C"> ID m 

Object Thickness 

Figure 7.3: The data profile for the parameter 'Object Thickness' 
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Chapter 8 

Sub- assignment C 
Application of the SRE framework 

Chapter 2 and 4 already described the SRE framework in general application; this 
chapter will describe the application of the SRE framework at PMS CV. Section 8. 1 
maps the activities of the framework on the bus iness and testing process. Sections 
8.2 and 8.3 describe applications for which the information from the operational 
profiles can be used during testing. Finally, section 8.4 describes the improvement 
in real- life re liability tests based on the operational profile information, the original 
intent for this assignment. 

8.1 Mapping of the SRE framework on the testing process 
The development of the operational profiles should be done at the s tart of the test
ing process. When a product innovation is started in the Product Creation Process 
(PCP) a SRS document containing all product requirements is made. Based on the 
SRS a Master Test Plan (MTP) is made, to guide the verification and validation of 
the stated requirements . The MTP allocates testing efforts and the operational pro 
fil es can help in this allocation. The ope rational profile should therefore be de ter
mined before the MTP is determined. 

Information from the SRS must be used to determine if current operational profile is 
sufficient or that updating of the profile is needed. When new fun ctionality is added 
to the product that has implications on the occurrence frequency of operations in 
the 'ope rations list ', steps have to be done to update the operational profile(s) . This 
updating can be done with re latively low effort by using the developed user profile 
tool. 

Information from the operational profile(s) can be used for three test steps: 
• It helps assessing the business risk in the 'Risk Based Testing' -method cur

rently in use at PMS CV. (Section 8.2) 

• It has effect on some test techniques, i.e . Equivalence Partitioning and 
Boundary Value Analysis. (Section 8 .3) 

• It can he lp to create a reali s tic test-script to automate reliability te sting 
during the night. (Section 8.4) 
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8.2 Operational profiles and Risk Based Testing 
As described in section 3.2 testing effort is allocated at PMS CV based on risk 
based testing. One of the six factors determining the risk of a product func
tion/operation is the frequency of use. Currently, this factor is assessed based on 
estimations of internal applicants. The operational profi le can increase the accuracy 
of these estimations by providing information on current system usage. Using the 
operational profiles in the risk based testing method means that the test effort allo
cation is more accurate and thus the total testing process of PMS CV is improved. 

8.3 Operational Profiles and current test techniques 
Using the information from the operational profiles in risk based testing has an 
overall effect on the complete testing process. However, two test techniques are 
especially affected by the information from the operational profiles, namely: 
Equivalence Partitioning and Boundary Values Analysis . Both techniques are de
scribed in appendix 8 and are closely linked with each other. The operational pro
files can be used in the following manners: 

• Equivalence partitioning can benefit from information on the 'partitions' that 
are used most often by giving them more emphasis. An example for this 
could be testing the 'table height' movements; more emphasis can be given 
to the most occurring positions. 

• Boundary value analysis can improve by using the minimum and maximum 
values from the operational profile. This causes the system to be tested for 
the most extreme situations in real life. In the 'table height' example this 
would mean that the highest and the lowest occurring positions are tested 
more thoroughly. 

8.4 Application of the Operational profiles for automatic testing 
Automated testing of the cardiovascular systems is currently done during the night. 
These tests are referred to as the 'night batches' and test a limited set of system 
functions uniformly. In order to use these 'night batches' to make an accurate reli
ability estimate and attaining higher test efficiency, as described in section 2.2, the 
user behaviour should be simulated as accurate as possible . The best estimate for 
current usage of the systems is given by the operational profi les and it is therefore 
recommended to use the operational profiles as main input for the automatic script 
tests. Improving these night batches based on improved customer insight answers 
to a large extent the original problem statement of test management defined in sec
tion 2.3. 

Two factors of the operational profile increase the ease to implement: 
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• All operations from the ope rational profile are actions that can be initiated 
by software commands and thus by testing scripts. 

• The frequency information from the operational profile can be used to per -
fectly s imulate field user behaviour if reflected in the testing scripts . 

Failure data from these night batches can be used to estimate the reliability fi e ld 
performance of the product, even during development. Based on this failure data 
the Failure Intensity (FD, elaborated on in section 4.5, can be estimated. 

System requirements from the SRS regarding reliability performance must be 
trans lated in a Failure Intens ity Objective (FIO) as described in section 4. 1. To pro
vide more insight the way this FIO should be determined, the following example is 
given: 

Example: 
The following points are a given: 

• The reliability requirement is set by management and states that the system 
must be verified for 921 failure-free operating hours. 

• During automated test scripts around 600 operations 21 per hour are done. 
• From the system Joggings, the average usage intensity is 200 operations per 

hour. 
This means the system requirement converts to 184.000 operations 22 done without 
fa1Jures. For the execution of 184.000 operations around 307 hours of testing is 
needed. Meaning that the F/O is set to 1/307 (- 0.0033) failures/hour. 

The night batches provide the updated FI constantly during deve lopment and there
fore enable the monitoring of the reliability performance . Subsequently, the FI/FIO 
ratio from section 4.5 he lps test management to make decis ions pro-actively on the 
final product re liability. This pro - active decision - making prevents reliability issues 
near the product release (SRT) miles tone by giving feedback to the deve lopment 
department on re liability performance during the deve lopment process. 

21 Based on estimations an average of 6 seconds per operation is taken. 
22 184.000 operations is calculated based on 200 operat ions/hour fo r 92 1 hours (200 * 921 = 184.200) 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions and recommendations 

This chapter contains the conclusions that can be drawn based on the sub
questions defined in section 2.4 and ultimate ly the assignment formulated in the 
same section. Section 9 .1 concludes on the sub - questions and on the extent the 
assignment goal stated in the assignment formulation is achieved. Section 9.2 points 
out two discuss ion points on the methodology of this assignment. Section 9.3 de
scribes some recommendations for the organization that were encountered during 
the assignment execution. Finally, section 9.4 provides some interesting starting
points to conduct further research. 

9.1 Conclusions 
In this section the sub- questions defined in section 2.4 are answered and finally the 
overall conclusion on the problem assignment is given. 

1. What information from the system Joggings needs to be included in the opera 
tional profiles in order to represent product usage? 
This sub-question is answered in chapter 5. Based on interviews with domain 
experts a lis t of 94 system operations, 29 procedure s for identification of 
user- groups, and 8 parameters for extended operational profiles is made. To 
enable the gathering of information from the system loggings, 333 strings from 
the loggings are defined. 

2. How many user -groups, each represented by one operational profile, have to 
be defined in order to represent the installed base? 
In chapter 6 the initial list of user -groups defined by PMS CV is s tructurally 
analysed for its effect on the operational profiles . Based on thi s analysis a lim
ited set of user-groups appeared to be re levant for describing user behaviour. 
In total four user -groups (and the re fore operational profiles) are defin ed, but 
for some working areas these user -groups are re presented by one partial op
e rational profile. 
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3. How can the SRE framework and 1n particular the operational profiles be ap 
plied in the current testing process? 
The SRE framework can improve current testing process on three areas: 

Improved frequency information for Risk Based testing, (Section 8.2) 

Improved information for equivale nce partitioning and boundary value 
analys is . (Section 8.3) 

Improved input for the des ign of test scripts used for automated reli 
ability testing. By using the operational profiles during the automated 
tests a beginning of a solution for the original problem statement is 
given by providing a method to monitor and verify the reliability pe r 
formance during development. (Section 8.4) 

As an overall conclus ion on the assignment can be concluded user behaviour can be 
examined based on the system loggings of PMS CV. The system loggings contain 
almost all information required by internal stakeholders. Recommended changes in 
the system loggings are described in section 9.3. This assignment has made this 
information available to all internal s takeholde rs and thereby improving the organi
zation 's insight into user behaviour. Based on the SRE framework opportunities for 
PMS CV are identified, ideas that were al ready existent in management, but now 
given theoretical background and practical contents in the form of operational pro
files. 

9.2 Discussion 
In this section two decisions made in the assignment, are according to the author 
open for de bate, are given. These two points could possible be improved, but be tter 
solutions then the ones provided could be found. 

60 

• The users are divided into an initial li st of use r-groups . This li s t is based on 
three properties, namely: system type, geographical location, and clinical 
use. It could be that some other grounds exist to divide the total user base, 
for example 'type of hospital ' . Taking other properties into account was not 
possible fo r this assignment for data was neither available nor possible to 
collect. 

• To analyse the influence of the 'type', 'geo' and 'clinicai'-labels on the par
tial operational profiles, expert judgement is used. Expert judgement is ac 
cording to the author the best available technique in thi s s ituation, however 
is prone to error. Maybe a more stati stical approach would be more appro
priate, but no model could be found for s imilar problems. Designing a model 
spec ifically for this assignment was not within project-scope. 
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9.3 Recommendations 
During the execution of this assignment some issues and opportunities for PMS CV 
are encountered. These issues and opportunities were out of the scope of this pro 
ject but are worth mentioning. 

• The operational profiles for bi - plane systems 

During the execution of thi s assignment the system loggings of the bi- planes 
systems proved to contain a serious limiting factor for defining the operational 
profiles . No information is available on the channe l (frontal or late ral) that is 
used for the execution of the operations . This led to the decis ion to only defin e 
the operational profiles for mono-plane sys tems. The operational profiles fo r 
the bi- plane system can be defin ed in two ways: 

The pre ferred way: The system loggings should be changed in order to 
capture channel information as well. This data should then be imported in 
the software tool and the same process of identifying ope rational profiles, 
as applied in thi s ass ignment should be followed. 

Second best: The bi - plane ope rational profiles can be deducted from the 
mono-plane systems . Domain experts should estimate the di stribution of 
the operations across the frontal and la teral channe ls . 

• Start re li ability tests based on the ope rational profiles 

The scripts fo r automatic testing (i .e. night batches) mus t be updated based on 
the improved customer ins ight provided by the operational profiles. Thi s en
ables the usage of night batches for re liability estimation and ultimate ly the us
age of re li ability growth models . Use the described FI/FIO- ratio for monitoring 
and steering the reliabili ty performance. The FI/FIO- ratio can later on be im
proved by adding the predictive capabilities of a RG model. 

• Acquis ition parameters for FD20-sys tems 

Apart from other suggested changes for the system loggings in thi s report, most 
pressing changes include the acqui sition paramete rs of the FD20-systems. T he 
acquis ition parameters contain very interesting data for evaluating image quality 
characteristics . The FD20-systems lack information that is ava ilable for the 
FDl0-systems; it is recommended to add the same information to the FD20-
systems. 

• Add info rmation to the system loggings 

The following changes are advised to provide be tte r cus tomer ins ight in the fu 
ture: durati on of acqui s itions, s tart of new patient, cumulative dose per patient , 
and consis tency in procedure logging. 
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9.4 Further research 
Apart from the discussion points described in section 9.2 , some other interesting 
opportunities for further re search were found during the execution of thi s assign 
ment. 

62 

• As can be seen in the operational profiles, a significant difference exists 
between the 'movement/viewing' - ratio of Asia Pacific in compari son to 
Europe and North America. Furthe r research could fo cus on the reason for 
this regional difference . Research on the cause for this difference could re
veal meaningful user insight. 

• During the assignment interest was shown by Philips Research to initiate the 
usage of system loggings to increase customer ins ight. They were inte r
ested in thi s project and an inte resting follow- up could be to analyse the 
system loggings of other business lines as well. Maybe those system log
gings contain s imilar information and can be used for s imilar purposes as in 
this assignment. 
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APPENDIX 1 

CV-System overview 
Below a picture and part explanation of FD20/10 system is depicted. Product ver
sion FDlO and FD20 only have one arm (C-arm) the rest is the same. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Quality Characteristics 
This appendix gives the full overview of the quality characteristics that are vali
dated and verified during testing in the organizational unit SI&T. 

Functionality 
The correc tness and completeness of the specified product 'content'; what the product 
enables the customer to do . For the Rocket product especiall y the functionality related 
to image generation is a key- issue: it is the primary reason for the cus tomer to buy the 
product. Supportive functionality is important in facilitating the user among others in his 
workflow. 
Functionality is validated by: 
Department Application & Clinical Science , SI&T 

Reliability 
A measure for the frequency and severity of errors and crashes is very important: the 
physician must be able to trus t his tools. Moreover, if there is sys tem malfunction, he 
must be confident that the vital funct ions keep running: the ability for the physician to 
have at least generation of images to e nable a safe finishing of his examination (system 
crash must not result in total black out). For the bus iness case it is strongly influencing 
system up- time. 
Reliability is validated by: 
SI&T 

Image quality 
'Good' Image quality is subjective, thus hard to measure ; however SD-IQ stri ves for a 
first step concre tization. Note that IQ must be regarded in combination with dose man-
agement. 
Image Quality is validated by: 
Department Application & Clinical Science, System Design, Dose Control 

Interoperability 
Is the ability of the system to function in a user environment with 3rd party-
equipment/applications (e.g. network, sw-applications, injectors , printers etc). This is 
quickly growing to be a key-quality attribute as further digiti za tion is the trend. At the 
moment only for few cus tomers , however the expectation is that within a few years 
interoperability-demands shall strongly increase and thus important for the Rocket-
fami ly. 
Interoperabili ty is validated by: 
SI&T 

Usability 
A characteristic PMS is recognized for in the market. Distinction should be made be-
tween the applications needed in the examination-room itself and the other, supportive 
applications. The first need to be easy to use, as these are controlled by the physician 
as well who shall be less familiar with the system than the rad iologis t- laborant who is 
the more experi enced every - day- user. However, as the concept fo r Rocket is almos t 
the same as for IBIS3, which ease-of- use is ok, the re lative test importance for the 
delta is rather small. 
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Usability is validated by: 
Department Application & Clinical Science 

Serviceability 
The ability to diagnose and solve a problem easily, adequate ly and quickly. Most impor-
tant here is the MTTR, the mean time to repair because of its influence on the system 
up-time 
Serviceabili ty is validated by: 
Service Innovation, System Design, Image Quality 

Robustness 
Related to reliabi li ty, but less critical as it is the abi li ty to function under non- nominal 
situations (e.g. non- nominal temperatures, humidity, illegal inputs on its interfaces etc.). 
For the Rocket-products, the environmental conditions shall not differ a lot. This qua!-
ity attribute is verified at development test levels 
Not validated, only verified 

Manufacturabili ty 
The ability to actually manufacture the product. (e.g. are the requested tolerances fea -
sible, is yield acceptable, are parts duplicable, subcontractors available , production fa-
cilities in place, is the system producible in isolated manufacturing steps etc.) This abil -
ity too is primarily to be taken into account in the system design by the architects. ) 

Note that this abili ty It is not about install ability that shall be tested by the test teams 
Manufacturability is validated by: 
Operations 

Security 
The certainty that only authorized people can access the product's data. 
Security is validated by: 
Security officer, SI&T 

Hazards (Safety) 
The capabili ty of the product to achieve acceptable levels of risk of harm to people, 
business , software, property or the environment in a specified context of use. 
Hazards is validated by: 
Approbation 

Norm compliance 
The capability of the product to adhere to legal regulations related to its use. 
Norm compliance is validated by: 
Approbation 
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APPENDIX 3 

V-Model 
This figure represents the V-mode l; it is the unde rlying methodology for the test
ing process during development at PMS Cardio Vascular. In the design process more 
detail is added by going 'down' the v-shape, as components are integrated also 
more general testing is done with less detail when going 'up' the v-shape. 
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APPENDIX4 

Examples of international companies applying SRE 

Companies that are known to apply SRE [Musa2004]: 
• Alcatel 

• AT&T 
■ Bell core 
■ CNES (France) 
■ ENEA (Italy) 
■ Ericsson Telecom 
■ France Telecom 
■ Hewlett-Packard 
■ Hitachi 
■ IBM 
■ Lockheed-Martin 
■ Lucent Technologies 
■ Microsoft 
■ Mitre 
■ Motorola 
■ NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
■ NASA's Space Shuttle Project 
■ Nortel 
■ North Carolina State University 
■ Raytheon 
■ Saab Military Aircraft 
■ Tandem Computers 
■ The US Air Force 
■ The US Marine Corps 
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APPENDIX 5 

Project Life Cycle Milestones 
This appendix describes the Project Life Cycle used in the Product Creation Proc
ess. A description is given of the milestones, represented by the blue diamonds in 
the figure, that each project must pass. [Philips2006] 

Project 
start 

Project Start 

Release for 
Ordering 

Release for 
Acquisition 

Release for First 
Clinical 

Evaluation 
Commercial 
Shipmoot 

Release for 
Production 

Release for 
Delivery 

Release for 
Transfer Project End 

At the start of a project, a Project Manager is given the assignment based on a 
Project Brief authorized by the Project Team Coordination Meeting (PTCM). The 
Project Brief is the result of the Programming process. The PTCM decides which 
lifecycle the project must follow. The PTCM chair signs off this review by s igning 
the Project Brief. Issues to be taken into consideration at this mi lestone are in the 
areas of the Business Line strategy, clinical re levance, technical and commercial 
feasibility, and program management. As a guideline, the estimates for duration, 
effort and costs in the Project Brief should be within a plus or minus 50 percent 
accuracy range. After passing Project Start, the project formally exists and effort 
can be booked on the project. 

Scope Commitment 
At Scope Commitment (SCC), the input requirements and boundary conditions of the 
various stakeholders are clear enough to allow for efficient project execution. Is
sues to be taken into consideration at this milestone are in the areas of product re
quirements , technology, strategic purchasing, time, and means. Typical deliverables 
are the overall product and design requirements, the requirements from OAP, ORP, 
and CSP, make-or-buy decisions as well as business requirements . The rough plan 
is refined to an accuracy range of plus or minus 25 percent with respect to dura
tion, effort and costs. This may result in an update of the Project Brief. The project 
establishes approval from its stakeholders and does a 'request for authorization' to 
the PTCM. The PTCM chairman signs off the review by s igning the Project Review 
Report. 

Specification Commitment 
At this project milestone, the product and other requirements are in line with the 
bus iness. The product specifications are such that they fo rm a solid base for fur-
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ther work by the development organization. For this purpose, the spec ifications are 
put under change control. Issues to be taken into conside ration at this milestone are 
in the areas of requirements with respect to product, knowledge , and means (re
sources) . The main stakeholder is the Project Core team. Specification Commitment 
is a project-internal milestone, i.e . no review meeting with management is required. 

Project Plan Commitment 
At Project Plan Commitment (PPC), the project plan is put unde r change control. 
The plan is feasible in time, dependencies are known, capacity is available, and the 
execution of the plan can be done. Issues to be taken into cons ideration at this 
milestone are in the areas of knowledge, experience, capacities, depende ncies, 
time, and means (resources). Typical de liverables are documented plans that s how 
that execution of the requirements is realistic in terms of costs, time and quality. 
The plan is refined to an accuracy range of plus or minus 10 percent with respect 
to duration, effort and costs . This may result in an update of the Project Brief. The 
main stakeholder of this milestone is the Project Team Coordination Meeting 
(PTCM) which acts as the Change Control Board for the project assignment. The 
PTCM chair s igns off the review by signing the Project Review Report. 

Release for Ordering 
At Release for Ordering, the plan for ordering is approved and the Phase-In 
Phase-Out (PIPO) plan is put to execution : we start ordering the newly developed 
parts and s top ordering the current parts that will be replaced. At this milestone, 
the production plan is feas ible: external de liveries are guaranteed both qualitatively 
as well as quantitative ly . Issues to be taken into consideration at this milestone are 
in the areas of detailed design, test results, suppliers , knowledge, and time . The 
Project Manager and the MOPS chair (Supply Chain & Customer Support Manager) 
s ign off the review by s igning the RfO form. Please note that the Release for Or
dering (RfO) moment can differ per (sub)system. 

Release for Acquisition 
Upon passing Release for Acquisition, the BL CV X- Ray authorizes to start selling a 
new product, system or service. Training material is available for the sales organi 
zation (GS&S) and the Release for Delivery (RfD) milestone is communicated to the 
sales organization. The promises to the market with respect to product features 
(catalogue) and planning can be fulfilled. Issues to be taken into consideration at 
this milestone are the test results of representative test models . T ypical de liver 
ables are all those delive rables that show that the critical (external) de liveries are 
guaranteed in terms of costs, time and quality. The Project Manager, the Marketing 
Manager and the Supply Chain & Customer Support Manager s ign off the review by 
s igning the RfA form. 
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Release for Cjjnical Evaluation 
At this (optional) project milestone, the system is ready for evaluation in a real 
clinical environment. One specific configuration has been verified and validated for 
use under specific conditions. As a minimum the safety and product pe rformance 
for clinical use are at acceptable leve l. Issues to be taken into consideration at this 
miles tone are in the areas of (successful) system verification and validation results, 
performance, sites, and customers. A typical deliverable is a test report giving fur 
ther evidence that the de livered configuration is safe and has an acce ptable pe r 
formance in a clinical setting with respect to workflow and operational procedures, 
and optimisation of standard parameter s. 
The Project Manager and the Application & Clinical Science Manager s ign off the 
review by signing the RfCE form. 

First Commercial Shipment 
At First Commercial Shipment (FCS), the design verification and validation has 
proven that a single product, built with the DMR and fulfilling the requirements, can 
be produced correctly. The System Release Test (SRT) has been started. The first 
product that is re leased in the SRT is the first product that can be commercially 
shipped. It is the moment where the Quality Maintenance Control Board (QMCB) 
becomes responsible for the product quality. This responsibility is sometimes de le
gated to the project 's Field Monitoring T eam. A typical de liverable is a Test report 
giving evidence that the product has been te sted on a mode l built conform the DMR 
that is representative for a part of the catalogue. The project establi shes approval 
from its stakeholders and does a 'reques t for authorization' to the PTCM. The 
PTCM chair s igns off the review by signing the Project Review Report. 

Release for Production 
At Release for Production (RfP), the production plan is feasible: there are no sig
nificant deficiencies in the DMR or in the design. The design verification and vali
dation has provided evidence of repeatable production of correct products . After 
Release for Production, the product is followed during a pre-defined period in 
which the feedback loop is created from sales, customer service, and manufactur
ing. Issues to be taken into consideration at this milestone are in the areas of the 
DMR, OAP, CSP, and manufacturing results. A typical de liverable is a System Re
lease Test report giving evidence that a representative number of mode ls have 
been built conform the DMR and that the Supply Chain organization is able to build 
these mode ls independently. 
The Project Manager, the Marketing Manager, the Supply Chain, signs off the re
view and Customer Support Manager by signing the System Re lease Test report. 

Release for Delivery 
At Re lease for Delivery (RfD), the formal dec is ion is taken that the product can be 
delivered to the warehouse or the cus tomer. The delivery times are guaranteed. 
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Once all project activities have been completed, a general re lease will take place. 
Before that time, re le ase will usually take place by (sub)system or building block or 
for a particular number of products. The Project Manager initiates the Release for 
Delivery procedure. The review is signed off by the Project Manager, the Market
ing Manager, the Supply Chain & Customer Support Manager by signing of the Re 
lease for Delivery fo rm. 
Issues to be taken into conside ration at this milestone are in the area of the manu
facturing results (a/o. Logist ics). A typical delive rable is a report giving evidenc e 
that cus tomer orders can be delivered conform agreements. 

Release for Transfer 
During the deve lopment process, the Design His tory File/Device Master Record 
(DHF/DMR) is set up and controlled by the project team. At Release for Trans fer 
(RfT) , a copy of the DHF/DMR is formally transferred from the project to: 

• Operations, to be able to produce under defined operating conditions, 

• The Engineering Change Control Board (ECCB) , to be able to take over the 
respons ibility of maintenance of the DMR, and 

• The Quality Maintenance Control Board (QMCB) , to be able to take over the 
respons ibility of the Field Monitoring. 

A plan is available for upgrading application and pre - de livery systems to DMR 
status . This plan has been agreed with re levant users and SSDs. Issues to be taken 
into considerat ion at this milestone are the quality of the DHF/DMR. A typical de
liverable is the s igned transfer form providing evidence that the Development Man
ager and the Supply Chain and Customer Support Manager agree with the transfer 
of the DMR and DHF to the othe r parts of the business. 

Project End 
At Project End, the project is formally closed. The project manager is discharged 
and the DHF is fo rmally transferred to the PCP process owner. Application and 
pre-delivery systems have been upgraded to DMR status. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Product Development Model Properties 

1. Incremental development in the Product Development Model 
This property of the model accommodates the possibility to release certain func
tions or components prior to the final project release. This is represented in the 
following figure based on the complete V-model: 

SRT 

SAT 
\ Syst~m \ 

\ Desop \ 

'\ R~:=~=~:, \ 
\ Componeot \ 

\ ~1n 

\ 
\ Re:lli:ration & lmplement;1.tion 

FAT ~=='\ Sys.t•m \ 
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: \ \ 
: \ Component \ 
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/ i \ 
/ j \ Reali~ation & Imple mentation 

As can be seen in the figure not every step of the Product Development Model is 
done for each increment, this means for SI&T that not for every increment all tests 
are necessary. For example, in this figure increments has only a FAT-tests, the 
second increment has FAT- and SAT- tests , and the last increment includes all 
tests. 

2. Overlapping process steps during development 
Some activities are already started before the preceding activity is finished. How
ever, this early start of activities implies a risk of wrong assumptions and therefore 
the results of an activity must be checked when the previous activity is completely 
finished. In case of mismatches, the pre-started activities must be reconsidered and 
corrective actions must be taken. In the following figure this early starting of ac
tivities is represented: 

Overlapping process steps 

Requirements Design Implementation Testing Release 

Time 
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APPENDIX 7 

Risk Based Testing 
The following picture depicts the risk matrix as it is in use at Philips Cardiovascu
lar. Scores on Technical Risk and Business Risk de termine the position in the ma
trix. These risks are based on the factors displayed next to the matrix. For every 
factor an explanation and scale is given in tables be low. 

II 
Quadrant 

IV 
Complexity 
The complexity is de termined by: . Used algo rithms . Number of decisions . Size 

Degree of change 
The degree of change of a function IS 

ranked by the amount of: . Hardware changes . Software changes (de lta size) . Windows XP changes 

Immaturity of previous release 
The number of (registered) defects can be 
used to scale the immaturity of the previous 
release. 
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T he values for technical and 
business ri sk are determined by 
the fo llowing fa ctors : 

Technical Ri sk 
- Complexity 
- Degree of change 
- Immaturity of previous re lease 
- Degree of inte rac tion 

Business Ri sk 
- Selling item 
- Frequency of use 
- Impact 

5-point scale 
1 = not complex 
2 = little complex 
3 = average complex 
4 = more co mplex 
5 = high complex 

5-point scale 
1 = nothing changed 
2 = minor changes 
3 = average amount of changes 
4 = many changes 
5 = new fun ction 

5-point scale 
1 = not immature 
2 = less immature 
3 = average immature 
4 = high immature 
5 = highl y immature 
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Degree of in terac tion 
The number of (registere d) defec ts can be 5-point scale 
used to scale the immaturi ty of the previous 1 = not immature 
release. 2 = less immature 

3 = average immature 
4 = high immature 
5 = highly immature 

Selling item 
5-point scale 
1 = not a selling item 
2 = minor setting item 
3 = average selling item 
4 = important selling item 
5 = key succes fa ctor 

Frequency of use 
Frequency of use means how often the 5-point scale 
function is used during a case. 1 = not used 

2 = not or sometimes used 
3 = sometimes used 
4 = sometimes or always used 
5 = always used 

Impac t 
The impact of a fa iling function can be scaled using 5-point sca le 
the following questions: 1 = no impact 

■ Will the fa ilure cause a safety issue? 2 = small impact 
■ Is it possible to continue the case? 3 = medium impac t 

. Will the fa ilure cause a FCO? 4 = high impact 

. Is a workaround acceptable? 
5 = system not useable anymore 
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APPENDIX8 

Test Techniques 
At SI&T the following test techniques are used: 

Name: 
Equivalence Partitioning 

Application Area: 
All types of systems 

Description: 
Equivalence partitioning is useful for functions in which several inputs can be 
identified that contain ' equivalence classes'. Each equivalence class repre-
sents a value, or several values that results in a same behaviour of process-
mg. 

Name: 
Boundary Value Analysis 

Application Area: 
All types of systems, e.g. list displays 
All boundary requirements 

Description: 
Boundary value analysis can be considered as an extension of equivalence 
partitioning. The idea behind boundary value analysis is that many errors are 
made at the boundaries of each equivalence class. 

Name: 
State Transition Test 

Application Area: 
Application Area: 
Screen transitions 
GUI. Workflow applications 
Technical automation and embedded software 

Description: 
State Transition Testing uses a model of the states the component may be in, 
the transitions between those states, the events, which cause those transi-
tions, and the actions that may result from those transactions. Test cases are 
written to verify that each identified transition from one state to anothe r state 
is processed correctly. 

Name: 
I Cause Effect - Graphing 

Application Area: 
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License combinations 
Critical fun ctionalities 

Description: 
Cause/effect graphing (CE graphing) is a specification- based technique that 
aims to create 'interesting ' combinations of inputs for testing . Combinations of 
causes result in different processing/outcomes. When causes and effects are 
identified, a decision table or a graph can be drawn that identifies the effect 
for each of the combinations . From this table/graph test cases can be written. 
The s trength of CE graphing is that it creates combinations of inputs that 
might not otherwise have been exercised during testing. 

Name: 
I Elementary Comparison T est 

Application Area: 
I Critical functionalities 

Complex processing 
Description: 
I The same as CE graphing, but with a smalle r test set, because it also looks at 

conditions and dec is ions. 

Name: 
Process Cycle Test 

Application Area: 
Workflow 
User-manual 
Service manual 
Hospital procedures 

Description: 
A process cycle test (PCT) verifies whethe r automated act ivities match with 
manual procedures in which different activity paths exist. The idea behind 
process cycle tests is that automated activities should provide suffic ient in-
formation/feedback to the user for properly executing manual activities and 
vice versa. 

Name: 
Test Use Cases 

Application Area: 
Inte ractive parts everywhere within the system 
Especially for interactive parts 

Description: 
The objective of use cases is to find functional and usability defects in the 
system by using test cases that refl ect real- life operations. The primary use 
case should be based on the usage path that will be executed mostly by the 
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operators (basic flow). Then, test cases should be defined based on alterna
tive operational paths that wi ll likely uncover defects (alternative flows). 
Thirdly test use cases wi ll be designed to cover failure situation that can oc
cur m operations that the operator should be able to resolve (exception 
flows). 

Name: 
Syntax Test 

Application Area: 
Reporting, GUI, 
Error messages 
Interfaces 
Conformance test (interoperability) 

Description: 
The objective of a syntax test is to detect defects in the layouts of screens 
and the reports of prints, to verify single-field input checks relating to entry 
fields and for integration testing in the large. Syntax testing should be based 
on the requirements of the screens, layouts and interface specifications. An 
example of a syntax test is to verify if the system shows an error message 
when required fie lds are not filled in, or that a message is shown when non-
valid values are entered. 

Name: 
Real- life test 

Application Area: 
All products and components, simulation of practical use 

Description: 
The objective of a real- life test is to discover defects that are re lated to the 
final production environment of the system. A real-life test generally focuses 
on the quality characteristics reliability and availabi lity, but it is also suitable 
for functionality on system level. This means that for example the speed of 
batch processing and response-times are tested under normal and critical 
circumstances. When specifying test cases, an operational profile of the ac-
tual and (future) expected system use in production should be drawn up. An 
operational profile consists of a number of activities that are executed on the 
system during the day. The more detailed an operational profile is, the better 
the test cases can reflect the real situation. 

Name: 
I Error Guessing 

Application Area: 
I Widely applicable 

Description: 
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Error guessing is basically unstructure d testing and consists of guessing un 
der which circumstances defects could occur. Error guessing relies on using 
the creativity and experience of the test engineer: it includes tests, which in 
all probability would not have been derived by using more formal me thods. 

Name: 
Exploratory testing 

Application Area: 
End-user tests 
Work in progress 
Non-functional 

Description: 
The plainest definition of exploratory testing is learning (about the system 
and its status), making a test design and test execution at the same time . This 
is the opposite of formal testing (predefined test spec ification, whether man-
ual or automated). Exploratory tests are not defined in advance and are no t 
carried out prec isely according to plan. 
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APPENDIX Sb 

Test Techniques used for reliability testing 

This appendix describes the test techniques currently used for reliability testing. 
Depending on the position in the risk matrix of the components and functions, the 
following test techniques are in use to verify and validate the required product reli
ability: 

• Real-Life Test: 

The objective of a real-life test is to discover defects that are related to the fi
nal production environment of the system. With 'final production environment' a 
hospital is meant. An Operational Profile is needed to describe the actual (and 
expected) system use in a hospital environment. This operational profile is the 
outcome of this assignment and is currently not available. 

The following test techniques are also used for reliability verification and valida
tion, but are according to the author more applicable to find defects and errors than 
to explicitly verify and validate the reliability performance: 

• Exploratory Test: 

An explorative way of testing, no formal test design is used. The test engineer 
is led by outcomes during the test itself. The expertise of the test engineer is 
determinant for the outcome of this testing technique. Exploratory testing can 
reduce testing time by skipping tests that are believed to have no effect based 
on expertise. The expertise of the test engineer enables him/her to act on out
comes of tests and think ad hoc about new tests. 

• Error Guessing 

Error guessing is basically unstructured testing and consists of guessing under 
which circumstances defects could occur. Like in the case of Exploratory Test 
no formal test design exists. 

• Syntax Test 

The objective of a syntax test is to detect defects in the layouts of screens and 
the reports of prints, to verify single-field input checks relating to entry fields 
and for integration testing in the large. 
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APPENDIX 9 

Allocation of test techniques in risk matrix 
The test techniques described in appendix 8 are applicable in different quadrants of 
the risk matrix. Some tests require more testing effort then others and are applica 
ble in other situations. Based on the quality characteristics and quadrant position 
the fo llowing table is given: 

Quality I II m N 
Characteristics 
Functionality Equivalence Partitioning Equivalence Partitioning Equivalence Parti tioning Use cases 

Boundary Value Ana lysis Process Cycle Test Boundary Value Analysis Real-Life Test 
Cause Effect Graphing Use cases State Transition Test Syntax Test 
Elementary Comparison Test Exploratory test Use cases Error Guessing 
State Transition T est Real- Life Tes t Exploratory test 
Process Cycle Test Exploratory test 
Use cases 

Reliabi lity Real-Life Test Real-Life Test Real-Life Test Syntax Test 
Exploratory test Exp loratory test Real-Life Test 

Error Guessing 
Exploratory test 

Image quali ty Equivalence Par titioning Equivalence Partitioning Equiva lence Partitioning Use cases 
Use cases Use cases Use cases Rea l- Life Test 
Real-Life Test Real-Life Test Real-Life Test 

Interoperability Equivalence Par titioning Equivalence Partitioning Equivalence Partitioning Use cases 
Use cases Use cases Use cases Syntax Test 

Exploratory test Exploratory test Error Guessing 
Exploratory test 

!Usability Process Cycle Test Process Cycle Test Use cases Use cases 
Use cases Use cases Exploratory test Syntax Test 

Exploratory test Error Guessing 
Exploratory test 

Safe ty & norm Elementary Comparison Test <not applica ble> <not applicable> <not appl icable> 

compliance Process Cycle Test 
Use cases 

Serviceability Real-Life Test Real-Life Test Real-Life Test Rea l-Life Test 

Manufacturability Real-Life Test Real-Life Test Real-Life Test Rea l-Life Test 

Security Process Cycle Test Process Cycle Test Exploratory test Error Guessing 
Exploratory test Exploratory test 
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APPENDIX 10 

Distance Matrix 
This appendix contains an example of a 'distance matrix'. T he distances are calcu
lated based on the Euclidian distance between the values of the parameters that 
belong to the 'cases', or in the example of Phi lips Medical Systems: 'systems'. 

The data in the table is just for example purposes. 

...... N (Y) -tj< LD <.O t-- 00 m 
E E E E E E E E E 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
(/) (/) (/) (/) (/) (/) (/) (/) (/) 

>. >. >. >. >. >. >. >. >. 
(J) (J) (J) (J) (J) (J) (J) (J) (J) 

Parameter A 2 0 6 2 3 5 7 4 2 

Parameter B 0 3 2 0 1 2 4 6 2 

Parameter C 3 2 0 0 1 4 7 3 8 

System 1 X 14 26 9 6 14 57 40 29 

System 2 3.7417 X 41 17 14 JO 75 26 41 

System 3 5.099 6.4031 X 20 11 17 54 29 80 

System 4 3 4.1231 4.4721 X :3 29 90 49 68 

System 5 2.4495 3.7417 3.3166 1.7321 X l..J. 61 30 51 

System 6 3.7417 5.4772 4.1231 5.3852 3.7417 X 17 18 25 

System 7 7.5498 8.6603 7.3485 9.4868 7.8102 4.1231 X 29 30 

System 8 6.3246 5.099 5.3852 7 5.4 772 4.2426 5.3852 X 4G 
System 9 5.3852 6.4031 8.9443 8.2462 7.1414 5 5.4 772 6.7082 X 

Explanation of the table: The first three rows are the actual parameter values of the 10 sys
tems. T he numbers in grey show the squared distance, the numbers in black the actual 
Euclidian distance between the systems. 
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APPENDIX 11 

Operations list 

This appendix li sts the 'operations list' ; containing all operations extracted from the 
system loggings. For each operation, the corresponding EventMessage is given; 
this is the internal name that the system uses for the logging. Also, a small descrip
tion of the operation is given. The operations are fist grouped by the ir working area 
described in chapte r 5 and then by alphabetical order. 

t,j) Operation C: 
·.;:i 

"" Name EventMessage Description r/J (]) 

~ .'t 
Email C: \ 'Program Fi les \ Outlook Ex- The customer has the possibility to email the 

press \ msimn.exe diagnosis to an email -address. This function 
is likely not to be used. 

MPPS use AutoMPPSComp lete Gives the times that the system retrieves or 
stores information to an external RIS/CIS/HIS 
system. Thi s information includes patient data 
and received dosis. 

Pref etch StartPrefetch This operation refers to the collection of pre-
vious scan images from a archiving system. 
The cus tomer can use the old examination 
data to fo r example compare results . 

bO Prin t ProtocolizedPrintSettings The customer has the poss ibility to physica lly 

s:: prin t images taken with the system. Because ..... of the increase in digita l processing, the us-
~ 
r.n age frequency is be li eved to be low. 
Q) Query patient QueryNetworkNode The do ctor has the ability, given that the hos -

E--t data pita! provides this fun ctiona li ty, to retrieve 

~ 
hi storic images of the patients. This operation 
identifies that the doctor star ts a search. 

0 (PACS) -~ Retri eve pa- lmportFromN etworkN ode This operation is correlated with QueryPa-
~ tient data tientData, but the user now fo und pati ent data s... 
0 and is importing it. (PACS) 

~ Schedule pa- CreateExamination This operation must be chosen by the cus-
tient tomer (doctor) at the beginning of a diagnosis 

or intervention . It is also possible that all 
examinations are entere d at the same time 
and later selected. From this operation the 
number of cases done on the system can be 
deducted. 

Select applica- SetApplication / SetAcquis itionAp- The customer can select an applica-
tion plication / SelectApplication tion/procedure, selecting an applica-

tion/procedure loads some predefin ed set-
tings such as geometry posit ions and x-ray 
settings. 
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Select proce- SetProcedure I SetAcquis itionPro- See "SelectAppli cation" 
dure cedure I SelectProcedure 
Storage commit StorageCommitRequest Th is operation means that the system is re-
request questing the co nnected systems (PACS) to 

affirm tha t the images that are send by the 
system are correctly stored. This request will 
only happen when storing images at the clos-
ing of an examination. 

Angulate beam AngulateBeamFronta l.Move / Angulation is changing the angle of the detec-
AngulateBeamLateral.Move / tor with respect to the patient; th is is done in 
AngulateBeam.Move a north-south direction. 

Angulate beam AngulateBeamFrontal.Move See above "Angulate Beam" but for a system 
F with multiple arms; the fronta l arm. 
Angulate beam AngulateBeamLateral.Move See above "Angulate Beam" but for a system 
L with mul tiple arms; the lateral arm. 
Change patient ChangePatientSupportHe ight.Move This operation means that the height of the 
height patient table is changed. 
Change Source MoveDetectorFronta l. Move / Mov- Thi s operation moves the detector closer to 
Image Distance eDetectorLatera l. Move or fur ther from the patient. In essence it in-

creases or decreases the Source Image Dis -
tance. 

Change Source MoveDetectorFrontal. Move See above "MoveDetectorFrontal.Move" but 
Image Distance with fronta l detector. 

bO F 

C Change Source MoveDetectorLateral.Move See above "MoveDetectorFrontal.Move" but ·- Image Distance with lateral detector. ~ 

rn L 
Q) Chasing MovePatientSupportLongitudi- This operat ion mea ns that the table is moved 

E--t nal.Move WithAccelerationStart horizonta lly in the north-south direction with 
~ acce leration. 
C Coll. Move BLC!oseShutters / BLOpenShutters Refers to the geometric actions concerning 
Q) 

shutters F/L / BLStopShutters the wedges of the system. The wedges block s BLWedge l Translate in / radiation and thus limi ts the viewing area of 
Q) Coll. Move BLWedge l Trans lateOut I the doctor. Thi s helps reducing the radiation 
> wedge l F/L BL Wedge 1 TranslateStop that the patient receives during an exa mina-
0 BLWedge2Translatein I tion. :g Coll. Move BLWedge2TranslateO ut / 

wedge2 F/L BLWedge2TranslateStop 
Coll. Preferred 
beam BLSetToPreferredBeamWidth 
Coll. Reset 
shutters F /L BLResetObjectShutters 
Coll. Reset 
wedge l BLWedgelReset 
Co ll. Reset 
wedge2 BLWedge2Reset 

BL Wedge 1 RotateCounterClockwise 
Coll. Rotate / BLWedge l RotateClockwise / 
wedgel F/L BL Wedge 1 RotateStop 

BLWedge2RotateCounterClockwise 
Coll. Rotate I BLWedge2RotateClockwi se I 
wedge2 F/L BLWedge2RotateStop 
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Co ll. Select 
automatic 
wedge fo llow BLAutoWedgeFollow 
Move or park MoveBeamLongitudinal.Move The arm moves horizonta lly from north to 
beam south position. 

MoveBeamLongi tudinalFron - See above "MoveBeamLongitudinal.Move" but 
Move or park ta l.Move for a system with multiple arms; the fronta l 
beam F arm. 

MoveBeamLongitudinalLat- See above "MoveBeamLongitudinal.Move" but 
Move or park eral.Move for a system with multiple arms; the lateral 
beam L arm. 
Patient ta ble SelectPati entNoseOri entation .Up / Refers to the angle of the pati ent table. 
Movement SelectPatientNoseOrientation.Down 

/ SelectPatientLegsOrienta-
tion.Down / SelectPatientLegsOri-
entation.Up 

Pivot stand PivotBeam.Move I PivotBeamFron- Refers to pivot- movement of the stand base . 
base tal.Move (Z-rotation) 
Position table EnablePatientSupportBrake.Brake / This operation changes the position of the 
top MovePatientSupportLongitudi- patient table. 

nal.Move 
Rota teBeam RotateBeam.Move I RotateBea m- Angulation is changing the angle of the de tec-
F/L/B Frontal.Move / RotateBeamLat- tor with re spect to the patient; this is done in 

eral.Move I RotateBeamBi- an east-west direction. 
plane.Move 
RotateBeamLateral.Move See above "RotateBea mBiplane. Move" but for 

Rotate beam F a system with mul tiple arms; both arms. 
RotateBea mFrontal.Move See above "RotateBeamBiplane.Move" but fo r 

Rota te beam L a system with multiple arms; frontal arm. 
RotateBeamBiplane.Move See above "RotateBeamBiplane.Move" but for 

Rotate beam B a system with multiple arms; lateral arm. 
Rotate detector RotateDetector.Move I RotateDe- Rotation of the detector on the its z-axis. 

tectorFrontal. Move 
Unlock table / UnlockTableTilt Thi s operation changes the tilt of the patient 
table tilt table, this mea ns that the table rotates around 

its west-south axis. 

~ ~l),OJ9~!.l'.J'1,H-V~ StartFluoroscopy Refer s the acquis iti on of an x ray image. 

~·~"'~ StartExposure Each acquisition has parameters of the setting 
r,,_,.,.,., 

described below, the older systems don't 

-
register thi s and therefore thi s function gives 

s:: a compl ete count of the fluoroscopy runs 

0 done by the system. The length of the acqui-·- s ition is part of the extended operational pro-.µ ·- file . rn ~ X-ray tech- Database code: CVRunTech- X-ray techniques. Extended with the infor-·-::, ~ niques niqueID=2 mation provided by the parameters described 
c4 
~ 

Pulsed Fluo Database code: CVRunTech- below. 
(.) 

niquelD=l < ~ Soft T issue Database code : CVRunTech-

~ niquel0=3 

m Testshot Database code: CVRunTech-

~ Lockin Multi- niqueID=5 
phase 
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I~ Vascular 
. Singleshot 

I Database code : CVRunTech-
nique!D=4 

~ 
kV (Last/Resul t/ Parameter Refers to the current that is used in the gen-
Test) erator that is fee ding the x-ray tube and 

~ therefore indicates the x-ray dose created. 

~ mA (Last/Result/ Parameter See above "kV (Result, Last and Test)" 
Test) 

~ ms (Last/Result/ Parameter See above "kV (Result, Last and T est)" 
Test) 

I Angulation Parameter This refers to the absolute angulated position 
with respect to the patient, see also "Angu-
la teBeam " 

@M AreaDose Parameter 

I BeamLongitudinal Parameter Thi s refers to the horizontal position of the 
arm with respect to the patient; th is is based 

¥//h on the movement along the north -south axis. 

~ 
The position during a scan is recorded. See 
also "MoveBeamLongitudinal" 

~ CArm Parameter 

~ CurrentDose Parameter 

~ DetectorFrontal Para meter 
wa DoseRatio Parameter 

~ DoseSenseTaste Parameter 
W/½ Duration Parameter Refers to the duration of the x-ray scan. 

~ EDL Parameter "Entrance Dose Limitation" 

~-

FrameSpeed Parameter Refers to the number of frames per second, 

I 
so the number of images taken in 1 second. 
Note that the "Duration", "Number of Images" 
and "lmagespeed" can be deducted from each 
other. 

~ Last_DoseRatio Parameter 

~ Numberlmages Parameter Refers to the number of images taken in the 
last scan 

I ObiectThickness Parameter Refers to an estimation on the thickness of 
the patient. Note that this depends on the 
angle that is used during the scan. 

W$ Phase l Duration Parameter In cardiology in terventions/diagnosis it is 

wz Phase l ImageSpeed Parameter possible to divide a fluoro scopy run into two 

W/4 Phase2 - Duration Parameter segments with different imagespeed. This 

~ 
Phase2_lmageSpeed Parameter helps the physician to reduce the amount of 

radiation given to the patient. 

w...a Propellor Parameter "Propellor"movement pos ition 

~ RequestedDose Parameter Refers to the dose that is requested by the 
system from the generator and x-ray tube . 

?~ Result_DoseRatio Parameter 

I Rotation Parameter Thi s refers to the absolute rotated position 
with respect to the patient, see also "Rotate-

~ Beam " 

~ Shutter Down Parameter Refers to the position of the shutters during 

~ Shutter _Left Parameter the scan. Shutters can reduce the area that is 

~~ Shutter _Right Parameter radia ted. Shutters can reduce the dose that 

~ Shutter_ Top Parameter the patient ha s to endure during an examina -
tion. 
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~ SkinDose Parameter 

~ SourcelmageDis- Parameter Refers to the distance between the detector 

~ tance and x-ray source. Thi s value can be changed 
by moving the detector ("MoveDetector") 

~ StandPosition Parameter 

~ Sublmage Parameter 

~ Swing Parameter Movement of system with Poly-G sta nd. It 
rotates the arm away from the patient. 

~ Table Height Parameter Refers to the height of the patient table dur-
ing the scan. 

~ ZRotation Parameter Refer s to the pivot position of the beam. 
Change cbe SetContrast / SetBr ightness / Refers to the usage of function " contrast 

SetEdgeGain brightness edge enhancement". Helps the 
customer analyzing an image. 

Copy run/image CopylmageToFile / CopyRunTo- Refers to the transfer of images. 
File / CopyFlaggedlmagesToFile 

De/select elec. SetElectronicShutters / Switch- This operation refers to the use of e lectronic 
shutters ElectronicShutters shutters; the e lectronic shutters are software 

aids for the customer to reduce visibili ty of 
scattered x-ray around the image. It darkens 
the black. 

De/select fi le ShowFileOvv / ShowFullScreen Refers to the use of file overview; this opera-
overview tion displays all the runs taken in the exami-

nation. 
De/select land- ToggleLandmarking / SetLand- Refers to the use of landmarking; this means 
marking markingGa in / SwitchLandmark- that not the whole image is subtracted, but 

ing also a degree of background anatomy is 
added to the image. 

bO 
De/select over- ToggleOverlayText Refers to the use of overlay text. 
lay text c:: De/select pan SwitchPanZoom / SetZoomFactor Refers to the use of panning and zooming. ·-~ zoom I SetZoomCentre 

Q) De/select pixel SetFullScreenPixelShift / Select- Refers to the use of pixel shift; allows cor-·- shift PixelShiftMode rection of motion ar t ifacts in subtracted im-> ages. 
De/select re- StepMaskFwd / StepMaskRev / Refer s to the use of remask. 
mask SetActiveAsNewMask / SetLas-

tAsNewMask 
De/Select run ShowSingleRunOvv / ShowFull - Refers to the use of run overview. 
overview Screen 
De/select run ToggleRunSubtraction Refers to the use of subtraction. 
subtract 
De/select sub- ToggleSubtraction I SwitchOff-
tract Subtraction/ SwitchOnNormal-

Subtraction 
Decrement/ SetReplayFrameRateSlider The speed of playback is decreased or in-
increment speed creased of video made of scan images. 
Fixed zoom ToggleFixedZoom This operation toggles fixed zoom. 
Flag fi le Toggle Flag Fi le Thi s operation flags a fi le so that it will be 

saved with the examination. 
Flag image ToggleFlaglmage Thi s operation flags an image so that it will 

be saved with the acquisition fi le. 
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Flag run ToggleFlagRun Thi s operation flags a run so that it will be 
saved with the acquis ition fil e. 

Save Fluo run StartGrab / KeepFluoStore Refers to saving scan images during a fluo -
ro scopy run to the acquisition file, this can be 
done during the acquis ition and after the ac-
quis ition based on a buffer. 

Select annotation AddAnnotation Refers to the funct ion to make an annotation 
Select exposure SelectExposureDisplaySubtract- Refers to the use of subtraction. 
subtract Mode 
Select external Se lectMultiExtVideoChannel Refers to the option to display an external 
video source video source on the di splays of the machine. 
Select fil e SelectFile Selection of a fil e 
Select flu o sub - Se lectFluoSubtractMode / Select-
tract FluoDisplaySubtractMode 
Select physio SelectPhysio Refers to the function to di sp lay physiological 
channe l da ta together with the r ecorder run . Physio-

logical da ta is recorded from external sourc es 
and displayed on the same time-scale . 

Se lect/qui t/save StartViewTrace / AddV iewTra - Refers to operations on the trace of the image 
view trace ceNextlmage / Save View-

Tracelmage 
Start fi le / run StartReplay This operation refers to the replay of the 
replay acquis ition fil e /run. 
Switch refl /ref2 Se lect View Refers to switching the viewpad actions from 

the acquisition monitor to the references from 
a acquisition file, or the other way around. 

Use targano SetTagarnoPosition Operation to increase or decrease the im-
agespeed of playback of run . 

Video invert Toggle Videolnvert This operation toggles an inverted video, this 
helps the customer analyze the images. 

View image back StartSteplmgRev Viewing action: one image back 
View image for- StartSteplmgFwd Viewing action: one image forward 
ward 
View page back StepPageFwd Viewing action: one page back 
View page fo r - StepPageFwd Viewing action: one page forward 
ward 
View run back StartStepRunRev Viewing action: one run back 
View run for- StartStepRunFwd Viewing action: one run forward 
ward 

Analysis Method StartAnalysisMethod Use of the func tion "Left ventricul ar analy-

bO 
(LVA/QCA/QVA/ sis" , "Quantitative coronary analysis", "Quan-
QAS) titative vessel ana lys is" s= Analysis Method SuspendAnalysisMethod Refers to the continuation of the analysis ·-+-I Continued after a short interference by an acquis ition VJ 

Q) run 

~ BodyGuard DETECTOR BodyGuard Override / Refers to the override of the bodyguard sys-- override (detec- TUBE Bodyguard Override/ DE- te rn. The bodyguard system provides protec-

ro tor or tube) TECTOR+ TUBE Bodyguard tion so tha t the arms of the system will no t hit 
"-4 Override the patient. The customer can override this . 
Q) De/Select injec- Se lectlnj ectorControl The user can chose the couple the inj ector s= tor coupling and the system to automatically inject con-Q) 
(j trast at each acqu is it ion. 

Delete run Delete Run This refers to the deletion of a run. 
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Emergency stop EmergencyStop.PowerDown Refers to an emergency stop. 
En/disable xray SelectEnableRadiation Enabli ng and disabli ng of the x-ray 
Recall A StoreRecallA.StartRecall / Store- Recall the stored position under preset a 

RecallA.StopReca ll / StartRecall -
FirstPositionDRA / StopRecall-
FirstPositionD RA 

Recall B StoreRecallB.StartRecall / Store- Reca ll the stored position under preset b 
Reca llB.StopRecall / StartRecall-
SecondPositionDRA / StopRecall-
SecondPositionDRA 

Recall preset RecallPosition.StartRecall / Re- Clear all stored positions 
callPosition.StopRecall 

Reset fluo ResetFluoBuzzer Refers to the function fluo buzzer 
buzzer 
Rotate 3D- CMDID_Rotation_StartUp / Refers to the usage of the functions of the 
RA/CA volume CMDID_Rotation_StartDown / xtravision workstation. This enables the con-

Rotation_StartLeft / struction of 3d-images. 
CMDID_Rotation_StartRight 

Select 3D- CMDID_Display3DRA 
RA/CA recon-
struction 
Select acquisi- SelectAcquisitionlnputFocus 
tion input focus 
Select AP CMDID_Recall_AP Refers to the usage of the functions of the 

xtravision workstation. This enables the con-
struction of 3d-images. 

Select APC 3D APCSelect3DRAMode.Mode Refers to customer using the Automatic Posi-
Select APC ref- APCSelectReferenceMode . Mode tion Control. The customer is able to store 
erence two positions in the system (A and B). With 
Select APC se- APCSelectPresetMode.Mode APC he/she can return to that stored position. 
quence Also, when a 3d-image is created, it can be 

viewed in a separate workstation. 
Select detector SelectReceptorFieldSize Selection of the fie ldsize of the detector 
fieldsize 
Select dual fluo SelectDualFluoMode Usage of the function Dual Fluo 
Select dual fluo SelectZoomFactor Usage of the function Dual Fluo 
zoom 
Select exposure SelectExposureChannel For exposure only when pedal can be used, to 
channel use exposure on different channel it first has 

to be selected with this function . 
Select fluo fla- SelectFluoFlavour Selection of the parameter fluo flavour for the 
vour use of acquisition. 
Select follow CMDID_FollowStent_Start I Refers to the usage of the functions of the 
stand CMDID_Fol lowStent_Stop xtravision workstation. This enables the con-

struction of 3d-images. 
select oma DoOverrideManualAdjustments Refers to the operation override manual ad-

justments. 
Select preset APCPresetSetCurrent.Set Refers to customer using the Automatic Posi-
position tion Control. The customer is able to store 

two positions in the system (A and B). With 
APC he/she can return to that stored position. 
Also, when a 3d-image is created, it can be 
viewed in a separate workstation. 
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Select reference APCReferenceA.Select I AP- Re fers to customer using the Automatic Posi-
image CReferenceB.Select / APCRefer- tion Control. The customer is able to store 

enceBiplane .Select two positions in the system (A and B) . With 
APC he/she can return to that stored position . 
Also, when a 3d- image is created, it can be 
viewed in a separate workstation. 

Select table s ide Se lectTabelSide.Turnkey With thi s operation it is possible for the cus-
tamer to select a different position at the 
table. The geometry buttons on the control 
module wi ll change with this new position. 

Set contrast SelectContrastArrivalTime Thi s sets the time between the start of the 
arrival time acquisition and the inj ection when coupled. 
Set phase 1/2 Se lectPhase l_Duration / Select- During an acquis ition the physician can 
duration Phase2_Duration choose to divide the run in to two phases with 

different framespeeds, thi s can reduce the 
patient dose. 

Set phase 1/2 SelectPhase l_ImageSpeed / Se- During an acqu is ition the physician can 
image speed lectPhase2_lmageSpeed choose to divid e the run into two phases with 

different framespeeds, th is can reduce the 
patient dose. 

Set processing SetProcess ingFocus Processing focus can be lateral/fronta l or 
focu s biplane. 
Start inj ection StartDirectlnjection Thi s operation refers to an inj ection 
Stop Watch StartStop Watch Refers to the starting and s topping of the 

stopwatch 
Store A/B StoreReca llA.Store / StoreRe- Store the current position under preset a or b 

cal!B.Store 
Switch roomlight SwitchRoomLight This functions refers to the switching of the 

light in the examination room. 
System Time System startup completed - Sys- Thi s operation helps identify the t ime the 

tern shutdown completed system is on. Thi s operation is not used IN 
the profile, but is used to construct a profile. 
Part of the extended operational profile 

View 3D-RA/CA CMDID_Recall_StoreViewl / Refers to the usage of the functions of the 
volume CMDID_Recall_Reca llViewl / xtravis ion workstation . This enables the con-

CMDID Reca ll StoreView2 / ··· struction of 3d- images. 
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APPENDIX 12 

Translation table for procedures 

The procedures carried out by the physician are trans lated into clinical areas. The 
translation for known procedures is given in the table be low. Also a small pe rcent
age could not be linked to a clinical area (0.3 percent). 

Clinical area : Procedures associated: 

"Cardiac2 2D" 
"Kardi ologiskl 2D" "Cardiac! 2D 

fl uo30fr/s" 
"Cardiac! 2D fluo15fr/s" "Cardiac Special" "Cardiac Plus" 
Cardi ac 2D "Cardiac 3D" "Cardiac 2D(Original)" 
"Cardiac 2D" "Cardiac 2D ( LIVE )" Cardiac 
"Cardiac (Arm)" Stentboost "Cardiaca 2D" 
3DCA 3D Kardio Kardi o 
Kardio -EP Konstanz-Cardio Rotational Cardiac 
Rota tional Coronary Angio "3D Kardio" "Cardiac (Femoral)" 

Cardiology "Rotational Coronary An- Cardio FDXD 3D Cardiaque 15 
gio" 

Cardi aque CardiacStudies - RCH Cardiaca 
Cardiac StentBoost Cardiac Plus Cardiac lowdose 
Cardi ac Knut "Kardio2 2D" "Kardi o l 2D" 
"Kardio low dose" "Cardiac! 2D" Card iac Femoral 
Cardi aque 30 Cardi ac EP Cardiac Arm 
Cardiac 3D Cardiac 2D(Original) Cardi ac 2D ( LIVE ) 
"Cardio FDXD 3D" "Cardiaque2 2D" "Cardiaque l 2D" 
"Cardiaque 3D" "Cardiaca2 2D" "Cardiaca l 2D" 
"Cardiaca 3D" "Kardio 3D" 
Neuro 3D Prop Scan "Neurol6gica 3D Base" "Neuro 3D Roll Scan" 
"Neuro 3D PropMess" Neuro 3D Ro ll Scan Neuro 2D 
Neuro "Neuro 3D ROil" "Neuro 3D Rol!Mess" 

Ne uroradiology "Neuro 3D Prop Scan" "Neurol6gica 3D Prop " D_Neuro 2D 
"AcqProp neuro 3D" "Neuro 3D PROP" "Neurol6gica 2D" 
"Neuro 2D" "Neuro 2D" "Neuro Intervention 

(DVD rec o 
"AcqRot neuro 3D" 

Pediatric Peadiatric Pedi atr isk Pediatri e 

Cardiology Pedi atric Pediatrie 

Electro "EF cardiaca" "Cardiac EP" "Biosense Carta EP" 

Physiology "Kardio logisk EP" Electrophysiology EP 

Radiology "Thorax 3D" D_Abdomen 2D "Head Special2" 
"Head Spec ial" "Head Orginal2" "Head 3D Ro ll Scan" 
"Head 3D Prop Scan" "Per ipherique special" "Thorax 2D" 
"Peripherie Spezial" "Thorax 3D2" Hand/Foot 
Head "Abdomen 3D" IV-DSA 
"Abdomen 2D" "Femoral lowdose" Femorale 
Cerebral 2D D_Peripheral D_Peripheral Special 
Cerebral Celebra l Caro tide 
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"Thorax" Femoral "T6rax 2D" 
Femora lis Femorali s lowdose Femur 
Carotid "Peri fer ica especial" "Peripheral Special" 
Car6tida Abdomen / Per iphera l "Abdomen 2" 
Peripherals Peripherique "Abdomen (DVD rec 

on)" 
Renal Renale Peripheral 2D 
"Abdomem 2 D" Periphera l Thorax 
Thorax 2D Thorax 3D Thorax2 
Torace Abdomen "Abdomen " 
Aortogramm D_Thorax 2D "Abdomen I Periphe-

ra l" 
"T6rax 3D" Lungs Peripheral Special 
Aortogramma Karotis Aortogram 
Abdomen2 Abdomen 3D Abdomen 2D 
Abdomen 2 Peri ferica Peripher 
Aortogramme 
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APPENDIX 13 

Clinical Areas 
In this appendix the clinical use of the installed base is examined. This appendix 
contains tables displaying the distribution of the clinical areas stratified on system 
type and region. The following tables are present: 

• FDlO-systems in Europe 

■ 

in North America 

in Asia Pacific 

■ FD20-systems in Europe 
■ in North America 

in Asia Pacific 

Table: Clinical Areas of FDlO Systems in Europe 

oCarcio 

■ Vascular 

97% 
Explanation of table: 

---- Table gives percentage of clinical areas. The white column 
displays the percentage of procedures; the gray column 
displays the percentage of time. The pie chart is drawn 

J "/4. based on percentage of time. 

~ [/) >, >, 
0 t u OD OD .... .... ::, ·5 0 

0 0 (I) 
(].) -0 0 

o - 0 :i .D (].) 'o (I) ·- b -~ .... u E u · - -0 System Name .... -0 .... u >, ::, [/) ::, ? (I) (].) (I) ~ .c (].) (I) 

(CV-prefix excluded) zo:: u P-. u w P-. z > 
109101 FDlOVERTE 1036 100 100 
12601501afd_AlluraFD 439 100 100 
1262 l l_FD10 303 100 100 
24138206 IntegrisAllura fdlO 851 77 88 23 12 
317053 fd l O 357 100 100 
38064508 AlluraFD 621 81 89 19 11 
42087l_Allura-Xper-FD10 826 100 100 
469716_ALLURA_HSO 239 100 100 
60008002_AlluraFD 10 537 100 100 
68445_Allura 301 99 99 1 1 
684 70_HKL1 -FD 10 416 89 100 9 0 2 0 
68471 Allura 426 100 100 
7093 1 FD70931 466 100 100 
811224 ALLURAFD 680 100 100 
905 77108_All ura_FD 10 16 100 100 
ALLURA_ROOM156 338 77 89 23 11 
N0 1185_AlluraFD-nord 682 100 100 
N01186_AlluraFD-syd 231 100 100 
unknown_ALLURAXPERFDlO 426 82 85 18 15 

Average 484 95 97 0 0 5 3 
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Table : Clinical Areas of FDlO Systems in North America 

□ Carcia 

~ l!I Electro Physiology 

H7 % ■Vascu lar 

Explanation of table : 

Table gives percentage of clinica l areas. The whi te column 
dis plays the percentage of procedures; the gray column 

2 'h dis plays the percentage of time. The pie chart is drawn 
1 •/4 based on percentage of time . 

0 
(/) >, 
(!) >, .... u t,() t,() .... .... ::, ·5 0 

0 0 ro 
(!) "O 0 

o - 0 :3 ..0 (!) 'S -~ ~ 
~ .9 

E u 
~ (/) .... u 

System Name .... "O .... u >, ::, (/) 
::, 0 ro (!) ro ~ ..c (!) ro 

(CV- prefix excluded) z d: u P-. u w P-. z > 
103168_La b2 850 99 100 1 
105157_FD10 303 8 1 84 19 16 
10519 L cv2 588 96 100 4 
105779_ALLURAFD 10_ 

496 97 100 3 ALLURAFD 
10594 7 _Philips_lab2 404 100 100 
24008 alluralbl 940 95 9% 5 1 
24009 allura lb2 1375 99 100 1 
260277 _GBMHES l ACQ 1070 99 100 1 
260284_FD 1 0_LAB 1 737 99 100 1 
44179_fd10 314 100 100 
504797_hhcvl 83 89 98 11 2 
504798 hhcv4 256 100 100 
504806 hhcv2 317 100 100 
504807 hhcv5 138 100 100 
505106_ALLURAFD 592 100 100 
50586 Lfd_a242 466 99 100 1 
505969_FD 10 78 95 100 5 
506049_ALLURAFD 1 0_CVLAB 

109 100 100 
2 
5061 70_visub2 450 100 100 
506322_cathlab 603 100 100 
506658_ALLURAXPERFD 1 0_H 

308 84 93 16 7 EB_CA 
506785_ALLURA_ EPl 356 100 100 
506785_LAB2 473 98 100 2 
519115_ALLURAFD1 0_PBL12 

675 84 92 16 8 
0 
5192 1 LFD10_8CVIPHVL6 557 100 100 
519213_ALLURAFD10_CATH9 

203 100 100 213 
519677 _ALLURAXPERFDl0_ 

327 87 95 13 5 HEB_CA 
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520523 hclab2 278 100 100 
520524_hclab6 339 100 100 
520882~FD 10Lab5 431 100 100 
521463 hclab7 541 100 100 
522440 FDl0 65 100 100 
522458 FDl0 291 95 99 5 1 
526 14 L.ALLURAFD 1 OINTEGR 

466 100 100 
IS XP 
530459 FD l 0 164 95 98. 5 2 
5307 46_INTEGRISALLURAFD 

249 100 100 
10 U0102W 
53 1661 FDlO ALLURA 160 521 93 99 7 1 
53 1664 allura162 745 94 100 6 
53 1665 FDlO ALLURA161 272 93 100 7 
531669 FDl0 ALLURA159 773 95 99 5 1 
532612_FD10 39 100 100 
532613 MCVISUB4 164 93 99 7 1 
532615 MCVISUB5 190 89 95 11 5 
532616 MCVISUB2 330 92 97 8 3 
532617 MCVISUB3 432 82 91 18 9 
533085_sc-philiips- rm-2 33 1 98 100 2 
533286_SPFD1 0_RM2 299 97 99 3 1 
534476 fd rmtwo 394 96 98 4 2 
534478 swtcathlab#l 428 100 100 
534479 swtcathlab#6 237 98 100 2 
534479 swtepfdlO 89 100 100 
Average 414 94 97 2 2 4 1 

Table: Clinical Areas of FDlO Systems in Asia Pacific 

System Name 
(CV-prefix excluded) 
00139_FD10 
140_xper 
348_xper 
4 7 483_plb 120_ae 
61586_XPER 
67582_XPER10 

98 

4-.. (/) 
0 (I) 

1-, 
1-, '.j 
(I) "O 

.D (I) 

E u 
'.j 0 

z d: 
1092 
415 
486 
204 

145 1 
369 

Explanation of table : 

Ta ble gives percentage of clinical areas. The whi te co lumn 
di spl ays the percentage of procedures; the gray column 

3 % di splays the percentage of time. The pie chart is drawn 
based on percentage of time. 

>, >, 
bl) 

u 0 
bl) 1-, 

·.5 0 o - 0 "' 0 b -~ 0 "3 ;a -~ ~ 1-, u 
1-, "O 1-, u >, '.j (/) 

"' (I) "' ~ .c (I) "' u P-. u w P-. z > 
91 96 9 4 
98 100 2 0 
98 100 2 0 
100 100 
96 99 4 1 
98 100 2 0 
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94009444 XPER 257 100 100 
94009524 XPER 616 100 100 
94009544 FDl0 592 90 100 10 0 
94010197 PBL120 838 64 61 36 39 
94011004_AlluraXPERFD 10 524 100 100 
94104450_FD 10 285 99 100 1 0 
94 104534 pbll20 283 100 100 
94 115 24 71 All uraXPERFD 10 308 98 100 2 0 
94 134460 XperFDl0 1 900 98 100 2 0 
94134460_XperFD10_2 1101 99 100 1 0 
94135924-XPER 327 93 100 7 0 
Average 591 95 97 5 3 

Table: Clinical Areas of FD20 Systems in Europe 

Explanation of table : 

Table gives percentage of clinical areas . The white column 
di splays the percentage of procedures; the gray column 
displays the percentage of time. The pie chart is dra wn 
based on percentage of time. 

0 
en >, 
Ql 00 

>, .... u 0 00 .... .... ::, ·5 0 o c3 0 ('J 
Ql -0 0 0 :i .n Ql ;s ('J ·- b ·en .... u E u ·- -0 

System Name .... -0 .... u >, ::, en ::, 0 ('J Ql ('J ~ ..c: Ql ('J 

(CV-prefix excluded) z d:: u CL. u w CL. z > 
100059575_Allura-XperFD 20_ 

687 5 5 95 95 
DroStr 
CV _1013953_x:TRA 1004 48 68 52 32 
CV _126181-ALLURAFD 1051 37 54 63 46 
CV _68504_FD20 949 40 42 60 58 
CV _ALLURA_ROOM157 28 54 30 21 14 4 0 11 26 11 30 
CV _N01498_AlluraD20_lablO 786 58 63 42 37 
CV _tr0003_PBL200 337 8 4 64 78 28 18 

Average 692 9 97 3 2 1 0 38 48 50 45 
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Table: Clinical Areas of FD20 Systems in North America 

Explanation of table: 

Table gives percentage of clinical areas. The white column 
displays the percentage of procedures ; the gray column 
displays the percentage of time. The pie chart is drawn 
based on percentage of time . 

....., [/) >, >, 0 OJ bl) ... u 0 
bl) ... ... ::, ·5 o oc3 0 "' OJ "O 0 0 ::i .0 OJ ... ·-

E u 'cl .~ ~ -.-' [/) ... u 
System Name ... "O ... u >, ::, [/) 

::, 0 
"' OJ "' ~ .c OJ "' 

(CV-prefix excluded) z 6: u P-. u w p_, z > 

104430_ VI SUB 1 629 39 39 18 58 44 3 
51606_FD20CATHLAB_FD- 20 721 100 100 
520598_FD20_BCVIPHVL5 512 100 100 
520755_hcor26 607 3 1 43 50 54 49 
52 1312_pmhivl 63 1 4 52 61 43 39 
52 1314_CMSC5CV8 1143 7 1 92 100 
52 1315_CMSC5CV9 755 100 100 
521890_hclab l 1011 65 97 11 1 23 2 
53 l 760_ALLURAFD20_CA TH 1 503 30 19 43 68 27 14 
53 1817 _LABl 573 76 90 9 7 15 3 
53 l 830_INTEGRISALLURAFD_ 

675 39 36 46 58 15 6 
ANG_A248 
53 193 l_ALLURAFD20_PBL20 

466 95 100 2 3 
0 
531948_FD20_LAB1 454 77 95 6 2 16 4 
53 195 l_FD 20 770 4 1 58 91 39 8 
53196l_PBL200 2122 10 2 0 26 63 61 37 
532244_hclab3 929 59 96 15 1 26 3 
534250_Cathlab2 857 75 98 25 2 
534565_FD20 625 43 60 57 40 
534646_fdrmone 1474 38 61 12 22 50 16 
535173_clrm04gs 774 80 97 5 1 15 3 
535779_CATH1 501 97 100 1 2 
535793_ORVASLAB1 559 10 38 46 52 54 
536 163_swtcathlab#5 651 72 91 6 1 22 9 
Average 780 38 44 0 0 19 26 43 30 
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Table : Clinical Areas of FD20 Systems in Asia Pacific 

~"' 
0 ~ 
I.. 3 
Q.) "O 0 ..0 Q.) 

E u :s 
System Name ~ ::, 0 

(CV-prefix exc luded) z d: u 

CV_0lH078664_FD20 266 8 
CV _256_XPER 655 3 
CV_94009548_PBL200 458 2 
CV_94010393_Xper 466 43 
CV_94010890_FD20 767 8 
CV_94010904_FD20 1471 48 
CV _94146873_pBL200 185 14 
Average 610 18 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Explanation of table : 

Table gives percentage of clinica l areas. The white column 
displays the percentage of procedures; the gray column 
di splays the percentage of time . The pie chart is drawn 
based on percentage of time. 

>, >, 
u 0() 0() .... 
·5 0 

0 0 "' e :§ 0 "3 -~ ~ ...., "' .... u 
"O .... u >, ::, "' 
ill "' ~ ..c ill "' P.. u w P.. z > 

15 92 85 
0 40 34 57 66 
1 3 1 95 98 

65 57 35 
15 44 54 48 31 
36 23 53 29 11 
5 86 95 
19 16 20 66 60 
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APPENDIX 14 

3D-rotational representation of clustering space 

Because the clustering algorithm in this case only deals with three parameters and 
thus three dimensions, it is possible to represent the clusters in a three 
dimensional space. The axes represent the pe rcentage of clinical use in one of the 
three clinical areas. Point (1,0,0) for example would give pure cardio use. The col
ours of the clusters are the same as the colours in the dendogram given in section 
5.2. 
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APPENDIX 15 

Systems with 'labels' 

This appendix lists all systems fro m installed base and the ir labels. 

El co 
1-o 
bl) 
0 

-cl 
i::: 
Q) 

Cl 
i::: 

'Type'- 'Clinical' --
~ System Name label 'Geo'-label label 

52 CV _00139_FD10 FDlO AP CardioFDlO 

31 CV 01H078664 FD20 FD20 AP Mix2 

1 CV _100059575_Allura-XperFD20_DroStr FD20 EU Mix2 

2 CV 1013953 XTRA FD20 EU Mixl 

1 CV _103168_Lab2 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

8 CV _104430_ VISUB 1 FD20 NA Mixl 

2 CV _105157 _FDlO FDlO NA CardioFD l O 

3 CV _10519 l_cv2 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

4 CV 105779 ALLURAFDlO ALLURAFD FDlO NA Card ioFDlO 

5 CV _105947 _Philips_lab2 FDlO NA CardioFD l O 

69 CV 109101 FDlOVERTE FDlO EU CardioFD l O 

70 CV _1260150lafd_AlluraFD FDlO EU CardioFDlO 

3 CV _126181-ALLURAFD FD20 EU Mixl 

71 CV 126211 FDlO FDlO EU CardioFDlO 

53 CV _140_xper FDlO IAP CardioFDlO 

6 CV 24008 allura lbl FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

7 CV _24009_alluralb2 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

72 CV 24138206 IntegrisAllura fdlO FDlO EU CardioFDlO 

32 CV _256_XPER FD20 IAP Mixl 

8 CV _260277 _GBMHESlACQ FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

9 CV 260284 FDlO LABl FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

73 CV _317053_fdl0 FDlO EU CardioFDlO 

54 CV 348 xper FDlO IAP CardioFD l O 

74 CV _38064508_AlluraFD FDlO EU CardioFDlO 

75 CV 42087 1 Allura Xper - FDlO FDlO EU CardioFDlO 

10 CV _44179_fd10 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

76 CV 469716 ALLURA HSO FDlO EU CardioFDlO 
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55 CV_ 4 7 483_plbl 20_ae FDlO AP CardioFDl0 

11 CV 504797 hhcvl FDl0 NA Cardi oFDlO 

12 CV _504 798_hhcv4 FDl0 NA Cardi oFDl0 

13 CV 504806 hhcv2 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

14 CV _504807 _hhcv5 FDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

15 CV 505106 ALLURAFD FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

16 CV 505861 fd a242 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

17 CV _505969_FD 10 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

18 CV 506049 ALLURAFD l 0 CVLAB2 FDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

19 CV _506170_visub2 FDl0 NA CardioFDl0 

20 CV _506322_cath lab FDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

21 CV 506658 ALLURAXPERFDlO_HEB CA FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

22 CV _506785_ALLURA_EP1 OUTLIER OUTLIER OUTLIER 

23 CV 506785 LAB2 FDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

9 CV _51606_FD20CATHLAB_FD-20 FD20 NA Mix2 

24 CV 519115 ALLURAFD l 0 PBL120 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

25 CV _519211 FD 10_BCVIPHVL6 FDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

26 CV_519213_ALLURAFD10_CATH9213 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

27 CV 519677 ALLURAXPERFDl0 HEB CA FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

28 CV _520523_hclab2 FD l 0 NA CardioFDlO 

29 CV 520524 hclab6 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

10 CV _520598_FD20_BCVIPHVL5 FD20 NA Mix2 

11 CV 520755 hcor26 FD20 NA Mixl 

30 CV_520882_FD10Lab5 FD l 0 NA CardioFDlO 

12 CV_521312_pmhivl FD20 NA Mixl 

13 CV _521314_CMSC5CV8 FD20 NA Mix2 

14 CV _521315_CMSC5CV9 FD20 NA Mix2 

31 CV 521463 hclab7 FDl0 NA Car dioFDlO 

15 CV _521890_hclabl FD20 NA Mix3 

32 CV 522440 FDlO FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

33 CV _522458_FD 10 FDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

34 CV 526141 ALLURAFDlOINTEGRIS XP FDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

35 CV_530459_FD10 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

36 CV _5307 46_INTEGRISALLURAFD 10_U0102W FDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

37 CV 531661 FDlO ALLURA160 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

38 CV _531664_a llura162 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

39 CV 531665 FD 10_ALLURA 161 FDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

40 CV_531669_FD10_ALLURA159 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

16 CV 531760 ALLURAFD20 CATHI FD20 NA Mixl 

17 CV _531817 _LABl FD20 NA Mix3 
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18 CV _531830_INTEGRISALLURAFD_ANG_A248 FD20 NA Mixl 

19 CV 53193l_ALLURAFD20 PBL200 FD20 NA Mix3 

20 CV 531948 FD20 LAB l FD20 NA Mix3 

21 CV _53195 l_FD20 FD20 NA Mixl 

22 CV 531961 PBL200 FD20 NA Mixl 

23 CV _532244_hclab3 FD20 NA Mix3 

41 CV 532612 FDlO FDlO NA CardioFDl0 

42 CV _532613_MCVISUB4 FD l 0 NA CardioFDlO 

43 CV _5326 15_MCVISUB5 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

44 CV 532616 MCVISUB2 FDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

45 CV _532617 _MCVISUB3 FDl0 NA CardioFDl0 

46 CV 533085 sc-philiips-rm-2 FDl0 NA CardioFDl0 

47 CV _533286_SPFD 1 0_RM2 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

24 CV 534250 Cathlab2 FD20 NA Mix3 

48 CV _5344 76_fdrmtwo FDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

49 CV 534478 swtcathlab#l FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

50 CV 534479 swtcathlab#6 FDlO NA Card ioFDlO 

51 CV _5344 79_swtepfdl 0 FDlO NA Cardi oFDlO 

25 CV 534565 FD20 FD20 NA Mixl 

26 CV _534646_fdrmone FD20 NA Mix3 

27 CV 535173 clrm04gs FD20 NA Mix3 

28 CV _535779_CATH 1 FD20 NA Mix3 

29 CV 535793 ORVASLAB l FD20 NA Mixl 

30 CV _536 163_swtcathlab#5 FD20 NA Mix3 

77 CV _60008002_AlluraFD 10 FDlO EU CardioFDlO 

56 CV 61586 XPER FDl0 AP CardioFDlO 

57 CV _67582_XPER10 FD l 0 AP CardioFDl0 

78 CV 68445 Allura FDl0 EU CardioFDlO 

79 CV 68470 HKLl-FDlO FDl0 EU CardioFDlO 

80 CV 6847 1 Allura FDl0 EU CardioFDlO 

4 CV 68504 FD20 FD20 EU Mixl 

81 CV _7093l_FD7093 1 FDlO EU CardioFDlO 

82 CV 811 224 ALLURAFD FDl0 EU CardioFDlO 

83 CV _90577108_Allura_FD10 FDlO EU Cardi oFDl0 

58 CV 94009444 XPER FDlO AP CardioFDl0 

59 CV _94009524-XPER FDl0 AP CardioFDl0 

60 CV 94009544 FDl0 FDlO AP CardioFD l 0 

33 CV_94009548_PBL200 FD20 AP Mix2 

61 CV_940 10 197_PBL120 OUTLIER OUTLIER OUTLIER 

34 CV 94010393 Xper FD20 AP Mix3 
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35 CV_94010890_FD20 FD20 AP Mixl 

36 CV 94010904 FD20 FD20 AP Mixl 

62 CV_94011004_Allura XPER FDl0 FDl0 AP CardioFDlO 

63 CV 94104450 FDlO FDl0 AP CardioFDl0 

64 CV _94104534 pbll 20 FDlO AP CardioFDlO 

65 CV 941152471 Allura XPER FDl0 FDl0 AP CardioFDlO 

66 CV 94134460 XperFDlO 1 FDl0 AP CardioFDlO 

67 CV_94134460_XperFD10_2 FDl0 AP CardioFDl0 

68 CV 94135924 XPER FDlO AP CardioFDlO 

37 CV_94146873_PBL200 FD20 AP Mix2 

84 CV ALLURA ROOM156 FDlO EU CardioFDl0 

85 CV NO1185 AlluraFD-nord FDl0 EU CardioFD l 0 

86 CV _NOl 186_AlluraFD-syd FDlO EU CardioFDl0 

6 CV NO 1498 Allura FD20 labl0 FD20 EU Mixl 

7 CV _tr0003_PBL200 FD20 EU Mixl 

87 CV unknown ALLURAXPERFDlO FDlO EU CardioFDl0 
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APPENDIX 16 

Region Analysis 

For the verification of the significance of geographical location of the system, a se
lect ion is made in the avai lable systems in the installed base. All systems are from 
the same define d 'clinical' - label and 'type'-label and 16 systems are selected for 
each region. 

ID System rrype Label K:ieo Label Clinical Label 

7 CV _00139_FD10 FDlO [AP CardioFDlO 

55 CV _140_xper IFDlO IAP CardioFDlO 

56 CV _348_xper fDlO IAP CardioFDl0 

161 CV_ 4 7 483_plbl20_ae IFDlO [AP CardioFDl0 

6 CV _61586_XPER IFDl0 [AP ICardioFDl0 

57 CV _67582_XPER10 IFDl0 IAP ICardioFDlO 

54 CV _94009444_XPER FDlO IAP CardioFDlO 

42 CV _94009524_x:PER FDlO IAP CardioFDl0 

31 CV_94009544_FD 10 IFDlO IAP k::ardioFDlO 

50 CV _94011004_All ura XPER FDlO FDlO IAP CardioFDl0 

117 CV_94104450_FD10 FDlO [AP CardioFDlO 

133 CV _94104534_pbl120 FDl0 IAP CardioFDl0 

51 CV_94115247l_Allura XPER FDl0 FDlO AP CardioFDlO 

48 CV_94134460_XperFD10_1 FDlO AP CardioFDl0 

49 CV _94134460_XperFD10_2 FDl0 AP CardioFDlO 

146 CV_94135924_XPER FDl0 AP :cardioFDl0 

29 CV _10910 l_FD lOVERTE FDlO EU CardioFDlO 

30 CV _12601501afd_AlluraFD FDlO EU CardioFDl0 

106 CV _24138206_IntegrisAll ura_fd10 PDlO EU CardioFDlO 

63 CV _317053_fdl0 FDl0 EU CardioFDl0 

116 CV _38064508_AlluraFD ROlO EU tardioFDl0 

64 CV _469716_ALLURA_HSO FDlO EU CardioFDl0 

136 CV _60008002_AlluraFD10 FDl0 EU CardioFDlO 

141 CV _68445_All ura ROlO EU CardioFDlO 

108 CV _684 70_HKL1 -FDl0 PDlO EU CardioFDl0 

137 CV _684 7 l_Allura PDlO EU CardioFDl0 

148 CV_7093l_FD70931 RDlO EU CardioFDl0 

62 CV _8 11224_ALLURAFD FDlO EU CardioFDlO 

139 CV _90577108_Allura_FD10 PDlO EU CardioFDl0 

120 CV _NO 1185_All uraFD-nord RDl0 EU CardioFDlO 
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9 CV _NO1186_AlluraFD-syd fDl0 EU CardioFDl0 

119 CV_unknown_ALLURAXPERFDlO fDl0 EU CardioFDl0 

41 CV_10519l_cv2 fDlO NA ICardioFD 10 

44 CV_105779_ALLURAFD10_ALLURAFCFD10 NA ICardioFD 10 

1 CV _24009_alluralb2 FD 10 NA ICardioFDl0 

25 CV_504797_hhcvl 1'<D10 NA ICardioFDl0 

26 CV _504806_hhcv2 NA ICardioFDl0 

37 CV _505106_ALLURAFD FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

43 CV _50586l_fd_a242 i:.O10 NA ~ardioFDl0 

69 CV _5 20523_hclab2 FDlO NA ~ardioFDl0 

73 CV _520882_FD10Lab5 FDlO NA CardioFDl0 

71 CV _521463_hclab7 FDlO NA ~ardioFDlO 

45 CV _522458_FD10 FDlO NA CardioFDl0 

13 CV_532612_FD10 FDlO NA CardioFDl0 

19 CV _53 2615_MCVISUB5 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

20 CV _53 44 76_fdrmtwo NA :cardioFDl0 

61 CV _5344 79_swtcathlab#6 FDlO NA CardioFDl0 

88 CV _5344 79_swtepfd 10 FDlO NA CardioFDl0 
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Appendix 17 

Result overview Acquisition analysis 

17.A kV-analysis fluoroscopy 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extended opera
tional profile parameter "kV" with fluoroscopy. This parameter gives information 
about the intensity of the x - rays used to examine patients. The following table lists 
the average per region of the averages of the systems: 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
Asia Pacific 91.0 255.8 10410 40 125 
Europe 93.6 238.3 6338 40 120 
North America 91.9 288.8 4920 40 120 

When the range for the kV-values is divided into equal intervals and the percentage 
of acquisitions (independent of number of acquisitions) with that specific parameter 
value is plotted, the probability distribution function (PDF) graph (left) are obtained: 
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Graphs on the right are the representation of the cumulative distribution function 
(CDF). The CDF is important because it clearly shows the percentage of scans done 
above specific kV-values. 
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17 .B kV-analysis exposure 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extended opera
tional profile parame ter "kV" with exposure. This parameter gives information 
about the intens ity of the x-rays used to examine patients. The fo llowing table lists 
the average per region of the averages of the systems: 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
Asia Pacific 80.0 170.4 3378 40 125 
Europe 84.2 178.6 2247 40 125 
North America 86.2 235.7 1625 40 125 

When the range for the kV-values is divided into equal intervals and the percentage 
of acquisitions with that specific parameter value is plotted, the PDF graphs (on the 
left) are obtained : 
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The CDF graphs on the right are depicted for the same reason as in appendix 17; 
for the effect of user behaviour on the x-ray generator 
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17.C mA-analysis fluoroscopy 
This appendix describes the summary of the analys is done for the extended opera
tional profile parameter "rnA" with fluoroscopy. This parameter gives information 
about the intensity of the x-rays used to examine patients. The fo llowing table li sts 
the average per region of the averages of the systems: 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
Asia Pacific 134.1 801.6 10409 3.2 241.9 
Europe 158.9 798.5 6338 34.5 200 
North America 139.4 818.2 4920 25 200 

When the range for the mA-values is divided into equal intervals and the percentage 
of acquisitions with that specific parameter value is plotted, the following PDF-
graphs per region are obtained: 
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17 .D mA-analysis exposure 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extended opera
tional profile parameter "rnA" with exposure . This parameter gives information 
about the intens ity of the x-rays used to examine patients. The following table lists 
the average per region of the averages of the systems: 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
Asia Pacific 701.6 42272.8 3378 1.8 977.5 
Europe 712.6 26850.1 2247 2 934.2 
North America 698.3 24556. 5 1625 1.6 977.5 

When the range for the rnA- values is divided into equal intervals and the percent-
age of acquisitions with that specific parame te r value is plotted, the fo llowing PDF 
graphs pe r region are obtained: 
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17.E ms-analysis fluoroscopy 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extende d opera
tional profile parame ter "ms" with fluoroscopy. This parameter gives information 
about the duration of the x-ray pulses used to examine patients . The following ta
ble li s ts the average per region of the averages of the systems : 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
Asia Pacific 4.82 0.37 10410 3 10.3 
Europe 6.25 0.49 6338 3 7 
North America 6.39 0. 52 4920 4 7 

When the range for the ms-values IS divided into equal intervals and the occur-
rence of acquis itions with that specific parame ter value IS plotted, the following 
PDF graphs per region are obtained: 
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17.F ObjectThickness-Analysis 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extended opera
tional profile parame ter "ObjectThickness". This parameter gives information about 
the thickness of the patient under examination. Note that this is also subject to the 
angle of the acquisition and part of the body that is under examination. The follow
ing table lists the average pe r region of the averages of the systems: 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
Asia Pacific 26.5 44.8 10405 0.1 66.4 
Europe 30.2 36.2 6352 0.1 62.2 
North America 29.8 43.1 4933 0.2 70.2 

When the range for the ObjectThickness-values is divided into equal intervals and 
the occurrence of acquisitions with that specific parameter value is plotted, the fol
lowing PDF graphs pe r region are obtained: 
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As can be seen from the graphs can the ObjectThickness regarded as normally dis 
tributed. When we use the t-statistic to test if the means of these regions differ 
s ignificantly the following results are obtained: 
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Mean Asia Pacific = Mean Europe Mean Asia Pacific = Mean North America 
Confidence inte rval of 95% = 
(-5. 13518, -2.22693) 
T-sta tis tic = -5.2 
with 26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is rejected wi th >95% 
Relative difference - -7 .9 percent 

Mean Europe = Mean North America 
Confidence interva l of 95% = 
(- 1.1064444, 1.844249) 
T-sta ti s tic = 0.55 
with 26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is accepted with >95% 

■ Europe 

■ North America 

Asia Pacific 

Confidence interval of 95% = 
(-4.42008, - 2.16223) 
T-s ta ti s tic = -5 .96 
with 26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is rejec ted wi th >95% 
Relati ve difference - - 7. 7 percent 
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The figure depicts the re lative occurrence frequency (PDF) of the Object Thickness 
values of the three regions in one picture . Both in the figure as the statis tical tests 
show that for this parameter Europe and North America can be regarded as equal; 
Asia Pacific s lightly diffe rs . 
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17.G Source Image Distance Analysis 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extended opera
tional profile parameter "Source Image Dis tance" (SID) . This paramete r gives in
formation about the dis tance between the de tector and the x- ray generator. T he 
move ment of the de tector can influence th is distance; a small distance incre ases 
the surface that can be viewed simultaneous, but reduces the resolution of the scan. 
The following table li sts the average pe r region of the averages of the systems : 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
Asia Pacific 10571 549863 13838 8640 12160 
Europe 10661 4601 57 8614 8640 12110 
North America 10814 506374 6576 8640 12120 

When the range fo r the SID-values is divided into equal intervals and the occur
rence of acqui s itions with that spec ific parameter value is plotted, the following 
PDF graphs per region are obtained: 
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17 .H Table Height Analysis 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extended opera
tional profile parameter "Table Height". This parameter gives information about 
he ight of the examination table during the acquisition of images. The following table 
lists the average per region of the averages of the systems: 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
Asia Pacific 9146 171224 13838 7620 10710 
Europe 9200 106729 8615 7600 10700 
North America 9221 141711 6576 7610 10700 

When the range for the He ight-values is divided into equal inte rvals and the occur
rence of acquisit ions with that specific parameter value is plotted, the following 
PDF graphs per region are obtained: 
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As can be seen from the graphs can the Table Height regarded as normally di strib
uted . When we use the t-statistic to test if the means of these regions differ s ig
nificantly the following results are obtained: 
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Mean Asia Pacific = Mean Europe 
Confidence interval of 95% = (-234.5863, 126.6352) 
T-statistic = -0.61 with 26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is accepted with >95% 

Mean Asia Pacific = Mean North America 
Confidence interval of 95% = (-255.3535, 105.3357) 
T-statistic = -0.86 with 26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is accepted with >95% 

Mean Europe = Mean North America 
Confidence interval of 95% = (-160.5913, 118.5247) 
T-statistic = -0.31 with 26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is accepted with >95% 

This leads to the statistical conclusion that for this parameter geographical location 
is of no importance. 
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17.1 Shutter Dimensions Analysis 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extended opera
tional profile parameters "Shutter_ Top" , "Shutter _Down" , Shutter _Le ft" and "Shut
ter _Right". Thi s parameter gives information about the pos ition of the s hutters that 
influence the width and he ight of the x-ray. The value of "Shutter_Top" and "Shut
ter_Down" are always equal, the same counts for "Shutter_Left" and "Shut
ter _Right". So multiplying "Shutter_ Top" with "Shutter _Right", giving the surface of 
the x-ray, can represent these four parameters. The following table lists the aver
age per region of the averages of the systems: 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
Asia Pacific 519899 40657425545 23109 2100 1210000 
Europe 545910 27227426072 8790 100 1182350 
North America 553173 33717087903 6705 6200 1311025 

When the range for the surface -values is divided into equal intervals and the oc
currence of acquisitions with that specific parameter value is plotted, the following 
PDF graphs per region are obtained: 
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APPENDIX 18 

Result overview Work.flow analysis 

The next table lists the summary of the workflow operations data per region. For 
each region the 16 systems are combined for the period of 2 months. For each re
gion the average occurrence frequency is noted and the standard deviation. 

Operation North 
Asia Pacific 0 Europe 0 America 0 

Email 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MPPS 456 577 380 373 326 290 
Prefetch 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Print 529 1085 81 293 58 162 
Query data 9 27 1 2 1 1 
Retrieve Data 3 11 1 1 0 0 
Schedule Patient 175 195 90 79 95 103 
Storage Commit 229 281 238 173 200 127 

For each region an operational profi le is drawn up. The fo llowing picture gives the 
results of the profiles. The y-axis give the relative usage of the operation com
pared to the other workflow operations. 

j a Asia Pacific ■ Bxope □ 1-bJth Arreric a 
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Operational profile for workflow operations 
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0.4 +------

G 

Operations Legend 

A= Email 
B = MPPS 
C = Prefetch 
D• Print 
E = Query data 
F = Retrieve Data 
G = Schedule Patient 
H = StorageCommit Request 

In section 4.3 criteria from previous research are known to assess the effect of an 
error in the operational profile: The are of influence and the relative error. When 
for the area of influence 5 percent is taken and for the relative error 25 percent, 
the following results are obtained: 

• Operations B, D, G and H satisfy the area of influence criterion 

• Operations D and H have a higher relative error for the AP region 

• Difference can be explained by a higher percentage of connected systems 
to an external administration system (based domain knowledge the combi
nation of occurrence of operations) 
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APPENDIX 19 

Result overview Movement analysis 

The next table lists the summary of the movement operations data per region. For 
each region the 16 systems are combined for the period of 2 months. For each re
gion the average occurrence frequency is noted and the standard deviation. 

Operation Asia Europe North 
Pacific a a America a 

Angulate Beam 16962 19690 12496 9155 12475 10598 
Change patient height 3762 2550 3743 2308 2519 1865 
Change Source Image Distance 5967 5903 5411 4290 3420 2613 
Chasing 0 0 11073 30444 2825 9237 
Collimator Move shutters 627 658 2409 4867 763 990 
Collimator Move Wedgel 6948 12203 1662 1845 465 689 
Collimator Move Wedge2 3583 8504 142 345 70 150 
Collimator Preferred Beam 32 81 22 29 9 7 
Coll imator Reset shutter 74 115 93 178 50 50 
Collimator Wedgel 223 613 18 27 16 19 
Collimator Wedge2 225 685 5 10 5 11 
Collimator Rotate Wedgel 4091 7939 471 608 149 304 
Collimator Rotate Wedge2 1054 2525 41 135 19 50 
Collimator Select Automatic 
Wedge Follow 54 93 6 5 10 9 
Move or Park Beam 1146 1179 795 785 717 583 
Patient Table Movement 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pivot Stand Base 435 573 126 123 98 105 
Position Table Top 21581 15888 11890 5959 10150 7529 
Rotate Beam 25584 26303 18825 11538 17787 14452 
Rotate Detector 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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The figure depicts the movement operations in an operational profile. The opera
tional profile is relative, so the percentage on the y-axis gives the fraction of oc
currences that the operation is done on the system. (e.g. 0.25 says that of all 
movement operations, 25 percent is operation A). 

Operational profile for movement operations I o Asia Pacific ■ Europe 
1 □ North America 
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Operations Legend 

A = Angulate Beam 
B = Change patient height 
C = Change Source Image 

Distance 
D Chasing 
E Collimator Move shutters 
F Collimator Move Wedge1 
G Collimator Move Wedge2 
H Collimator Preferred Beam 
I Collimator Reset shutter 

J Collimator Wedge1 
K Collimator Wedge2 
L Collimator Rotate Wedge1 
M Collimator Rotate Wedge2 
N Collimator Select Automatic 

Wedge Follow 
O Move or Park Beam 
p Patient Table Movement 
Q Pivot Stand Base 
R Position Table Top 
S Rotate Beam 
T Rotate Detector 
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APPENDIX 20 

Result overview Viewing analysis 

T he next table li sts the operations for the analysis in the viewing area. For each 
region the average occurrence frequency is noted and the standard deviation. Note 
that each region is represented by 16 systems for a pe riod of 2 months . 

Asia North 
Pacific a Europe a America a 

Change CBE 5164 9098 557 1225 334 363 
Copy run/image 1970 3068 475 1254 152 185 
De/selec t e lec. shutters 2 3 16 31 5 11 
De/select fil e overview 670 724 253 586 66 104 
De/selec t landmarking 5 14 2 7 0 0 
De/select overlay text 3 5 2 3 2 3 
De/selec t pan zoom 424 963 183 680 301 577 
De/select pixel shift 1045 1536 754 2761 0 0 
De/select remask 16 56 12 43 0 0 
De/Select run overview 45 43 14 15 9 5 
De/select subtract 40 68 6 12 1 3 
Decrement I increment speed 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed zoom 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flag fil e 522 1636 29 72 7 16 
Flag image 495 1214 8 18 7 13 
Flag run 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Save Fluo run 13 21 24 65 10 16 
Selec t annotation 185 679 22 79 1 1 
Selec t exposure subtract 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Selec t external video source 1 5 7 16 11 44 
Select fil e 607 1277 225 595 60 90 
Selec t fluo subtract 20 28 4 6 5 8 
Select physio channel 4 8 1 3 1 1 
Select/quit/save view trace 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Start fil e / run replay 496 1 3927 2980 1614 223 1 1797 
Switch refl / ref2 770 1354 248 594 76 88 
Use targano 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Video invert 9 12 3 5 4 5 
View image back 18077 24389 4165 3821 2737 2286 
View image forwa rd 22843 33734 6325 6882 3438 293 1 
View page back 132 255 25 77 6 15 
View page for ward 121 246 19 56 5 10 
View run back 5464 5486 2734 1939 22 12 1535 
View run fo rward 684 1 7013 2232 2186 1555 1093 
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The following graphs represent the relative usage of the mentioned operations. The 
y-axis represents the percentage of occurrence that the specific operation is used 
relative to the other operations. (e.g. A=0.05 means that if an viewing operation is 
done on the system, 5 percent of the time this would be operation A). The graphs 
are split up for reasons of readability; however note that the scale on the graphs 1s 
different. 
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Operations Legend 

A = Change CBE 
B = Copy run/image 
C = De/select elec. Shutters 
D = De/select file overview 
E = De/select landmarking 
F = De/select overlay text 
G = De/select pan zoom 
H = De/select pixel shift 
I = De/select remask 

J • De/Select run overview 
K = De/select subtract 
L = Decrement / increment spe, d 
M = Fixed zoom 
N = Flag run 
o = Flag image 
p = Flag run 
Q = Save Fluo run 

Operations Legend 

A = Select annotation 
B = Select exposure subtract 
C = Select external video sourcE 
D = Select file 
E = Select fluo subtract 
F = Select physio channel 
G = Select/quit/save view trace 
H = Start file / run replay 
I = Switch ref1 /ref2 

J = Use targano 
K = Video invert 
L = View image back 
M = View image forward 
N = View page back 
o = View page forward 
P = View run back 
Q = View run forward 

When only taking into account the operations that have an area of influence of more 
than 5 percent of the profile, this means that only operations that are used substan
tially are taken into account, 5 operations are selected (HLMPQ). Based on section 
4.3 we analyse if the 'clinical'-labels can be represented by one partial operational 
profile without deviating more than 25 pe rcent. None of the operations deviate 
more than 25 percent from the total average. This means no difference exists be
tween the regions with respec t to the working area viewing. 
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APPENDIX 21 

Result overview General analysis 

The next table lists the operations fo r the analysis in the general area. For each 
region also the average occurrence frequency is noted and the standard deviation. 

Asia Average North 
Pacific a Europe a America a 

Analysis Method 
(L V A/QCNQV A/QAS) 93 113 91 181 27 44 
Ana lysis Method Continued 57 121 3 6 3 7 
BodyGuard override 73 98 58 59 32 29 
De/Select injector coupling 87 191 50 68 7 18 
Delete run 98 253 56 120 12 27 
Emergency stop 2 4 1 1 1 2 
en/disable xray 329 317 339 204 253 172 
Recall A 39 83 66 65 46 44 
Recall B 19 35 27 35 128 455 
Recall preset 2251 1867 809 1214 14 18 
rest fluo buzzer 568 604 171 112 179 127 
Select acquisition input focus 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select AP 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select APC 3D 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select APC reference 35 76 4 7 2 4 
Select APC sequence 79 181 85 116 168 252 
Select detector fie ldsize 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select dual fluo 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select dual fluo zoom 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select exposure channel 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select fl uo flavour 765 485 543 269 450 333 
Select follow stand 0 0 0 0 0 0 
select oma 40 89 6 7 3 5 
Select preset position 1318 1244 293 480 1 1 
Select reference image 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Set contrast arrival time 8 24 3 10 2 6 
Set phase 1/2 duration 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Set phase 1/2 image speed 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Set processing focus 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Start injection 7 28 54 76 0 0 
Stop Watch 63 110 73 119 16 22 
Store A/B 24 26 30 23 26 27 
Switch roomlight 192 257 322 367 578 554 
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The following graphs represent the relative usage of the mentioned operations. The 
y-axi s represents the percentage of occurrence that the specific operation is used 
relative to the other operations. (e.g. A=0.05 means that if an viewing operation is 
done on the system, 5 percent of the time this would be operation A). The graphs 
are split up for reasons of readability; however note that the scale on the graphs 1s 
different. 
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Based on the criteria de scribed in section 4.3: 

Operations Legend 

A = Analysis Method 
B = Analysis Method Continued 
C = BodyGuard override 
D = De/Select injector coupling 
E = Delete run 
F = Emergency stop 
G = en/disable xray 
H = Recall A 
I= Recall B 

J = Recall preset 
K = Reset ftuo buzzer 
L = Select acquisition input focu 
M = Select AP 
N = Select APC 30 
Q = Select APC reference 
p = Select APC sequence 
Q = Select Detector fieldsize 

Operations Legend 

A = Select dual ftuo 
B = Select dual ftuo zoom 
C = Select exposure channel 
D = Select ftuo flavour 
E = Select follow stand 
F = Select oma 
G = Select preset posrtion 
H = Select reference image 
I = Set contrast arrival time 

J = Set phase 1/2 duration 
K = Set phase 1/2 image speed 
L = Set processing focus 
M = Start injection 
N = Stopwatch 
O = Store AJB 
p = Switch roomlight 

• Operations GJK from the first graph, and DGP from the second graph satisfy 
the criterion of an area of influence 5 percent. 

126 

• The relative error is around 30 percent for these operations and shows no 
basis for differentiating between regions. However, the operations 'select 
preset position' and 'recall pre set' show a big difference for the region NA. 
Domain experts could not explain this difference . It is advi sed to re search 
this difference , but for the partial ope rational profile it means that only 2 
operations show significant diffe rence . 
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APPENDIX 22 

System Time Analysis 

The following table lis ts the average t ime per system s tart of the average system 
that the system is operating. The table also lists the total number of system starts . 
These figures are for the systems used in the region analysis . (2 months, 16 sys
tems) . 

Region Average System Time Standard deviation Times the system 
pe r system s tart from average is started 

Asia Pac ific 7.66 hours 4.88 hours 1140 
Europe 7.48 hours 3.84 hours 614 
North America 9.07 hours 6.35 hours 69 1 

Under the assumption that the system times are normally dis tributed, the following 
t-stati stics are obtained when comparing regional means: 

Mean Asia Pacific = Mean Europe 
Confide nce interval of 95% = (- 842 . 266 , 2151.146 ) 
T-statistic = 0.86 with 1520 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is accepted with >95% 

Mean Asia Pacific = Mean North America 
Confide nce interval of 95% = (- 7039.47 , - 3063 . 18 ) 
T-statistic = -4.98 with 1179 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is rejected with >95% 

Mean Europe = Mean North America 
Confidence interval of 95% = (-7733. 91 , - 3677 . 63) 
T -statistic = -5.52 with 1155 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is rejected with >95% 
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APPENDIX 23 

Mix Analysis 

For the verification of the significance of the clinical use of the system, a selection 
is made in the available systems in the installed base. All systems are from the 
same defined 'clinicai'-label. Because of constraints of avai labil ity of data 16 Car
dioFDlO, 16 Mixl, 8 Mix2 and 11 Mix3 systems are analysed; these systems are 
listed in the following table. 

ID System Type Label Geo Label Clinical Label 

6 CV _61586_XPER FDlO AP CardioFDl0 

12 CV _505969_FD10 FDlO NA CardioFDlO 

19 CV _5326 l 5_MCVISUB5 FD10 INA CardioFDl0 

29 CV_ 10910 l_FD 1 0VERTE FDlO EU CardioFDlO 

33 CV _506785_LAB2 FDlO INA CardioFDl0 

44 CV _105779_ALLURAFD lO_ALLURAFD IFDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

45 CV _522458_FD10 IFDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

60 CV _51921 l_FD10_BCVIPHVL6 IFDl0 NA CardioFDlO 

62 CV _811224_ALLURAFD IFDlO EU ~ardioFDl0 

64 CV_ 469716_ALLURA_HSO IFDlO EU CardioFDlO 

76 CV _260277 _GBMHESlACQ IFDlO INA tardioFDlO 

86 CV _5344 78_swtcathlab# 1 fDl0 NA :cardioFD 10 

95 CV _506322_cathlab IFDlO NA K:ardioFD 10 

116 CV _38064508_AlluraFD IFDlO EU tardioFDl0 

130 CV _531665_FD10_ALLURA161 IFDl0 NA ~ardioFDlO 

131 CV _24008_alluralb 1 iFDl0 NA ~ardioFDlO 

11 CV _53195l_FD20 'FD20 NA Mixl 

14 CV_53196l_PBL200 FD20 NA Mixl 

15 CV _535793_ORVASLAB1 FD20 NA Mixl 

28 CV_l2618l_ALLURAFD FD20 EU Mixl 

46 CV _94010890_FD20 FD20 AP Mixl 

47 CV_94010904_FD20 FD20 AP Mixl 

65 CV _1013953_XTRA FD20 EU Mixl 

72 CV_520755_hcor26 FD20 NA Mixl 

74 
CV _531830_INTEGRISALLURAFD_AN 

FD20 NA Mixl 
G_A248 

78 CV _534565_FD20 RD20 NA Mixl 

107 CV _68504_FD20 FD20 EU Mixl 

121 CV _NO1498_Allura FD20_lab10 FD20 EU Mixl 

122 CV _tr0003_PBL200 FD20 EU Mixl 
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126 CV _53 l 760_ALLURAFD20_CATH1 FD20 INA Mixl 

157 CV _104430_ VISUBl IFD20 INA Mixl 

160 CV _521312_pmhivl FD20 INA Mixl 

75 CV _520598_FD20_BCVIPHVL5 FD20 INA Mix2 

90 CV _521314_CMSC5CV8 FD20 INA Mix2 

91 CV _5213 l 5_CMSC5CV9 FD20 INA Mix2 

111 
CV _100059575_Allura-

FD20 ~u Mix2 
XperFD20_DroStr 

118 CV_94146873_PBL200 FD20 l'\P Mix2 

134 CV_94009548_PBL200 FD20 ~p Mix2 

144 CV _51606_FD20CATHLAB_FD-20 FD20 INA Mix2 

164 CV _01H078664_FD20 FD20 l'\P Mix2 

22 CV _53193 l_ALLURAFD20_PBL200 FD20 INA Mix3 

23 CV _534250_Cathlab2 FD20 INA Mix3 

38 CV _535173_clrm04gs FD20 NA Mix3 

52 CV _94010393_Xper FD20 ~p Mix3 

68 CV _521890_hclab l FD20 INA Mix3 

70 CV _532244_hclab3 FD20 INA Mix3 

77 CV _535779_CATH 1 FD20 INA Mix3 

87 CV _536163_swtcathlab#5 FD20 INA Mix3 

101 CV _53 l 948_FD20_LAB 1 FD20 INA Mix3 

102 CV _531817 _LAB l FD20 INA Mix3 

156 CV _534646_fdrmone FD20 NA Mix3 
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APPENDIX 24 

Result overview Acquisition analysis 

24.A kV-analysis fluoroscopy 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extended opera
tional profile parameter "kV" with fluoroscopy. This parameter gives information 
about the intens ity of the x-rays used to examine patients. The following table lists 
the average per clinical mix of the averages of the systems: 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
CardioFDlO 95.4 292 7897 0 125 
Mixl 78.0 227 4869 0 120 
Mix2 80.0 202 5302 0 120 
Mix3 87.4 268 6479 0 120 

When the range for the kV-values is divided into equal intervals and the percentage 
of acquis itions with that specific parameter value is plotted, the following PDF 
graphs per clinical mix are obtained: 
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To provide ins ight into the use of the generator, the following CDF graphs are plot
ted: 

kV intensity 

When the kV- intens ities are bundled in bins and compared to each other, the fol
lowing graph is obtained: 
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24.B mA-analysis fluoroscopy 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extended opera
tional profile parameter "rnA" with fluoroscopy. This parameter gives information 
about the intensity of the x-rays used to examine patients. The fo llowing table lists 
the average per clinical mix of the averages of the systems: 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
CardioFDlO 145.2 718.6 7896.9 0 241.9 
Mixl 123.3 1082.9 4869.1 0 190.9 
Mix2 122.5 921.0 5302.3 0 183.3 
Mix3 133.3 1132.5 6478.5 0 183.1 

When the range for the mA-values is divided into equal intervals and the percent
age of acquisitions with that specific parameter value is plotted, the following 
graphs per clinical mix are obtained: 
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24.C ms-analysis fluoroscopy 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extende d opera
tional profile parame ter "ms" with fluoroscopy. This parameter gives information 
about the duration of the x- ray pulses used to examine patients. The following ta
ble list s the average per clinical mix of the averages of the systems: 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
CardioFDlO 6.2 0.6 7896.9 0 10.2 
Mixl 5.1 1.3 4869.1 0 10.3 
Mix2 4.6 1.0 5302.2 0 10.4 
Mix3 5. 1 0.9 6478.5 0 10.3 

When the range for the ms-values is divided into equal intervals and the occur
rence of acquisitions with that specific parameter value is plotted, the following 
PDF graphs per clinical mix obtained: 
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24.D ObjectThickness-Analysis 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done fo r the extended opera
tional profile parameter "ObjectThickness". This parameter gives information about 
the thickness of the patient under examination. Note that this is also subject to the 
angle of the acquisition and part of the body that is under examination. The fo llow
ing table lists the average per clinical mix of the averages of the systems: 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
CardioFDlO 30.4 38.8 7879 0.1 67.8 
Mixl 21.7 58.0 4851.2 0.1 65.9 
Mix2 21.8 47.7 5287.6 0.1 56.1 
Mix3 27.5 57.7 6462.5 0.1 67.3 

When the range for the ObjectThickness-values is divided into equal intervals and 
the occurrence of acquisitions with that specific parameter value is plotted, the fo l
lowing PDF graphs per clinical mix are obtained: 
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As can be seen from the given probability plots, the ObjectThickness be regarded 
as normally distribute d. When we use the t-statistic to test if the means of these 
clinical areas diffe r significantly the results shown in the table obtained: 
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- 0 - - -

Mean CardioFDlO = Mean Mix l 
Confidence interval of 95% = 
(7.16823, 10.24789) 
T-statistic = 11.58 
26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is rejec ted with >95% 
Relative difference = 23,6 percent 
Mean CardioFDl 0 = Mean Mix3 
Confidence interval of 95% = 
(0.75137, 4.99453) 
T-sta tistic = 2.89 
26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is rejected with >95% 
Relati ve differe nce = 2,5 percent 

Mean Mix l = Mean Mix3 
Confidence interva l of 95% = 
(-8.05914, - 3.61108) 
T-sta tis tic = -5.51 
26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is rejec ted with >95% 
Relative difference = - 16 ,6 pe rcent 

Mean CardioFDlO = Mean Mi x2 
Confidence interval of 95% = 
(7.08492, 10.13962) 
T-sta tis ti c = 11.95 
26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is rejec ted with >95% 
Relative differe nce = 23,3 percent 
Mean Mix l = Mean Mix2 
Confidence interval of 95% = 
(- 1.776198, 1.5846 16) 
T-stati s tic = - 0.12 
26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothesis is accepted with >95% 

Mean Mix2 = Mean Mix3 
Confidence interval of 95% = 
(-7.94887, -3.52976) 
T-sta ti s tic = -5.54 
26 degrees of freedom 
Hypothes is is rejected with >95% 

■ CardioFD10 

■ Mix1 

D Mix2 

■ Mix3 

Relative difference = - 16,2 percent 

From the t-sta tis tic it can be concluded that the Obj ec tThickness average differs between 
the clinical mixes; no s ignificant difference exis ts between mi x l and mi x2. 
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24.E Source Image Distance Analysis 
This appendix describes the summary of the analysis done for the extended opera
tional profile parame ter "Source Image Distance" (SID) . This parameter gives in
fo rmation about the distance be tween the detector and the x-ray gene rator. The 
movement of the de tector can influence thi s distance ; a small dis tance incre ases 
the surface that can be viewed s imultaneous, but reduces the resolution of the scan. 
The following table lists the average per region of the averages of the systems : 

Average Variance Observations MIN MAX 
CardioFDl0 10624.8 524511.3 10795. 25 0 12130 
Mix l 10633.6 610900.3 5460.8 13 8926 11975 
Mix2 1059 1.8 516195. 1 5877.8 8948 11984 
Mix3 10930.6 517285.7 6638.9 8932 1198 1 

When the range fo r the SID-values is divided into equal interva ls and the occur
rence of acquis itions with that spec ific parame ter value is plotted, the following 
graphs per clinical mix are obtained (note that occurrence frequency is re lative; the 
y-axis gives the percentage of all occurrences on the system that are done with 
the parame te r- value of that interval). 
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APPENDIX 25 

Result overview Workflow analysis 

The next table li sts the summary of the workflow operations data per clinical mix. 
The systems used for this analysis are listed in appendix XL the time period is 2 
months. For each clinical mix the average occurrence frequency is noted and the 
standard deviation. 

Operation 
0 
rl 

Cl ,...; N cY) I (L. 
.... 0 >< >< >< 
ro ·- ~ ~ ~ u -0 0 0 0 0 

Email 0 0 0.2 0.5 0 0 0.2 0.7 
MPPS 589.4 632.6 203.2 189.6 385.8 277.7 391 352.5 
Pref e tch 1.2 3.2 0.5 1.3 2.5 4.7 0 0 
Print 342.1 1076.9 176 244.4 339.9 324.7 63.3 103.3 
Query data 1 3.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Retrieve Data 0 0 2 5.9 0 0 1.6 5.2 
Schedule Patient 130.1 156.7 64.6 51.8 38.4 32.5 116.7 67.5 
Storage Commit 302.9 269.2 134.5 103.7 230 145.4 246.2 140.6 

For each clinical mix an operational profile is drawn up. The following picture g ives 
the results of the profiles. The y-axis give the relative usage of the operation com
pared to the other workflow operations. 
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Conclusions from criteria described in section 4.3: 

Operations Legend 

A = Email 
B = MPPS 
C = Prefetch 
D= Print 
E = Query data 
F = Retrieve Data 
G = Schedule Patient 
H = StorageCommit Request 

• Operations B, D, G and H satisfy the area of influence of 5 percent criterion 

• Only operation D 'Print' shows a bigger relative error than 25 percent. 
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APPENDIX 26 

Result overview Movement analysis 

The next table lis ts the summary of the movement operations data per clinical mix. 
The systems used for this analysis are li sted in appendix Xl ; the time period is 2 
months. For each cl inical mix the average occurrence fre quency is noted and the 
standard deviation. 

0 
r--< 

Operation 0 r--< N M l(r.. 
,_ 0 >< >< >< 
ro · - ~ ~ ~ u -0 0 0 0 0 

Angulate Beam 19033 14226 13398 9349 11377 8160 32340 21971 
Change patient height 4284 2114 2064 1442 33 15 2359 3481 2613 
Change Source Image Dis-
tance 6619 4875 3582 3584 4307 4447 4371 26 16 
Chasing 0 0 24609 28 193 10909 25952 3755 4390 
Collimator Move shutters 1369 1185 4429 8064 4554 5793 1620 1491 
Coll imator Move Wedge l 4382 10834 1367 1666 772 573 950 1055 
Collimator Move Wedge2 1914 7309 1078 1397 832 694 449 423 
Collimator Preferred Beam 14 13 11 13 4 4 11 10 
Collimator Reset shutter 91 110 121 123 157 183 99 93 
Collimator Wedgel 179 620 91 106 42 28 87 94 
Collimator Wedge2 188 690 88 96 46 31 82 83 
Collimator Rotate Wedgel 2094 5942 436 541 196 154 265 373 
Collimato r Rotate Wedge2 555 2154 397 555 262 216 88 133 
Collimator Select Automatic 
Wedge Follow 22 40 12 16 3 3 41 46 
Move or Park Beam 1004 1197 3117 2989 4795 4826 1975 989 
Patient Table Movement 0 0 10 18 19 27 5 8 
Pivot Stand Base 221 471 398 361 405 297 405 238 
Position Table Top 15919 12678 7310 5702 5478 29 17 12333 6214 
Rotate Beam 27109 21666 13398 9349 11377 8160 32340 21971 
Rotate Detector 0 0 350 244 335 284 344 228 
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The figure depicts the movement ope rations in an operational profile. The ope ra
tional profile is re lative, so the percentage on the y- axis gives the fraction of oc
currences that the operation is done on the syste m. (e .g. 0.25 says that of a ll 
movement ope rations, 25 pe rcent is operation A). 

Operational profile for movement operations I a CardioFD1 O ■ Mix1 

D Mix2 D Mix3 
Operations Legend 

0.35 A = Angulate Beam 
B = Change patient height 
C = Change Source Image 

0.3 - Distance 
D = Chasing 
E = Coll imator Move shutters 

0.25 c- - F = Collimator Move Wedge1 
G = Coll imator Move Wedge2 
H = Coll imator Preferred Beam 

0.2 - I = Collimator Reset shutter 
J = Collimator Wedge1 
K = Collimator Wedge2 

0.15 - L = Collimator Rotate Wedge1 
M = Collimator Rotate Wedge2 
N = Collimator Select Automatic 

0.1 - - - Wedge Fol low 
o = Move or Park Beam 

I 
p = Patient Table Movement 

0.05 t i~Jl - Q = Pivot Stand Base 

Jh 
R = Position Table Top 
S = Rotate Beam 

0 
.,_ 

~ ~ - T = Rotate Detector 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 p Q R s T 

Conclusions based on the criteria given in section 4.3: 
• Operations A, B, C, D, R and S sati sfy the cri terion of more than 5 percent 

area of influence . 

• Every operations shows re lative er ro rs higher than 25 percent, though most 
have no higher re lative error than 50 pe rcent. 

• Expert judges based on the high variabili ty in the usage within the 'clinicai' 
labels that making different partial operational profiles fo r every labe l is not 
useful. 
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APPENDIX 27 

Result overview Viewing analysis 

The next table lis ts the summary of the general operations data per cl inical mix. 
The systems used for this analys is are li sted in appendix Xl ; the time period is 2 
months . For each cl inical mix the average occurrence fre quency on the systems 
within the 'label' is noted and the standard deviation. 

L u... o ...... N cY) 

Operation >< >< >< (1j O ...... 
~ ~ ~ U ;a 0 0 0 0 0 

Change CBE 2535 8533 7273 9033 9841 9558 979 1406 
Copy run/i mage 1178 2883 1288 1359 1590 904 294 234 
De/select e lec. shutte rs 9 20 26 1 544 419 517 4 6 
De/select file overview 356 877 403 345 449 333 197 277 
De/select landmarking 1 4 853 982 147 100 51 56 
De/select overlay text 2 3 19 26 5 5 2 4 
De/select pan zoom 401 771 2837 3692 795 829 1630 2626 
De/select pixel shift 138 552 40973 40456 20644 13309 1797 4612 
De/select remask 1 1 678 1367 622 1106 25 68 
De/Select run overview 20 34 42 54 49 93 20 27 
De/select subtract 10 30 294 583 581 387 53 54 
Deer. I increment speed 0 0 33 32 24 24 83 163 
Fixed zoom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flag run 300 1185 579 1198 366 378 20 63 
Flag image 11 35 32 50 60 96 12 24 
Save Fluo run 31 54 95 141 180 130 35 70 
Select annotation 192 68 1 517 765 578 493 13 26 
Select exposure subtract 1 1 6 7 3 4 8 12 
Select external video source 16 31 22 27 11 20 1 2 
Select fil e 525 1401 398 518 346 156 108 122 
Select fluo subtract 9 9 145 218 200 364 22 21 
Select physio channel 3 8 1 3 0 0 0 0 
Select/quit/save view trace 0 0 1003 2514 1057 2601 32 63 
Start fi le / run replay 3754 3239 1264 84 1 96 1 585 3081 1652 
Switch refl/ref2 556 1455 2129 2042 2162 1418 356 603 
Use targano 0 0 284 440 65 99 4554 6421 
Video invert 4 6 33 40 22 13 8 8 
View image back 9757 23510 8273 6777 6746 3973 5489 3266 
View image forwa rd 13780 35148 13241 11691 9642 5982 6906 3704 
View page back 66 189 71 90 74 53 27 39 
View page fo rward 51 145 114 196 58 71 12 17 
View run back 3068 2028 962 765 873 594 2460 1623 
View run forwa rd 3032 3541 1628 1142 1446 816 3401 2464 
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The figure depicts the viewing operations in an operational profile . The operational 
profile is relative, so the percentage on the y-axis gives the fraction of occur 
rences that the operation is done on the system. (e.g. 0.25 says that of a ll move 
ment operations, 25 percent is operation A). The graphs are split up for reasons of 
readabi lity; note that the scale on the graphs is different. 

Operational profile for viewing operations part 1 D CardioFO10 ■ M ix 1 DM1x2 □ Mix3 ! 
0.4 

0 .35 
Operations Legend 

0.3 A = Change CBE 
B = Copy run/image 
C =- De/select elec. Shutters 

0.25 D = De/select file overview 
E = De/select landmarking 

0 .2 
F = De/select overlay text 
G = De/select pan zoom 
H = De/select pixel shift 

0 .15 
I = De/select remask 

J = De/Select run overview 
K = De/select subtract 

0.1 L = Decrement / increment spe, d 
M • Fixed zoom 
N = Flag image 

0 .05 O = Flag run 
P = Save Fluo run 
Q = Select annotation 

0 

A B C D E F G H J K L M N 0 p Q 

a CardioFO10 ■ lv1ix 1 D Mi:x2 D Mix3 

0.3 
Operational profile for viewing operations part 2 

Operations Legend 

0.25 

A = Select exposure subtract 

0.2 
B = Select external video sourcE 
C = Select file 
D = Select fluo subtract 
E = Select physio channel 

0.15 F = Select/quit/save view trace 
G = Start file / run replay 
H = Switch ref1 /ref2 
I = Use targano 

0.1 J = Video invert 
K = View image back 
L = View image forward 

0.05 
M = View page back 
N = View page forward 
o = View run back 
P = View run forward 

A B C D E F G H J K L M N 0 p 

When only taking into account the operations that have an area of influence of more 
than 5 percent of the profile, this means that only operations that are used substan
tially are taken into account, 7 operations are se lected (AHGKLOP). Based on sec
tion 4.3 we analyse if the 'clin ical'- labels can be repre sented by one partial ope ra
tional profile without deviating more than 25 percent. All 7 ope rations show more 
than 25 percent deviation from the average (13 problems). When two profiles are 
chosen, 'cardioFD10'/'mix3' and 'mix l '/'mix2', only 'pixelshift ' shows more than 25 
pe rcent deviation from the ave rage. Based on this it is chosen to make two partial 
operational profiles fo r the viewing working area . 
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APPENDIX 28 

Result overview General analysis 

The next table li sts the summary of the general operations data pe r clinical mix. 
The systems used for this analysis are li s ted in appendix Xl; the time pe riod is 2 
months. For each clinical mix the average occurrence frequency is noted and the 
standard deviation. 

L (I.. o ...... N C'I) 

Operation X X X ro o ,..... 
~ ~ ~ u:.ao 0 0 0 0 

Analysis Method 118 197 37 42 16 13 42 70 
Analysis Method Continued 30 104 19 62 2 3 3 5 
BodyGuard override 239 173 89 108 77 66 246 211 
De/Select inj ector coupling 58 190 163 170 130 88 19 20 
Delete run 112 271 62 67 178 371 18 45 
Emergency s top 1 2 1 2 1 2 4 7 
en/disable xray 373 299 280 188 323 152 326 141 
Recall A 52 63 54 59 161 176 68 97 
Recall B 263 909 39 33 111 93 30 34 
Recall preset 148 326 198 627 110 179 299 738 
Reset fluo buzzer 308 478 165 127 175 95 220 95 
Select acquisition input focus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select AP 0 0 2 7 2 4 0 0 
Select APC 3D 0 0 2 4 1 2 0 0 
Select APC reference 15 55 3 4 4 7 8 19 
Select APC sequence 22 53 30 96 17 29 42 131 
Select de tector fi eldsize 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select dual fluo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select dual fluo zoom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select exposure channel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Select fluo fl avour 662 45 1 858 473 686 347 764 350 
Select fo llow stand 0 0 4 11 1 3 0 0 
Select oma 14 37 130 187 22 17 13 31 
Select preset position 68 194 122 448 60 111 125 346 
Select reference image 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Set contrast arrival time 0 0 263 339 121 116 6 16 
Set phase 1/2 duration 0 0 122 159 467 679 3 9 
Set phase 1/2 image speed 0 0 61 168 39 60 1 4 
Set processing foc us 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Start injection 0 0 68 99 66 142 61 100 
Stop Watch 27 39 36 48 26 15 44 98 
Store NB 29 30 16 12 13 10 30 25 
Switch roomlight 640 909 270 266 208 233 905 926 
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The figure depicts the general operations in an operational profile. The operational 
profile is relative, so the percentage on the y-axis gives the fraction of occur
rences that the operation is done on the system. (e .g. 0.25 says that of all move 
ment operations, 25 percent is operation A) . The graphs are split up for reasons of 
readability; note that the scale on the graphs is different. 

a CardioFD10 ■ Mix1 □ Mix2 □ Mix3 

0.16 
Operational profile for general operations 
part 1 Operations Legend 

0.14 

0.12 
A = Analysis Method 
B = Analysis Method Continued 
C = Bod$Guard override 

0.1 
D = De/ elect injector coupling 
E = Delele run 
F = Emergency stop 

0.08 G = en/disable xray 
H = Recall A 
I= Recall B 

0.06 J = Recall preset 
K = Reset fluo buzzer 
L = Select acquisition input focu 

0.04 M = Select AP 
N = Select APC 3D 
O = Select APC reference 

0.02 P = Select APC sequence 
Q = Select Detector fieldsize 

0 

A B C D E F G H J K L M N 0 p Q 

a GardioFD10 ■ Mix1 □ M1x2 □ Mix3 

0.35 
Operational profile for general operations 

Operations Legend part 2 
0 .3 

A = Select dual fluo 
0.25 B = Select dual fluo zoom 

C = Select exposure channel 
D = Select fluo flavour 

0.2 E = Select follow stand 
F = Select oma 
G = Select preset pos~ion 

0.15 
H = Select reference image 
I = Set contrast arrival time 

J = Set phase 1/2 duration 
K = Set phase 1/2 image speed 

0.1 L = Set processing focus 
M = Start injection 
N = Stopwatch 

0.05 O= Store N B 
p = Switch roomlight 

0 

A B C D E F G H J K L M N 0 p 

Figures: The partial operational profile for 'general', segmented by clinical-label 
Based on the criteria described in section 4.3: 

• Operations CGK from the first graph, and DP from the second graph satisfy 
the crite rion of an area of influence 5 percent. 

• The re lative error is around 25 percent for these operations and shows no 
basis for differentiating between regions . Howeve r, the operations 'body
guard ove rride ' and 'switch roomlight' do not satisfy these crite ria. These 
difference s can be explained by domain experts and are not seen as motiva
tor to distinguish be tween the 'clinica!'- labe ls for the partial operational 
profile for the general working area. 
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APPENDIX 29 

Linking Profile 

The Linking Profile is used to represent the re lation between the 5 working areas. 
Not eve ry working area is used with a s imilar frequency. For example viewing op
erations are used more often than workflow actions . To be able to cons truct a com
plete operational profile from the partial profiles the re lative occurrence frequency 
on thi s overview level is needed. The linking profile gives these relationships . 

The linking profile gives the working areas and the ir relative occurrence; the data 
is lis ted in the fo llowing table . Note that the occurrence frequency of the movement 
operations is reduced by a factor 4. This is the average frequency of operations 
be ing logged (this operations logs every second, even multiple times per second). 
This conversion provides a fair allocation of the re lative frequency of the working 
areas . 

Table lis ts data in percentages 
Acquisition Workflow Movement Viewing General 

CardioFD lO 12.49 1.77 32. 1 46.84 6.79 
Asia Pacific 10. 1 1.33 21.84 59.15 7.59 
Europe 12.94 1.94 36.83 41.42 6.87 
North America 14.44 2.04 37.65 39.95 5.92 

Mix l 5.59 1 20.55 67.38 5.49 
Mix2 6.11 1.21 18.24 70.47 3.97 
Mix3 10.86 1.41 31.35 50. 52 5.86 

'Mix l ' and 'Mix2' show the same patte rn, as do 'cardioFDlO' and 'Mix3'. Note that 
Asia Pacific shows a higher pe rcentage viewing operations and lower percentage 
movement operations fo r the FDlO-systems. If this is to be generalized to all the 
systems and taken into account, further research is necessary. At thi s point in time 
not enough systems are connected to the Remote Service Network to answer this 
question. 

Based on this data the linking profile is divided into 4 profiles: 
• CardioFD lO systems in Asia Pac ific 

• CardioFDlO systems in Europe and North America 

• FD20 Cardiology systems (previous ly mix3) 

• FD20 Radiology/neurology systems (previous ly mix l and mix2) 
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Table lists data in percentages 
Acquisition Workflow Movement Viewing 

CardioFDl0 AP 10.1 1.33 21.84 59.15 
CardioFDlO EU/NA 13.69 1.99 37.24 40.68 
CardioFD20 10.86 1.41 31.35 50.52 
Radio/Ne uro 5.85 1.11 19.39 68.92 

The fo llowing figure represents the 4 linking profi les: 

Linking profiles 

~OO i--------.==,--------- -+-----------7 i ., 
i: 
8. 
~ 40 

~ 
:, 

~ 20 _,__ _ _J -., 
~ 
&1 

CardioFD10 · M' CardioFD10 • EU/NA .,...._ ____,. 
Region Clinical 

CardioFD20 Mix2/M ix3 

General 
7.59 

6.4 
5.86 
4.73 

o Acquisition 

■ Workflow 

g Movement 

□ Viewing 

g General 

The linking profi les can be used to generate rea list ic test cases. To clarify this an 
example is given: 

If an FDlO-system is tested for re liabili ty and special attention is given to its performance in 
Europe. Testing time gives a limitation to test 100.000 operations. With help of the linking 
profile the testing effort is allocated in the fo llowing way: 

Acquisition Workflow Movement Viewing General 

13690 1990 37240 40680 6400 

For each working area the partial profil e can be used to a llocate testing efforts with that 
working area. These partial profiles will be described in more detail in the coming appendi
ces. The allocation of testing efforts for example within the 'workflow' working area wo uld 
be: 

Workflow 
Email 1 
MPPS use 805 
Prefetch 4 
Print 355 
Query patient data 0 
Retrieve patient data 2 
Schedule patient 264 
StorageCommit Request 558 
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APPENDIX 30 

The acquisition profiles 

For the working area of acquisition no differe nce is made based on regional differ 
ences. Moreover, three users remained for this working area because the FD20 ra
diology and neurology (mixl and mix2) are joined into one group. The users that 
will have a separate profile are: 

The FD 10 cardiology systems 
The FD20 cardiology systems 
The FD20 radiology and neurology systems 

The operations and parameters defined in chapter 5 will be listed fo r these users in 
this appendix. For each parameter the values of the three users will be displayed in 
the same graph to ease comparison. No explanations of the parameters will be 
given, only the graphs. Data tables supporting the graphs can be found in the ac
companying excel- document. 

Note that for the FD20 systems no loggings are available on the operation 'expo
sure' and the parameters are then displayed only for the user 'CardioFDlO' . 

30.A Acquisition - Parameter kV 
Chart: Relative kV intensity Fluoroscopy 
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Chart: Relative kV intensity Exposure (only FD10) 
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30.B Acquisition - Parameter mA 
Chart: Relative mA intensity 
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Chart: Relative mA values Exposure (only FD10l 
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30.C Acquisition - Parameter ms 
Chart: Relative ms values Fluoroscopy 
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30.D Acquisition - Parameter Object Thickness 
Chart: Relative Obj ect Thickness 
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30.E Acquisition - Parameter Shutter Dimensions 
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30.F Acquisition - Parameter Source Image Distance 
Chart: Relative Source Image Distance 8% 13% 
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30.G Acquisition - Parameter TableHeight 
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Chart : Relative TableHeight 
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Appendix 31 

The Workflow Profile 

This appendix describes the partial operational profile for the working area of 
workflow. For this working area one profile is made to descr ibe all user groups. 
Be low the tabular and graphical representation can be found . 

Chart: Workflow Profile 
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Operat ions 

H 

Legend 

A Email 
B MPP S use 
C Prefetch 
D Prir1 
E Query patient data 
F Retrieve patient data 
G Schedule patient 
H StorageCommit Request 

Figure: Graphical representation partial workflow profile 

Table: Partial workflow profile 
Operation: Relative occ urrence 

fr equency (%) : 

Email 0.05 
MPPS use 40.48 
Prefe tch 0.19 
Print 17.85 
Query patient data 0 
Re trieve patient data 0.11 
Schedule patient 13.29 
StorageCommit Request 28 .04 

Two important notes: 
• Systems in Asia Pacific are currently less often connected to external ad

ministration systems. 

• Cardiology systems have a highe r intens ity of use on e lectronic archiving 
systems. 
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Appendix 32 

The Movement Profile 

This appendix describes the partial operational profi le for the working area of 
movement. For this working area one profi le is made to describe all user groups. 
Below the tabular and graphical representation can be found. 

Chart: Movement Profile 
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Operation s 

A Angulate Beam 
B Change patient height 
C Change SID 
D Chasing 
E Move shltters 

F Move Wedge1 
G Move Wedge2 
H Preferred Beam 
I Reset shutter 

J Wedge1 

K Wedge2 
L Rotate Wedge1 

M Rotate Wedge2 
N Select Ali . Wedge Follow 
O Move or Park Beam 

P Patient Table Movement 
Q Pivot Stand Base 
R Position Table Top 
S Rotate Beam 
T Rotate Detector 

Figure: Graphical representation partial movement profile 

Table: Partial movement profile 
Operation: Relative oc - Operation: Relative oc-

currence fre- currence fre-
quency (%): quency (%): 

Angulate Beam 23.01 Coll imator Wedge2 0.12 
Change patient height 6.46 Collimator Rotate Wedgel 0.71 
Change Source Image 
Distance 5.97 Collimator Rotate Wedge2 0.37 

Collimator Select Auto-
Chasing 12.21 matic Wedge Follow 0.03 
Collimator Move shutters 3.46 Move or Park Beam 3.55 
Collimator Move Wedgel 2.08 Patient Table Movement 0.02 
Collimator Move Wedge2 1.19 Pivot Stand Base 0.58 
Coll imator Preferred 
Beam 0.02 Position Table Top 13.82 
Collimator Reset shutter 0.18 Rotate Beam 25.83 
Collimator Wedge l 0.13 Rotate Detec tor 0.35 
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Appendix 33 

The Viewing Profile 

This appendix describe s the partial operational profile for the working area of 
viewing. For this working two profiles are made to describe all user groups. The 
first profile is for the CardioFD10/CardioFD20- group, the second for the Ra
dio/Neuro-group. Below the tabular and graphical representations are given for 
both. 

Chart: Viewing Profile CardioFD10/CardioFO20 
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Operations 
A Change CBE H De/select pixel shift 0 Flag image V Select physio channel 3 View image forward 

B Copy run/image I De/s elect remask p Save Fluo run "' Select/quit/save view trace 4 View page back 
C De/select elec. shutters J De/Select run overview a select annotation X Start fi le / run replay 5 View page forward 

0 De/select file 011erview K De/s elect subtract R Select exposure subtract y switch ref1 /ref2. 6 View run ba ck 

E De/select landmarking L Deer. / increment speed s select ext.I video source z Use targano 7 View run forward 

F De/select overlay text M Fixed zoom T Sel ect fi le 1 Video invert 

G De/select pan zoom N ftao run u Selectfluo s ubtract 2 View imaoe back 

Figure: Graphical representation partial viewing profile for CardioFD10/CardioFD20 

Chart: Viewing Profile Radio/Neuro 
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Operations 
A Change CBE H De/select pixel shift 0 Flag image V Select ph~io channel 3 View image forward 

B Copy ru n/image I De/select remask p Save Fluo run "' SelecVquit/save view trace 4 View page back 

C De/select elec. shutters J De/Select run overview a select annotation X Start fi l e I run replay 5 View page forward 

0 De/select file overview K De/select subtract R Select exposure subtract y switch ref1 /ref2 6 View run back 

E Defselect landmarking L Deer . I increments peed s select ext.I video source z Use targano 7 View run forward 

F De/select overlay text M Fixed zoom T Select file 1 Video invert 

G De/select pan zoom N flaci run u Selectfluo subtract 2 View imaoe back 

Figure: Graphical representation partial viewing profile for Radio/Neuro 
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Table: Partial viewing profile, table gives occurrence in percentage of total occurrences. 
Operation: Cardio Radio/ Cardio Radio/ 

Neuro Neuro 
Change CBE Select exposure sub-

2.81 10.3 tract 0.02 0.01 
Copy run/image Select ext. video 

1.37 2.16 source 0.05 0.06 
De/select elec. shutters 0.03 0.46 Select file 0.44 0.62 
De/select file overview 0.49 0.79 Select fluo subtract 0.06 0.47 
De/select landmarking 0.08 0.87 Select physio channel 0 0 
De/select overlay text Select/quit/save view 

0.01 0.02 trace 0.04 1.14 
De/select pan zoom 3.48 3.08 Start file / run replay 14.18 2.67 
De/select pixel shift 1.9 36.07 Switch refl/ref2 0.91 3.56 
De/select remask 0.03 0.82 Use targano 6.9 0.24 
De/Select run overview 0.07 0. 17 Video invert 0.03 0.05 
De/select subtract 0.15 0.69 View image back 19.07 11.44 
Deer. I increment speed 0.12 0.07 View image forward 24.03 16.92 
Fixed zoom 0 0 View page back 0.06 0.17 
Flag run 0.07 1.01 View page forward 0.04 0.19 
Flag image 0.02 0. 13 View run back 11.89 1.59 
Save Fluo run 0.18 0.53 View run forward 11.35 2.75 
Select annotation 0.12 0.93 
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Appendix 34 

The General Profile 

This appendix describes the partial operational profile for the general working area. 
For this working area one profile is made to describe all user groups. Below the 
tabular and graphical representation can be found. 

Chart: General Profile 
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A .Analysis fv1elhod (LVAetc.) H Recall A 0 SelectAPC reference V Selectfoltowstand 3 Set processing focus 
B Analysis tv1ethod Continue, I Recall B p Select PPC sequence w selectoma 4 Start injection 
C Bod)('.,uard override J Recall preset Q Setectdetector fieldsize X Select preset position 5 StopWatch 

D De/Select injector couplin~ K Reset ftuo buzzer R Select dual fluo y Select reference image Store ,A/El 

E Delete run L Select acq . input focus s Select dual fluozoom z Set contrast arr ival time Switch roomlight 
F Emergency stop M Select/JP T Select exposure channel Set phase 1/2 duration 

G En/disable xra y N Select APC 30 u Setectfluo flavour Set phase 1/2 imaoe speed 

Figure: Graphical representation partial general profile 

Table: Partial viewing profile, table gives occurrence in percentage of total occurrences. 
Operation: % % 
Analysis Method (L VA etc.) 1.6 Select dual fluo 0 
An.Method Continued 0.2 Select dual fluo zoom 0 
BodyGuard override 5.68 Select exposure channel 0 
De/Select injector coupling 2.72 Select fluo flavour 27.57 
Delete run 2.5 Select follow stand 0.05 
Emergency stop 0.06 select oma 1.14 
En/ disable xray 12.13 Select preset position 2.25 
Recall A 2.59 Select reference image 0 
Recall B 2.71 Set contras t arrival time 2.94 
Recall preset 4.77 Set phase 1/ 2 duration 3.85 
Reset fluo buzzer 7.4 Set phase 1/ 2 image speed 0.65 
Select acquisition input focus 0 Set processing focus 0 
Select AP 0.03 Start injection 1.63 
Select APC 3D 0.02 Stop Watch 1.47 
Select APC reference 0.16 Store A/B 0.79 
Select APC sequence 0.67 Switch roomlight 14.43 
Select detector field s ize 0 
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Appendix 35 

Software tool 1: User profile generator 

This appendix describes the software tool that is developed during this assignment. 
The software tool enables to query in around 150 systems, for a time period of 2 
months, s imultaneous (i.e. not each system loggings has to be analyzed separate ly). 
The features of the tool enable people not only to generate user profiles, but also 
to search more detailed information beyond the scope of this project. 

The effort required to update the operational profiles is reduced incredibly, and is, 
if the software tool is connected to new data, able to update in frequent interval s. 

First, the user starts the application and chooses which database to connect to (fig
ure 1). This database is created by the back-end of the software tool and is based 
on the 'operations li st' described in chapter 5. Selection of a different database en
ables the possibility to increase or update system logging information. 

UserName 

Pam,ord 

Database: 

Database redifinition 

JINiiiiPiiMii 

lever 

Figure 1: Database selection window 

When a database is chosen, the main application window will open. Figure 2 depicts 
the main window. In this main window 4 user inputs are required: 

156 

1. System selection - the user is able to select separate systems, but also 
groups of systems based on geographical criteria (all systems within a re
gion/country/c ity) 

2. Procedure selection - the user can select specific procedures, this enables 
the user to only get results based on spec ific clinical procedures chosen by 
the physician . Example: If fo r example 'cardiac '-procedures are chosen, all 
results di splayed later on in the tool wi ll only contain data obtained during 
cardiology examinations. 

3. Time selection - the period of the system loggings that will be searched. 
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4. Operation selection - the user is able to make his own selection of interest 
ing operations for his research. All operation from the 'operations li st' are 
available by default and the poss ibility exists to add extra operations. 

~I User Profile Generator '!slli+:~~ 

Welcome to use 

User Profile Generator (v1 .2) 

r SelededTmef'81i 

I From: ,...l2-00_6_N_o11- 0J-----. 

To: j2006 Nov 03 
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Figure 2: Main application window User profile generator 

5. Analysis se lection - the use r has to select an analysis. Six options are 
available to the use r: 

a. Functions specification A: Gives the occurrences and paramete rs of 
extended profile operations chronologically. (Figure 3) 

b. Functions specification B: Gives the occurrences and parame te rs of 
extended profile operations grouped per day for se lected interval. 
This enables the user to select a longer period (for trend de tection), 
because the output of the tool is otherwise too large. 

c. System specification: Gives for a specific system the occurrence 
frequency (total count) of the selected operations. (Figure 4) 
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d. Freque ncy count A: Gives the occurrence frequency of the selected 
operations (total count) grouped by system based on the chosen cri 
te ria (time/systems/procedures). (Figure 5) 

e . Frequency count B: Does the same as 'frequency count A' but then 
grouped by date and not by syste m. (Figure 6) 

f. DIM array construction: Gives a ll occurrences of: the selected op
erations fo r one system. T his is al so conve rted to a trans ition dia
gram, showing the first order re lationship between the selected op 
erations . 
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Figures 3 and 4: 'functions specification A' (left), 'system specification' (right) 
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Figures 5 and 6: 'frequency count A' (left), 'frequency count B' (right) 
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Appendix 36 

Software tool 2: Operational Profile tool 

Softwaretool 2 is developed to help generating the operational profile for a specific 
user group. The next figure contains a screenshot of the softwaretool. At number 1 
a system type can be selected, at number 2 the clinical use can be selected and the 
geographical location can be selected at number 3. The tool directly take s into ac 
count the linking profile and multiple partial operational profiles. 

Woficflow 

Viewiu 

Scans >50 kV 
Scans >60 kV 
Stans >iO kV 
SC3i'1S >WkV 
Stans :>9lkV 
Scans >100 kV 
Scans >110 kV 

29 Chan a CBE 
30 Co runlima_ e 
31 Oe/selec1 elec. shu11ers 
32 Oe/seletl ftlt\ overview 
33 Oe/selecl lc1ndma1kin 
34 De/select owrla text 
35 De/select ar. zoom 
36 Oe/selecl i.xel shift 
31 Oe/sel9ci rem:aisk 
38 OeJSeleci r1Jn oveMew 
39 Oe/selecl subtract 
40 Oec.rement / incremenl s eed 
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Figure: Softwaretool 2 screenshot 
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